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ABSTRACT 

This thesis argues that spatial planning laws in Bali fail to achieve their regulatory objectives, 

finding that inter-related legal and non-legal factors contribute to this. Although the hotel industry 

offers Bali, and Indonesia more broadly, significant economic and social benefits, the failure of 

spatial planning laws has meant that these developments are not being sustainably managed. 

Drawing on original field research and case study analysis, the thesis proposes some possible means 

of addressing these failures. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

I SPATIAL PLANNING IN INDONESIA 

A The Concept of Spatial Planning 

This thesis is about the importance of spatial planning laws in Bali, Indonesia, and their failure. The 

European Conference of Ministers Responsible for Regional and Spatial Planning defines spatial 

planning in The Torremolinos Charter in the following way:  

Regional/spatial planning gives geographical expression to the economic, social, cultural and 

ecological policies of society. It is at the same time a scientific discipline, an administrative 

technique and a policy developed as an interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach directed 

towards a balanced regional development and the physical organisation of space according to an 

overall strategy.
1
 

Spatial planning is often conceived in practical terms by reference to the technical activities of 

experts, professionals and government in designing spaces
2
 to anticipate and mitigate adverse 

consequences from economic and political pressures.
3
 By planning how spaces within a city, a 

province or an entire country are used and protected, societies can improve the quality of life of 

people, protect and create livelihoods, promote sustainable economic growth, and protect the 

environment.
4
 To work effectively, spatial planning relies on an interdisciplinary collection of 

professions, including lawyers, engineers, architects, planners, and public policymakers. Even, 

within a single discipline such as law, spatial planning traverses various fields, including 

constitutional, administrative, environmental, construction and planning law. The discipline is also 

associated with international law regimes such as trade and investment, but as a regulatory field, 

spatial planning regulation mainly focuses on national laws rather than international initiatives. That 

said, it is important to note that spatial planning may cover foreign elements, such as foreign direct 

investment (‘FDI’) or international environmental law programs. This thesis is concerned with the 

legal and regulatory aspects of spatial planning in Indonesia, and Bali in particular. The thesis 

demonstrates that spatial planning is failing in Bali, and, as a result, a range of economic and 

political pressures are damaging Bali’s human and natural environments. 

 

 

                                                 
1
  European Conference of Ministers Responsible for Regional/Spatial Planning, Chartre Européenne de 

l’Amenagement du Territoire (Chartre de Torremolinos), adopted 20/05/1983 

<www.siseministeerium.ee/public/terr.harta.ingrtf.rtf>. See also Robbert Biesbroek, Rob Swart, and Wim van der 

Knaap, ‘The Mitigation–Adaptation Dichotomy and the Role of Spatial Planning’ (2009) 33(3) Habitat 

International 230, 234. 
2
   Henry Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Blackwell, 1991) 99. 

3  Angela Hull, ‘Spatial planning: The Development Plan as a Vehicle to Unlock Development Potential?’ (1998) 

15(5) Cities 327–335. 
4
   Patsy Healey, ’Collaborative Planning in a Stakeholder Society’ (1998) 69(1)  The Town Planning Review 1. See 

also Arnold van der Valk, ‘The Dutch Planning Experience’  (2002) 58(2-4) Landscape and Urban Planning 201, 

202. 
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B Spatial Planning as a Regulatory Measure 

Spatial planning regulation has been differently labelled in the practice of different countries, 

depending on cultural traditions, legal system models, and local politics. Israel uses the term 

‘Planning and Building Law’
5
 while Russia prefers ‘Urban Planning Law’.

6
 Some African countries 

employ ‘Town and Country Planning Law’, while China has introduced the ‘City Master Plan’.
7
 

Most European countries, including the Netherlands,
8
 Poland, and Slovenia

9
 refer to ‘Spatial 

Planning Laws’. Indonesia follows the European tradition, and this thesis will do the same.  

Spatial planning in Indonesia involves a hierarchy of laws and governmental policies from the 

national level, down to the provincial and district levels.
10

 However, Indonesia is not a federation. In 

many countries with federal constitutions, spatial planning is a state or local matter rather than a 

federal matter. As we will see, this is not the case in Indonesia, which is a unitary state in the form 

of a republic. In Indonesia, the central government delegates law making authority to subnational 

units, which are also expected to implement central policy decisions at the local level.  

Generally speaking, as a regulatory measure, spatial planning involves deliberate government action 

at all levels
11

 to allocate, form, and harmonise space for various uses.
12

 McAuslan elaborates the 

main legal issues discussed in spatial planning to include: boundaries and area jurisdiction; the 

‘who-does-what’ question (conflicts between authorities); the land question (who has authority over 

the land and who allocates plots for development); planning procedures; and housing conditions and 

their enforcement.
13

 In this respect, contemporary spatial planning has transformed traditional ideas 

of planning, focused on land use distribution and design and prioritising restraint and control, toward 

more positive and holistic concerns, requiring multi-sectoral and multi-scalar views.
14

 Hence, spatial 

planning regulation covers not only land use, but also social, economic, and environmental 

considerations
15

 by integrating government policies concerned with, among other areas, agriculture, 

transport, and energy production.
16

 Brackhahn and Kärkkäinen view spatial planning as a regulatory 

tool to balance socio-economic development by avoiding environmental damage and, at the same 

                                                 
5
  Nurit Alfasi, ‘Planning Just-in-Time Versus Planning Just-in-Case’ (2004) 21(1) Cities 29, 31. 

6
  Oleg Golubchikov, ‘Urban planning in Russia: Towards the Market’ (2004) 12(2) European Planning Studies 

229. 
7
  Kadmiel H Wekwete, ‘Planning Law in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Focus on the Experiences in Southern and Eastern 

Africa’ (1995) 19(1) Habitat International 13, 16. See also Ben C Arimah and Demola Adeagbo, ’Compliance 

with Urban Development and Planning Regulations in Ibadan, Nigeria’ (2000) 24(3) Habitat International 279. 
8
  van der Valk (n 4). 

9
  Małgorzata Krajewska, Sabina Źróbek and Maruška Šubic Kovač, ‘The Role of Spatial Planning in the 

Investment Process in Poland and Slovenia’ (2014) 22(2) Real Estate Management and Valuation 52, 53. 
10

  Nigel Taylor, ‘What Is This Thing Called Spatial Planning? An Analysis of the British Government's View’ 

(2010) 81(2) The Town Planning Review 193, 201. 
11

  Wekwete (n 7). 
12

  Louis Albrechts, ‘Shifts in Strategic Spatial Planning? Some Evidence from Europe and Australia’ (2006) 38(6) 

Environment and Planning  1149, 1170. 
13

  Patrick McAuslan, ‘The legal Environment of Planned Urban Growth’ (1981) 1 Public Administration and 

Development 301, 317. 
14

  Alister J Scott et al, ‘Disintegrated Development at the Rural–Urban Fringe: Re-connecting Spatial Planning 

Theory and Practice’ (2013) 83 Progress in Planning 1, 4. 
15

  Taylor (n 10). 
16

  Ibid. 
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time, securing the natural and cultural environments.
17

 More specifically, spatial planning regulation 

can ensure the effective use of restricted spatial resources, balancing industrial and commercial 

business development with the available resources, encompassing natural resources, water, air and 

soil.
18

 Spatial planning regulation has, therefore, become vital to ensure sustainable development by 

preventing development from which present and future generations will not be able to recover, or 

could only recover at a very high cost.
19

  

Like many fields of law that aim to protect species, animals and nature as well as human beings, 

spatial planning laws are arguably preferable to
20

 private law claims for compensation, which are 

unreliable and limited in effect.
21

 Jones, for example, views spatial planning regulation as a method 

of licensing nature, and prioritising development control objectives.
22

 Tromans elucidates this 

development control goal of spatial planning by saying that spatial planning can either promote 

development or prevent development, depending on potential environmental problems in a particular 

area.
23

  

The sustainable development aims of spatial planning laws are particularly important for a country 

such as Indonesia, which tends to place greater emphasis on the economic growth dimensions of 

human development. Unfortunately, as this thesis demonstrates, spatial planning in Indonesia tends 

to be viewed as crucial to the provision of a stable and predictable environment for investment and 

development, and for encouraging effective use of land and natural resources for development.
24

 

Spatial planning laws are also crucial for a country such as Indonesia because it is an archipelago 

prone to natural disasters. Spatial planning laws should provide guidance for the development of 

commercial, residential, industrial and tourism areas so they are not located in identified high-risk 

areas.
25

 However, the economic aim of spatial planning in Indonesia often trumps the aim of 

sustainability in this respect as well. If, the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 

(‘UNECE’) states, spatial planning regulation seeks to harmonise different relevant socio-economic 

objectives and
 
to reconcile competing policy goals,

26
 then it is failing in Indonesia. As the case 

studies in this thesis of hotel developments in Bali indicate, Indonesian spatial planning laws are yet 

to achieve these kinds of harmonising effects.  

 

                                                 
17

  Bernhard Brackhahn and Risto Kärkkäinen (eds), Spatial Planning as an Instrument for Promoting Sustainable 

Development in the Nordic countries: Action Programme for 2001–2004 (Nordic Swan Label, 2001) 7. 
18

  Ibid. 
19

  Bronwen Morgan and KarenYeung, An Introduction to Law and Regulation: Text and Materials (Cambridge 

University Press, 1
st
ed, 2017) 35. 

20
  Ibid. 

21
  Ibid 22. 

22
  Gregory Jones, ‘The Impact of Environmental Law on Planning Decision-Making’ (2012) 40 Journal of Planning 

and Environment Law OP 22. 
23

  Stephen Tromans, ‘Planning and Environmental Law: Uneasy Bedfellows?’ (2012) 40 Journal of Planning and 

Environment Law OP 73. 
24

  Ibid 2. 
25

  Kalliopi Sapountzaki et al, ‘Disconnected Policies and Actors and the Missing Role of Spatial Planning 

throughout the Risk Management Cycle’ (2011) 59(3) Nat Hazards 1445, 1447. 
26

  United Nation Economic Commission for Europe, Spatial Planning Key Instrument for Development and 

Effective Governance with Special Reference to Countries in Transition (United Nations, 2008) 1. See also 

Biesbroek, Swart, and  van der Knaap (n 1) 234. 
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II SPATIAL PLANNING AND TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

A Tourism Development and its Contribution to Economic Development 

Since the late 1960s, many developing countries have turned their reliance on primary product 

exports to international tourism as a means of supporting economic development.
27

 Tourism is 

considered to be an effective means of alleviating poverty through the increase of earnings and 

wages of tourism workers.
28

 It is more labour-intensive than other non-agricultural fields,
29

and it 

tends to attract otherwise underemployed workers, such as low-skilled, female, and younger 

workers.
30

 Tourism is also a great source of income for governments. For example, the existence of 

hotel room taxes, departure taxes, custom duties, and income tax have significantly enhanced 

Indonesia’s tax revenues.
31

 International hotel chains have also become a tool of human 

development by transferring and increasing the skills of hotel workers and management through 

integrated in-house training programs.
32

 Furthermore, the United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development (‘UNCTAD’) reveals how revenue generated by tourism is useful to finance 

infrastructure development and support small and medium enterprises (‘SMEs’).
33

  

In a recent study, Danish and Wang show how the increase of tourism receipts by one per cent 

increases economic growth by 0.1594 per cent.
34

 Referring to Ricardo’s comparative advantage,
35

 

when a country specialises in tourism businesses, tourism growth can increase the positive net 

tourism returns, leading to more economic growth.
36

 In Bahia State, Brazil, for example, hotel 

projects in Ilha de Cajaíba, are estimated to have provided US$1.6 billion to the local economy and 

created 10,710 jobs.
37

 In Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (‘BRICS’), the increase of 

tourism investment by one per cent is shown to have increased economic growth by 0.41 per cent.
38

 

The increase of tourism investment by one per cent apparently also decreases CO2 emissions by 

                                                 
27

  Mark P Hampton and Julia Jeyacheya, ‘Power, Ownership and Tourism in Small Islands: Evidence from 

Indonesia’ (2015) 70 World Development 481. 
28

   Jonathan Mitchell and Caroline Ashley, Pathways to Prosperity – How Can Tourism Reduce Poverty: A Review 

of Pathways, Evidence and Methods (World Bank, 2007) 49. 
29

  Ibid. 
30

    United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘The Contribution of Tourism to Trade and 

Development’ (Trade and Development Board, 10 February 2010) <http://unctad.org/en/Docs/cid8_en.pdf>. 
31

  Evridiki Tsounta, ‘What Attracts Tourists to Paradise?’ (IMF Working Paper, December, 2008) 

<https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2008/wp08277.pdf>. 
32

  Peter Forsyth and Larry Dwyer, ‘Foreign Investment in Australian Tourism: A Framework for Analysis’ (2003) 

14  The Journal of Tourism Studies 71.  
33

   United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘Sustainable tourism: Contribution to Economic Growth 

and Sustainable Development’ (Trade and Development Board, 28 January 2013) 

<http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/ciem5d2_en.pdf>. 
34

  Danish and Zhaohua Wang, ‘Dynamic Relationship between Tourism, Economic Growth, and Environmental 

Quality’ (2018) 26(11) Journal of Sustainable Tourism 1928, 1936. 
35

  See David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (Cambridge University Press, 1951) 

135. Generally speaking, international trade, according to this theory, has provided benefit by allowing firms in a 

particular country to specialize in production, resulting in cheaper products, and enabling lower income 

consumers to purchase a greater variety of those products. 
36

    Ibid. 
37

  Fernanda de Vasconcellos Pegas, David Weaver and Guy Castley, ‘Domestic Tourism and Sustainability in an 

Emerging Economy: Brazil's Littoral Pleasure Periphery’ (2015) 23(5) Journal of Sustainable Tourism 748, 758. 
38

    Danish and Wang (n 34). 

http://unctad.org/en/Docs/cid8_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/ciem5d2_en.pdf
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0.5771 per cent,
39

 indicating that tourism can have positive effects on the environment. This trend 

can also be seen in China, where tourism investment significantly enhances tourism revenue.
40

 A 

study by Paramati, Alam and Lau likewise explains that a one per cent increase in tourism 

investment increased tourism income by 0.197 per cent in the European Union (‘EU’) countries.
41

 

The study also reveals that a one per cent increase in trade openness and per capita income enhances 

tourism income by 0.222 per cent and 0.502 per cent, respectively.
42

 For these reasons, the increase 

of tourism investment has made a significant contribution to economic growth in Brazil, Russia, 

India, China, and South Africa (‘BRICS’) and EU countries. 

Similar data indicates that the same trends are evident in Indonesia. Bali offers a prime example of 

this. As the most popular tourist destination in Indonesia, Bali relies on tourism as its primary engine 

of development.
43

 In 2015, 31 per cent of businesses in Bali were involved in the tourism industry.
44

 

Tourism contributed 68.17 per cent of Bali’s Gross Regional Domestic Product (‘GRDP’) in 2015, 

increasing from 66.43 per cent in 2011,
45

 meaning that the economic growth of Bali exceeded 

national economic growth during the same period.
46

  

A study by Prastyadewi reveals that GDP growth also had a positive effect on employment in the 

trade, hotel, and restaurant sector in Bali for the period 2006-2012, with a confidence level of 95 per 

cent.
47

 This means that an increase in the GRDP value of the hotel and restaurant sector will 

significantly increase the employment rate in Bali. In contrast, when the value of the GRDP of the 

trade, hotel and restaurant sectors declines, labour absorption also declines.
48

 Widiana and Sudiana 

also explain that the number of tourist visits, and taxes from hotel and restaurant sectors directly 

influences Bali’s regional revenue.
49

  

Similarly, Khresna Putra et al note that the arrival of foreign tourists, economic stability and foreign 

investment simultaneously has had a significant effect on employment in the period 1994-2014.
50

 

Concerning the importance of taxes and regional levies for Bali’s regional revenue, Kusuma and 
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th

 Term 2015] (Bank Indonesia, 2015) 22. 
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47
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48

  Ibid. 
49

  I Nyoman Wahyu Widiana and I Ketut Sudiana, ‘Pengaruh Jumlah Kunjungan Wisatawan, Pajak Hotel Restoran 

dan Pendapatan Asli Daerah Terhadap Belanja Modal Kabupaten/kota di Provinsi Bali’ [Effect of Number of 

Tourist Visits, Restaurant and Hotel Taxes and Regional Revenues Against Capital Expenditures in Regencies / 

Cities in Bali Province] (2015) 4(11) E-Jurnal EP Unud 1357-1390. 
50

  Putu Bayu Khresna Putra, Made Suyana Utama and I Ketut Sudiana, ‘Analisis Faktor-Faktor yang 
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of Labor in the Province of Bali] (2016) 5(11) E-Jurnal EP Unud 1219-1240. 
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Wirawati explain that the contribution of taxes and levies is vital in increasing Bali’s regional 

revenue.
51

 Specifically, taxes contributed to an increase of revenue by up to 84.9 per cent while 

regional levies only contributed 16.6 per cent.
52

 

In Badung District, in the South of Bali, the trade, hotel, and restaurant sectors are the most 

dominant sector in terms of economic growth.
53

 Employing the regression equation to explain the 

contribution of these sectors, trade, hotel, and restaurant sectors have a regression coefficient 0.751, 

meaning that if the contribution of these sectors increases by one per cent, then the economic growth 

of Badung will increase by 0.751 per cent.
54

 The Secretary of the Badung District Government 

acknowledges the fact that tourism and its related sectors are the leading sectors and the driving 

force of the economy of Bali, particularly Badung.
 55

 

During field research for the case studies discussed below, hotel managers also confirmed in 

interviews with me their belief that their hotels have contributed to government revenue and local 

communities. Human Resources Manager of Prama Sanur Beach Bali states that every year, the 

hotel pays hotel and restaurant tax, entertainment tax, and income tax.
56 

Furthermore, it provides 

monthly support IDR 5.000.000 (AUD 500) for the local community.
57

 Regarding employment, the 

hotel has 419 employees, and 49 come from the local community (Intaran village). In terms of 

corporate social responsibility (‘CSR’), the hotel has annual activities, such as beach and coastal 

cleaning, blood donations, orphanage support, and a turtle conservation program.
58

 Similarly, the 

Human Resources Manager of Nusa Dua Beach Hotel explains that the hotel spent IDR 104.000.000 

(10,400 AUD) on corporate social responsibility programs in 2017, such as blood donations and 

funding for orphanages and Badung’s conservation program.
59

 The hotel has 530 employees, and 

147 came from the local community (Benoa village).
60

 

B Spatial Planning Problems and Tourism Development 

However, across the world the news is not all good. There are studies that show how tourism 

development has led to environmental and social damage because of spatial planning problems in 

particular locations. In Valencia, Spain, for example, Yepes and Medina argue that although the 

existing planning does not directly cause beach erosion, it is indirectly responsible for damage from 

                                                 
51
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52
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53
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Sectors for Economic Growth in Badung District] (2017) 7(1) Juara 54. 
54

  Ibid. 
55
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Antara (Online, 22 May 2017) <https://bali.antaranews.com/berita/106556/sekda-badung-perekonomian-bali-

berkembang-karena-pariwisata>. 
56

  Interview with Anak Agung Arinata, Human Resources Manager of Prama Sanur Beach Bali (I Gusti Ngurah 

Parikesit Widiatedja, Prama Sanur Beach, Denpasar, 26 January 2018). 
57

  Ibid. 
58

  Ibid. 
59

  Interview with Ni Made Sukerti, Human Resources Manager of Nusa Dua Beach Hotel (I Gusti Ngurah Parikesit 

Widiatedja, Nusa Dua Beach Hotel, Denpasar, 28 January 2018). 
60

  Ibid. 
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erosion.
61 

The goverment prioritises short-term economic profits and the demand for tourism and 

residential homes.
62

 In this region, the approved urban plans for coastal areas could accommodate 

three times more population than the current population of four million, neglecting analysis of the 

environmental and social impact of this increase.
63

 The case studies in this thesis suggest that these 

priorities are causing similar harm in Bali. 

In Thailand, Churugsa, McIntosh and Simmons found that the lack of tourism planning led to the 

degradation of socio-cultural and environmental resources at popular tourist areas throughout the 

country.
64

 Tourist activities are mainly located within local communities and some are in remote 

areas with a lack of public facilities and services.
65

 Therefore, they can have adverse impacts on 

local communities, their culture and the environment.
66

 In Macau, Wan and Pinheiro point out that 

this region does not have developmental plans that clearly specify its future development 

objectives.
67

 From 2002 to 2009, the density of population in this region has sharply increased from 

16,436/km
2
 to 18,636/km

2
, making it one of the most densely populated areas in the world.

68
 

Because of the limited land available (29.2 km
2
), the development of casinos and other leisure 

activities has taken many public facilities and much land.
69

 The loss of green and leisure zone areas 

in Macau is now undeniable.
70

 The case studies in this thesis indicate that the challenge for 

government in Bali is not merely to ensure existing hotels operate sustainably, but to acknowledge 

that there is a limit on how many hotels can be built in Bali. Destroying conservation areas or 

reclaiming land from the sea is not an answer to this challenge. 

Although providing economic benefits, tourism activities in Bali are also adversely affecting the 

environment by damaging natural resources,
71

 causing biodiversity problems,
72

 and requiring 

excessive use of energy.
73

 In this respect, the experience of Bali is no different from the experience 

of Indonesia as a whole. The presence of hotels, in particular, has increased the consumption of 

energy, water, and waste production.
74

 Hotel projects have led to the loss of coastal areas across the 

                                                 
61
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country, including Jakarta
75

 and, in particular, Bali, because it is Indonesia’s major tourist 

destination. One of the major contributing factors to these losses is the failure of spatial planning 

laws.
76

  

A study by the Ministry of the Environment and Forestry stated that in 2015, 44 per cent (181,3 km) 

of the total length of beach in Bali (430 km) experienced erosion, with almost 20 per cent (87 km) 

being severely damaged because of tourism activities.
77

 This study explains that high rating hotels 

contributed almost 61 per cent to this erosion, which mostly occurs in the two most popular tourist 

areas in Bali: Kuta and Nusa Dua.
78

 Similarly, rice fields have been converted into sites for hotels 

and other tourism facilities, leading to a decrease in food availability and the greater potential for 

flooding.
79

  

In recent times, hotels have been built in Bali in what are supposedly conservation or protection 

areas, such as on the edges of cliffs, coastal areas, rivers and sacred sites.
80

 For example, at least 70 

per cent of 353 guesthouses in Klungkung District, mostly in the Nusa Penida islands, have operated 

without completing the required permits.
81

 Some have been built too close to the beach and cliffs.
82

 

Similarly, the river border construction of the Impiana Kedewatan Hotel in Ubud, Gianyar District 

violates the existing Gianyar District Spatial Plan.
83

 Likewise, in August 2019, Conservation 

Indonesia, a national environmental NGO, revealed that Bali’s coasts are becoming increasingly 

eroded, and its mainland is now reduced by almost 4,500 hectares, due to abrasion of various coastal 

areas.
84

 This is the result of many violations of the spatial management of coastal areas.
85

 

Concerning local communities, the People's Coalition for Fisheries Justice or Koalisi Rakyat untuk 

Keadilan Perikanan (‘KIARA’), a leading national NGO working on fisheries, explains that a 

reclamation project around Benoa Bay in southern Bali forced 107,361 households, mostly fisher 

                                                 
75
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families, to leave their homes.
86

 Moreover, they cannot continue their traditional work as fishers 

around Benoa Bay.
87

 Other hotel projects have blocked local communities’ access to local temples, 

impeding religious activities.
88

 Hotels have also closed off coastal areas around their hotels, to make 

them private areas.
89

 

The immense impact tourism has had, and continues to have, on Balinese society and the 

environment provides an ideal site to study the operation and effect of spatial planning laws in 

Indonesia. From a tourism perspective, the importance of spatial planning regulation is to ensure 

tourism developments are sustainable. This should include respect for, and the protection of, both 

the environment and local communities. However, the case studies in this thesis suggest that spatial 

planning laws in Bali are failing to achieve these objectives. Spatial planning regulation ought to 

assist governments to develop and improve tourism, including its facilities and infrastructure so that 

it better respects the distinctive features of the location, safeguards urban and natural environments 

and promotes local employment.
90

 However, the case studies in this thesis indicate that spatial 

planning laws are having little effect on the policies underpinning tourism facilities and 

infrastructure, for a range of legal and non-legal reasons. Vulnerable natural resources, such as 

beaches and mountain areas, are particularly threatened by increasing tourism.
91

 By using three 

major hotel projects as case studies, this thesis shows how spatial planning regulation in Bali is 

failing to protect vulnerable communities and natural resources from being damaged as a result of 

tourism developments.
92

  

III RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The thesis asks two central questions to try and understand why this environmental damage has 

happened as a result of tourism developments. First, what effect have spatial planning laws played in 

the development of hotels in Bali, particularly as regards environmental damage? Second, what are 

the factors that have caused spatial planning to fail to prevent environmental damage? This will be 

divided into legal and non-legal factors. Responding to these factors, this thesis proposes reforms to 

make spatial planning regulations more effective, particularly in preventing environmental damage 

as a result of tourism 
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IV THESIS OVERVIEW 

A The Significance of Study 

As discussed, spatial planning laws regulate the use of space partly by attempting to anticipate and 

mitigate adverse consequences arising from economic and political pressures.
93

 The increase in 

tourism development in Indonesia demonstrates just how important effective spatial planning laws 

are, and what the consequences might be if they fail in their objectives. These include: the loss of 

coastal areas; damage to cultural heritage and sacred sites; the loss of livelihood and community; 

marine degradation, poor disaster management, and the loss of biodiversity. This kind of damage 

will endure if spatial planning laws continue to fail communities as tourism develops.  

Property research institute, Colliers International Indonesia, predicts that from 2019 to 2020, 919 

new hotel rooms in six hotel projects will be built in Bali.
94

 Luxury class hotels will dominate the 

supply of hotels, consisting of 387 five-star hotels rooms opened at the end of 2018, 342 rooms at 

the end of 2019, and 170 rooms at the end of 2020.
95

 Four-star hotels will have a new supply of 684 

rooms by the end of 2018 and 269 rooms in 2019.
96

 Similarly, an official from the Central Bank of 

Indonesia states that the supply and demand for hotels in Bali will increase every year.
97

 In 2019, the 

supply of hotel rooms was dominated by four-star hotels (45.64 per cent), followed by five-star 

hotels (37.89 per cent) and three-star hotels (16.47 per cent).
98

 Even Donald Trump has also applied 

to build a luxurious tourist resort (equal to a six-star hotel) in Tanah Lot, Tabanan District,
99

 which 

is expected to cause environmental damage, particularly to groundwater sources.
100

  

As regards its impact on the environment, a study by UNEP and UNWTO analyses how hotel 

sectors are one of the most energy and water-intensive sectors in the tourism industry.
101

 The more 

luxurious the hotel, the more water and energy will be used.
102

 The usage of energy in hotels is 

necessary for lighting, cooking, heating and cooling, cleaning, pools and the purification of 

seawater.
103

 In Bali, an estimated 60 per cent of water is consumed by the tourism industry, mostly 

hotels, which will cause Bali to face a water crisis in less than four years.
104

 A study by Deng and 
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Burnett points out that, in Hongkong, 32 per cent of total energy is used for air conditioning, 12 per 

cent for lighting, 5 per cent for lifts and escalators, and 28 per cent for cooking and water heating.
105

 

Trung and Kumar then show that Vietnamese hotels use 46–53 per cent of energy air conditioning 

and/or ventilation, 13–26 per cent for lighting, and 17–27 per cent for water heating.
106

 Beccali et al 

analyses the energy use of hotels in Sicily, suggesting that four and five stars consumed up to 35 per 

cent for heating and air conditioning, lighting (35 per cent), cooking and food refrigeration (15 per 

cent), and hotel services (10 per cent).
107

  

Spatial planning guides proper development and the capacity to respond to infrastructure pressure 

due to increased tourism demand.
108

 A lack of spatial planning would lead to excessive 

development, damaging essential elements of sustainable development.
109

 Papageorgiou explains 

that the failure of existing planning to prevent massive coastal tourism developments, including 

second-home developments and seaside resorts has increased the vulnerability of tourist destinations 

and the loss of biodiversity.
110

 Furthermore, Buckley emphasises that planning legislation is crucial 

to preclude high-impact development, including tourism in high conservation areas.
111

 For these 

reasons, effective spatial planning laws are crucial to ensure the sustainability of tourism 

development in Bali. 

B Research Methodology 

This thesis is based on both fieldwork and library research, and a broadly socio-legal approach is 

adopted. Fieldwork was undertaken in Jakarta and Bali from October 2017 to January 2018, which 

generated a body of qualitative data. The core of this data is in-depth interviews conducted by the 

researcher with central and local government officials, non-governmental organisations, investors in 

the hotel industry, and academics to explore their experience, perspectives and ideas in relation to 

the relationship between the tourism sector and any relevant regulatory failures of spatial planning. 

Interviews were conducted using a semi-structured approach, guided by a set of questions, but, at the 

same time, spontaneous questions were also asked in response to answers given by the participants. 

The questions were open-ended, enabling participants to explore the issues in a greater depth. The 

case studies chapter will further explain how fieldwork, including the interview process, was 

conducted. 

The data generated through interviews was supplemented by data from library research, including 

journals, periodicals, books, newspapers, legal instruments and documents, government publications 
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and reports, the Internet, and other assorted secondary materials, as cited in the bibliography. The 

legal sources were considered within a socio-cultural context of lack of enforcement, corruption, and 

ineffective administration. This context, and the shifting ‘gaps’ between law and practice, also 

became apparent through interviews and library research.  

This thesis uses three major hotel projects as case studies, namely the Mulia Hotel, the Tahura 

Project, and the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project. These three case studies reflect the regulatory 

failures of spatial planning in law-making, ineffective administration, and lack of enforcement. 

Showing a fragmented approach to spatial planning, these case studies reveal major failures that 

have occurred in land management, forestry and coastal areas. Chapter 3 explains why these three 

hotel projects have been chosen, how they are linked to spatial planning governance, and why they 

are broadly representative of the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali, and Indonesia more 

broadly. 

A number of reasons explain why this thesis focuses on hotel projects as a means of analysing the 

regulatory failures of spatial planning. In Bali, the most common and popular type of tourism 

business is hotels. In the 1950s, only three local hotels were established. The first foreign hotel, the 

Bali Beach Hotel, was established in 1961 by a Japanese company.
112

 An international franchise 

(Intercontinental Hotels Cooperation) managed the operation of this hotel until 1979.
113

 Since that 

time, data from the government of Badung in 2015 reveals that of 497 new tourism licenses, 264 

licenses, or 53 per cent, have been issued for the establishment of new hotels or the expansion of 

hotels.
114

 The Chief of the Bali Statistics Agency or Biro Pusat Statistik (‘BPS’) reveals that the 

number of hotels in Bali has drastically increased even futher in recent years, from 1,635 in 2006 to 

2,079 in 2015. Sixty-five per cent or 1,352 hotels, are located in Badung District.
115

 Hotel 

developments are therefore a good means of analysing spatial planning laws because of their huge 

significance for Bali’s tourism industry and the Indonesian economy more broadly.  

C  Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organised into four parts and eight chapters. Part I comprises this introductory chapter 

and Chapter 2. Chapter 2 discusses the current spatial planning laws and regulations in Indonesia, 

particularly in Bali, covering a number of interrelated laws and implementing regulations. This 

detailed explanation of spatial planning laws in Indonesia presents an original contribution to the 

English literature on spatial planning in Indonesia. 

Part II consists of three chapters, describing the three tourism projects chosen as case studies for this 

thesis. Every chapter offers: a brief overview of the project; the legal basis of the project; and 

violations of spatial planning laws and regulations and the resulting damage to the environment and 

local communities caused by the project. Chapter 3 deals with the Mulia Project, demonstrating the 
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naik-jadi-2079disparda-dan-phri-usulkan-moratorium?page=all>. 
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regulatory failures of spatial planning in land management, particularly because of ineffective law-

making decisions and a lack of enforcement. Chapter 4 discusses the Tahura Project, focussing on 

the regulatory failures of spatial planning in forestry areas due to ineffective administration and 

enforcement. Finally, Chapter 5 uses the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project as a case study to show 

how a tourism project has damaged coastal areas and neglected local communities because of 

failures of the spatial planning regulations themselves.  

Data from these three chapters is then analysed in Part III in order to identify and analyse the 

reasons behind the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali. Chapter 6 first analyses the legal 

factors that contribute to these failures, including the lack of a district-level detailed plan and 

conflicting regulations on the review and amendment of spatial plans. Chapter 7 then examines the 

non-legal factors behind these failures, including the pursuance of economic enrichment and lack of 

coordination between the provincial government and the district government. Although some of 

those factors may seem obvious, the contribution of these case studies is to demonstrate that they are 

exacerbated and made more challenging because of their interrelationship with legal factors. 

Part IV consists of one chapter only: Chapter 8. This offers a conclusion and proposes regulatory 

reforms. These reforms respond specifically to the legal and non-legal problems identified in the 

thesis that impede spatial planning laws and regulations, leading to environmental and social 

damage in Bali. Lastly, a section on directions for future research addresses a number of issues that 

could be explored in prospective research. 

V FINAL CONCLUSION 

This thesis presents the reader with a critical analysis of the legal and regulatory aspects of spatial 

planning in Indonesia, and Bali in particular. The thesis demonstrates that spatial planning laws are 

failing in Bali as a result of a range of legal and non-legal economic and political pressures. These 

failings have damaged Bali’s human and natural environments, and they threaten to exacerbate the 

effects of future natural disasters.  

As a regulatory measure, spatial planning involves deliberate government action at all levels to 

allocate, form, and harmonise space for various uses. Spatial planning in Indonesia involves a 

hierarchy of laws and governmental policies from the national level, down to the provincial and 

district levels. Each of these levels of government are to blame for the regulatory failings of spatial 

planning in Indonesia. More generally, the sustainable development aims of spatial planning laws 

have failed to counter the social reality of power and money in Indonesia. Unfortunately, as this 

thesis demonstrates, spatial planning in Indonesia either tends to be viewed as a means of providing 

a stable and predictable environment for investment and development, and for encouraging effective 

use of land and natural resources for development, or it is simply ignored. As the case studies in this 

thesis of hotel developments in Bali indicate, Indonesian spatial planning laws are yet to achieve 

sustainable outcomes for Indonesian society.  

Spatial planning regulation ought to assist governments to develop and improve tourism, including 

its facilities and infrastructure so that it better respects the distinctive features of the location, 

safeguards urban and natural environments and promote local employment. However, as the case 

studies in this thesis have also shown, spatial planning laws are having little effect on the policies 
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underpinning tourism facilities and infrastructure, for a range of legal and non-legal reasons. These 

factors include the lack of district-level detailed plans, conflicting regulations on the review and 

amendment of spatial plans, and a lack of enforcement, together with a lack of coordination between 

the provincial government and the district government, the pursuance of economic enrichment and 

an unsustainable approach to economic development.  Although some or even all of these factors 

may have seemed obvious from the start, because they are common causes of regulatory failure, this 

thesis demonstrates empirically that they are exacerbated and made more challenging because of the 

interrelationship between legal and non-legal factors, or as Roscoe Pound famously wrote: between 

law in books and law in action.
116

 In response to these findings, I have suggested how Indonesian 

‘law in books’ might be reformed to address the legal factors behind the regulatory failure of spatial 

planning in Indonesia. However, if law in the books in Indonesia is to be harmonised with law in 

action, then a great deal more research, law and social reform and change is required.  I conclude the 

thesis above by suggesting where we may begin to further our research of these matters.   
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Chapter 2 

Current Spatial Planning Regulations in Bali 

 

I  INTRODUCTION 

As stated in the previous chapter, there is no universal definition of ‘spatial planning’ but it usually 

refers to technical activities for designing spaces. As a regulatory measure, these activities are 

formalised by government or other officials allocating and harmonising space for various uses and 

policy aims. Although spatial planning regulation has been differently labelled in the practice of 

different countries, its content will provide, among other things, guidance about which areas are 

opened, or prohibited to, commercial or non-commercial development. One goal of spatial planning 

regulation is, therefore, to balance economic growth against other dimensions of human 

development, such as environmental protection, human heritage, and community. From the 

perspective of environmental protection, spatial planning regulation ensures the protection of 

species, animals and nature from further damage as a result of human socio-economic development. 

From a tourism perspective, the value of spatial planning regulation is to ensure tourism 

developments respect and protect the environment and local heritage and communities, and are, in 

that sense, sustainable. The central argument of this thesis is that spatial planning laws in Indonesia 

are failing to achieve their stated objectives, and that this is most clearly evidenced by recent hotel 

developments in Bali, Indonesia.  

Certainly, tourism has promised economic benefits for the development of Bali, as explained in the 

previous chapter. However, this has not been without consequences for local communities and the 

environment. To understand why spatial planning laws are failing in Bali, it is necessary to first 

understand current spatial planning regulations in Bali, and what effect have spatial planning laws 

played in the development of hotels in Bali. They are the aim of this chapter. 

As stated in Chapter I, Indonesia is a unitary state in the form of a republic. In order to explain how 

this system of government affects spatial planning regulation in Indonesia, it is necessary to begin 

with a brief overview of the Constitution of 1945, ‘regional government’ and the national hierarchy 

of laws in Indonesia’s unitary sytem in section III (A). In section III (B), I describe the history of 

spatial planning regulation in Indonesia from Soekarno’s administration (1945-1966), under 

Soeharto’s administration (1966-1998), and in the Post-Suharto or Reformasi era, before describing 

central government Law No.26 of 2007 on Spatial Management (‘SPL 2007’), including associated 

laws and implementing regulations. Finally, I set out the specific spatial planning regulations in 

Bali, both at the provincial level and at the lesser district level in Badung, including critiques on 

spatial planning in relation to tourism projects in Bali. The explanation of laws in this chapter should 

assist the reader to understand the three case studies investigated in later chapters, as well as 

providing a clear explanation of these couples laws for scholars interested in undertaking further 

research within the area. 

II SPATIAL PLANNING REGULATIONS IN BALI 

Indonesia has adopted a form of decentralised ‘regional government’, recognising the rights of the 

local governments to manage their affairs, including by issuing regulations. However, the 
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regulations of local governments may not deviate from, or contradict, regulations of the central 

government. This is important, because in spatial planning regulation in Indonesia, the central 

government has enacted a series of regulations (which this thesis will explain in the next section) 

that impose binding standards on local governments when they issue spatial planning regulations at 

the provincial and district levels. For this reason, spatial planning regulations at the provincial and 

district levels need to be understood as the implementation and elaboration of Indonesia’s wider 

spatial planning regime at the central level. 

A  Indonesian Legal System: Brief Overview 

1 The Constitution of 1945, ‘Regional Government’ and the Hierarchy of Laws 

The Constitution of 1945 is the principal source of the Indonesian legal system. As mentioned, 

Indonesia is a unitary state, in the form of a republic
117

 based on the rule of law.
118

 Due to its 

diversity in culture, language, and regions, one could plausibly argue that Indonesia could have been 

formed as a federal state, to allow for a more decentralised form of governance.
119

 After Baharudin 

Jusuf Habibie took over as president from Soeharto in 1998, some Indonesian scholars and 

politicians proposed re-creating Indonesia as a federal state, arguing that would fit better with the 

prevailing values of the people and the wider political predicament of Indonesia at the time.
120

 

However, the People’s Consultative Assembly or Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat (‘MPR’) agreed 

not to adopt a federal system, fearing it would lead to social and regional disintegration in Indonesia. 

Nevertheless, the amendments of the Constitution of 1945 over the period 1999 to 2002 revised the 

whole structure of the state from a system of highly centralised governance to a system based on 

extensive regional autonomy. Scholars argue that Indonesia now combines aspects of federal and 

decentralised forms of governance,
121

 with the central government delegating broad autonomy to 

district governments instead of allowing provincial governments to be states under a federal 

arrangement.
122

 The former President of Indonesia, Abdurahman Wahid agreed to this combined 

approach by saying that the term ‘federalism’ was a ‘dirty word’ in Indonesian political history as it 

related to the Dutch colonial era and the failure of the Dutch-created federal United States of 

Indonesia or Republik Indonesia Serikat (‘RIS’).
123

 He acknowledged that the idea of granting 

autonomy to regional governments was not very different from the federal arrangement, arguing that 

Indonesia needed a federal system in nature, but not in word.
124
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Under the Constitution, the President holds executive power
125

 as well as being entitled to submit 

bills to the House of Representatives or Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (‘DPR’)
126

 and issue government 

regulations.
127

 The DPR has the power to enact laws in the form of statutes (Undang-Undang).
128

 

Each bill is debated by the DPR and the President to reach a joint agreement.
129

 The President signs 

into law a bill reached by joint agreement. If the President declines to sign it, it becomes law anyway 

after 30 days.
130

 Besides enacting laws, the DPR has also extensive budgeting and supervisory 

functions.
131

  

The judicial power is independent, with the authority to organise the judicature in order to enforce 

law and justice.
132

 It comprises a Supreme Court and subordinate judicatory bodies dealing with 

general, military, religious, and state administrative jurisdictions, and an independent Constitutional 

Court.
133

 The decision to adopt ‘regional autonomy’ rather than a formal federal system means that 

the Constitutional Court cannot play as great a role here as it might if Indonesia had been constituted 

formally - rather than ad hoc - as a federation. The following diagram shows the hierarchy of 

judicial power in Indonesia. 

Diagram 1 

The Judicial Power in Indonesia 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

Source: Compiled by the author 

The Constitution of 1945 divides Indonesia into provinces, and a province (eg Bali) is divided into 

districts (Kabupaten) and municipalities (Kota), with each province, district and municipality having 

its regional administration regulated by statute.
134

 Districts and municipalities are roughly equivalent 
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in status, but districts are generally rural and municipalities urban in nature. Central government 

Law No. 23 of 2014 on Regional Government states that the head of a provincial area is called a 

Governor, heads of districts are called Regents, and heads of municipalities are called Mayors.
135

 

Regents and Mayors have some authority to submit draft regional regulations and to issue them after 

receiving approval from the District/City House of Representatives or Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat 

Daerah Kabupaten/Kota (‘DPRD’).
136

 

 

Figure 2.1 Map of Bali
137

 

An understanding of spatial planning regulation in Indonesia also requires knowledge of central 

government Law No. 12 of 2011 on the Establishment of Legislation. The purpose of this statute is 
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to provide guidance on how to enact legislation, particularly for authorised government institutions 

at central, provincial and district levels.
138

 This statute relies on the state ideology of Indonesia 

(Pancasila). Pancasila plays a crucial role in Indonesian legal systems as the source of all state 

law.
139

 It consists of five core principles: belief in almighty God; humanitarianism; national unity; 

representative democracy by consensus; and social justice. Putting Pancasila as the source of all 

state law means that the content of laws and regulations in Indonesia must not conflict with the 

values contained in it, although, in fact, they sometimes do.
140

 

This Law also places all laws into a hierarchical order,
141

 meaning that lower regulations should be 

based on, and not contrary to, higher regulations. For example, the contents of provincial and district 

regulations must not conflict with the 1945 Constitution, Statutes, and Government Regulations.
142

 

The following table shows the hierarchy of laws in Indonesia. 

Table 1 

The Hierarchy of Laws in Indonesia 

1 The (Amended) 1945 Constitution Undang-Undang Dasar (Amandemen) 

2 People’s Consultative Assembly Decree Ketetapan Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat 

3 Law (statute)/ Government Regulation in 

Lieu of Law 

Undang-Undang/ Peraturan Pemerintah 

Pengganti Undang-Undang 

4 Government Regulation Peraturan Pemerintah 

5 Presidential Regulation Peraturan Presiden 

6 Provincial Regulation Peraturan Daerah Provinsi 

7 District/Municipality Regulation Peraturan Daerah Kabupaten/Kota 

Source: Article 7 the Central Government Law No. 12 of 2011 on the Establishment of Legislation 

Central government Law No. 12 of 2011 also requires the existence of an academic paper in the 

process of drafting legislation. Simply speaking, every bill (draft statute) must be accompanied by 

an academic paper.
143

 The law defines ‘academic paper’ as an authoritative paper (from a research 

or legal perspective) created in order to explain the background, importance and objectives of a 

particular bill.
144

 For example, the academic paper to central government Law No. 26 of 2007 on 

Spatial Management (‘SPL 2007’) explains a key weakness of the previous law (central government 
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Law No. 24 of 1992), namely that it lacked criminal sanctions for violations of spatial planning, 

arguing that it is, therefore, crucial to enact a new spatial planning law in Indonesia.
145

 This paper 

also identified the balance between investment and sustainable development as one of its 

objectives.
146

 

Article 8(2) of central government Law No.12 of 2011 admits the existence of additional types of 

regulation that do not appear in the hierarchy but may be authorised by higher-level laws or are 

otherwise enacted under ‘legitimate authority’ – meaning the authority provided by law to execute 

particular government functions.
147

 Officials, and public agencies at all levels, can issue binding 

regulations on this basis. For instance, they may enact ministerial regulations, governor’s 

regulations, mayor’s regulations, circular letters, directives or guidance, and these can have the same 

binding effect
148

 as the sources of law mentioned above, even though they do not appear in the 

hierarchy.  Asshiddiqie explains that all forms of internal memos (such as circular letters) are 

considered binding in order to assist the central government strengthen coordination in regional and 

local public agencies.
149

 Similarly, Moeliono states that internal rules and regulations can help the 

government to implement law through, for example, operating manuals, or to fill legal lacunae.
150

  

For these reasons, determining what legal norms exist in Indonesia depends not just on what has 

been regulated formally – as a law recognised in the hierarchy described above – it also depends on 

current implementing regulations and internal rules that may exist at ministerial, provincial and 

district levels.
151

 In spatial planning, the content of these regulations and rules does not always 

comply with spatial planning law in Indonesia, leading to inconsistent and dysfunctional spatial 

planning regulations, as will be discussed at length in Chapter 5 (concerning legal factors behind 

regulatory failures). 

These ‘implied regulations’ should not be confused with guidelines or policy in common law 

jurisdictions, which are not binding, but are generally followed unless they are inconsistent with, or 

disproportionate to, the primary legislation to which they refer. As the case studies below will show, 

implementing regulations and internal rules in Indonesia are often followed, even if they conflict 

with laws recognised in the hierarchy (Table 1). As will be explained below, this is largely because 

of an absence of settled law regarding their status. 
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Table 2 

Laws Not Listed in the Hierarchy of Laws 

No Name of Laws Indonesian Name Issued by 

1 Presidential Decision Keputusan Presiden President (The Central 

Government) 

2 Presidential Instruction Instruksi Presiden President (The Central 

Government) 

3 Ministerial Regulation Peraturan Menteri Minister (The Central 

Government 

4 Ministerial Instruction Instruksi Menteri Minister (The Central 

Government 

5 Ministerial Decision Keputusan Menteri Minister (The Central 

Government 

6 Joint Ministerial Letter Surat Keputusan Bersama Minister (The Central 

Government 

7 Circular Letter of Minister Surat Edaran Menteri Minister (The Central 

Government 

8 Governor Regulation Peraturan Gubernur Governor (The Provincial 

Government) 

9 Governor Decision Keputusan Gubernur Governor (The Provincial 

Government) 

10 Circular Letter of Governor Surat Edaran Gubernur Governor (The Provincial 

Government) 

11 Mayor/Regent Regulation Peraturan Bupati/Walikota Mayor/Regent (The District 

Government) 

12 Mayor/Regent Decision Keputusan Bupati/Walikota Mayor/Regent (The District 

Government) 

13 Circular Letter of Mayor/Regent  Surat Edaran Bupati/Walikota Mayor/Regent (The District 

Government) 

14 Technical Directive Petunjuk Teknis Minister, Governor, and 

Mayor/Regent based on their 

designated authorities 

Source: Compiled by the author 
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There have been critiques of the operation of the hierarchy of laws in Indonesia, the relevance of 

which will be borne out in the case studies. Butt and Lindsey, for example, state that central 

government Law No. 12 of 2011 has no provisions to explain what type of laws should prevail over 

others when a contradiction occurs.
152

 This leads to considerable problems, as Indonesia is notorious 

for contradictory laws enacted by different agencies and officeholders, making it unclear which law 

should be followed.
 153

 For example, consider a presidential regulation and a regional regulation (see 

diagram 2), which both deal with the borders of a local conservation area in Bali. Central 

government Law No. 12 of 2011 suggests that the presidential regulation should prevail in the event 

of any inconsistency. However, if the presidential regulation were enacted under direct delegation 

from a central government regulation, and the regional regulation is a provincial regulation 

delegated from a law (statute) (see table 2), would the presidential regulation still triumph?
154

 

Following the hierarchy, it is arguable that the provincial regulation authorised by statute has a 

higher position than the presidential regulation, which was authorised by a central government 

regulation.
155

 Unfortunately, there is no authoritative answer to this problem. This fact has 

significant consequences in the context of spatial planning regulation, as the case studies on the 

status of Benoa Bay will show (in chapter 5). In that case, there was a contradiction between 

presidential regulations and provincial regulations regarding the status of Benoa Bay, leading to 

controversy over the planning of massive tourism projects in this area. 

Diagram 2 

Unresolved Conflict in the Hierarchy of Laws 
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In theory, there is a method for resolving conflicts between: (i) laws of different levels; and (ii) 

between statutes. The Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court execute these functions. Under 

the hierarchy of courts, the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court are in an equal position. 
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Both are executors of an independent judicial power
156

 and separate from other branches of power, 

namely the government (executive) and legislature. However, the function of these two judicial 

organs is different from each other.  

(a) Relevant functions of the Supreme Court  

For resolving conflicts between laws of different levels the Supreme Court has the authority to 

review lower-level laws (such as government regulations, presidential regulations, and 

provincial/district regulations), ensuring their conformity with higher-level laws, that is, statutes 

(table 1).  

(b) Relevant functions of the Constitutional Court  

The Constitutional Court has the authority to review statutes, to ensure their compliance with the 

constitution (the highest level of law).
157

 For example, this Court might review central government 

Law No. 7 of 2004 on Water Resources to determine whether this statute conflicts with the 

Constitution of 1945. In doing so, the court would apply relevant principles of constitutional 

interpretation. The Constitutional Court also has the jurisdiction to determine conflicts between laws 

of a similar type. Lex specialis derogat lex generalis explains that if two contradictory laws occur, 

the more specific of the two revokes the broader law. Another is lex posteriori derogat lex priori, 

meaning that if two laws contradict each other, then the more recently-promulgated law triumphs.
158

 

However, according to Butt and Lindsey: 

These two principles are not consistently applied, and they appear to function only to assist in 

resolving disputes over laws that come from the national legislature [] … It is vague whether 

these principles can be implemented to settle contradictions between laws enacted by other 

agencies or levels of government …[] If, for instance, different ministries enact conflicting laws, 

could the later revoke the previous one? Would the more specific of the two triumph? 

As stated, the hierarchy in central government Law No.12 of 2011 has no answer to these issues.
159

 

Equally, there is no authoritative answer to the question of whether regional regulations issued by 

the legislature of one region will prevail over those enacted by the executive government of the 

same region.
160

 For example, it is not clear whether a district regulation (table 1)
161

 will prevail over 

a governor’s regulation (table 2).
162

 It should be clear by now, that a significant legal factor 

hampering the operation of spatial planning laws in Indonesia is the legal system itself. More 

specific details are discussed in the next section. 
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2 The Role of Regional Governments in Law-Making 

(a) The Division of Authority 

The discussion so far should indicate that Indonesia is still transitioning from a highly centralised 

economic and political system. President Soeharto, who was supported by the political elite, the 

army, and powerful tycoons, dominated the life of Indonesia’s politics for three decades, from 1966 

to 1998.
163

 His central government monopolised governmental affairs, leading to what has been 

called an authoritarian regime.
164

 The fall of the Soeharto administration triggered efforts to 

transform Indonesia from authoritarianism to a more democratic system of government.
165

 The 

introduction of more autonomous regional government encouraged a balancing of roles and 

responsibilities between the central government and the local governments.  

Concerning the legislative process, local governments have, as mentioned, been granted authority to 

enact local regulations as long as they do not contradict with higher laws issued by the central 

government according to central government Law No.12 of 2011. 

Since 1998, the central government has enacted three successive laws on local governments, 

namely: 

1. central government Law No. 22 of 1999;  

2. central government Law No. 32 of 2004; and  

3. central government Law No. 23 of 2014.  

An understanding of the operation of these three laws on regional government is essential to an 

understanding of the operation of the spatial planning system in Indonesia.
166

  

Central government Law No. 22 of 1999 

As mentioned, the fall of the Soeharto Administration created momentum to change the centralised 

system of government to be a more democratic government, enabling district autonomy. The 

outcome of this process was the issuance of central government Law No. 22 of 1999 on Regional 

Government (‘RGL 1999’). Unfortunately, this law existed for only three years after it came into 

force in 2001. RGL 1999 expressly granted residual authority belonging to the central government 

to district or city governments, instead of provincial governments.
167

 This authority covered all 

sectors of government except authority concerning defence and security, foreign affairs, monetary 

and fiscal, the administration of justice, and religion.
168
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Concerning the hierarchy of laws, RGL 1999 also granted authority to provincial and district/city 

governments to issue regional regulations as a means of realising their autonomy.
169

 There were two 

requirements of these regulations. First, the authority to enact regional regulations was limited to 

particular issues explicitly delegated by the central government.
170

 Secondly, regional regulations 

must not contradict public interest and higher laws.
171

  

The decision to grant autonomy to district-level governments was debatable. Scholars argued that 

the provincial government should enjoy this autonomy.
172

 In 1999, Indonesia had more than 360 

districts/cities so that it would have been far more efficient to grant autonomy to the provincial 

government, which are fewer in number.
173

 The fear of political disintegration seems to have been 

the reason not to grant autonomy to provincial governments, which are generally larger, state-like 

entities. It is thought that the central government wanted to close off any possibility of provincial 

governments separating from Indonesia if granted autonomy.  

RGL 1999 was implemented by means of central government Regulation No. 25 of 2000 on the 

Authority of Central Government and the Provincial Government as an Autonomous Region. This 

regulation required that the national spatial plan should be created based on district and provincial 

spatial plans.
174

 Interestingly, this regulation stipulated that provincial spatial plans had to be 

established based on agreements with district governments.
175

 There was no clarification as to how 

such agreements should be set into law or how the provincial spatial plan had to be drafted. As a 

result, central government Regulation No. 25 of 2000 provided district governments with a broad 

discretion, enabling them to enact spatial plans free of the intervention of the central and provincial 

governments.
176

 

Central government Law No.32 of 2004 

The difficulty faced by the central government in controlling and monitoring district-level 

governments was one of the main reasons for repealing RGL 1999. The central government then 

enacted Law No. 32 of 2004 on Regional Government (‘RGL 2004’).
177

 As under RGL 1999, the 

central government retained exclusive jurisdiction in foreign affairs, defence and security, religion, 

monetary and fiscal affairs.
178

 Nevertheless, it could delegate its jurisdiction over these matters to 

regional governments.
179

 This law also introduced various compulsory matters or urusan wajib on 
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provincial and district governments including the following: public infrastructure, health, education, 

the environment, land affairs, investment, and small and medium enterprises (‘SMEs’).
180

 

RGL 2004 offered a more detailed explanation of the existence of regional regulations. It explained 

regional regulations as the implementation of higher ranking laws. Regional regulations could 

regulate ‘local uniqueness’
181

as long as this did not conflict with the public interest and higher-

ranking laws and regulations.
182

 Violations of this provision would enable the president to cancel 

regional regulations through presidential regulation,
183

and any objections to such regulation had to 

be addressed to the Supreme Court.
184

 RGL 2004 revoked central government Regulation No. 25 of 

2000, which had provided full autonomy to district governments in spatial planning matters. The 

issuance of SPL 2007 then re-established the supremacy of national spatial planning as a means of 

sustaining Indonesia as a unitary state.
185

  

Central government Law No. 23 of 2014 

The latest regional government law is central government Law No. 23 of 2014 (‘RGL 2014’). This 

divides government affairs into ‘absolute affairs’, ‘concurrent affairs’ and ‘general affairs’.
186

 The 

central government holds authority over absolute affairs,
187

 consisting of foreign policy, defence and 

security, the judiciary, national monetary and fiscal and religion.
188

 Meanwhile, the central 

government, the provincial governments and district/municipality governments share what have 

been classified as ‘concurrent affairs’.
189

 These are divided into ‘mandatory affairs’ and ‘elective 

affairs’.
190

 Mandatory affairs are government affairs that must be dealt with by all regions, while 

elective affairs are government affairs that are implemented by the region based on the capacity of 

the region.
191

 Mandatory affairs are then sub-divided into basic services and non-basic service 

affairs.
192

 Basic Services are public services to fulfil the basic needs of citizens.
193

 The categories of 

basic services include, among other things: education, health, housing, public works and spatial 

planning.
194

 Hence, spatial planning must be regulated concurrently by all three levels of 

government. 

RGL 2014 mostly distributes governmental functions between the central and provincial 

governments. For example, in forestry matters, the central government delegates its authority only to 

the provincial government. Concerning spatial planning, there is no substantial change in the 

division of authority among the three layers of governments. The district government retains 
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authority to issue building and nuisance permits. The only difference between RGL 2004 and RGL 

2014 is that the central government delegates authority in marine, coastal, and small islands only to 

the provincial government, with no authority in these areas allowed for district governments. The 

following table shows the division of concurrent affairs among planning-related authorities under 

central government Law No. 23 of 2014 on Regional Autonomy. 

Table 3  

The Division of Authority in Planning-related Authorities 

         Authorities 

  Sectors 

Central Government Provincial Government District/Municipality 

Government 

Management of 

Natural Resources 

and Coastal 

Protection 

Cross-border province 

river areas, cross-country 

river areas and national 

strategic river areas. 

Cross-border district river 

areas. 

 

River within District’s 

territory. 

 

Building 

Requirements 

(Establishment 

and 

Implementation)  

Areas classified as of 

‘national strategic’ 

importance. 

 

Areas classified as of 

‘provincial strategic 

importance’. 

 

1. Areas classified as of 

‘district strategic 

importance’. 

2. Authority to issue 

building permits (ijin 

mendirikan bangunan) 

and certificate of building 

functions (sertifikat laik 

fungsi) 

Spatial Planning Implementation of national 

spatial arrangements and 

international cooperation 

of spatial planning.  

 

Implementation of 

provincial spatial 

arrangements. 

 

Implementation of district 

spatial arrangements. 

 

Marine, Coastal, 

and Small Islands 

Management of marine 

over 12 miles and 

strategically national areas. 

 

 

Management of marine 

space up to 12 miles and 

the issuance of utilisation 

permits for sea space  

below 12 miles other than 

oil and gas. 

 

 

No Authority 

Source: Elucidation to central government Law No. 23 of 2014 on Regional Autonomy 

(b) Problems of Regional Government 

One of the most important outcomes of the regional government reforms in the post-Soeharto era is 

the division of regions into smaller autonomous regions. Indonesia had 336 districts and 30 
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provinces in 2001, and 434 districts and 32 provinces in 2004.
195

 Currently, Indonesia has 542 

autonomous regions consisting of 34 provinces, 398 districts, 93 municipalities, five administrative 

municipalities and one administrative district.
196

  

International organisations and scholars have criticised the drastic shift from a centralised to a 

decentralised country achieved by regional autonomy.
197

 Aspinall and Fealy indicate that some 

elements of regional autonomy have degraded the quality of governance, pointing out the lack of 

capacity at the regional level, inequality between the rich and poor regions and massive 

corruption.
198

 Furthermore, the World Bank argues that the process of regional autonomy is far from 

complete because of overlapping responsibilities between central and local governments, and a lack 

of transparency.
199

 Bünte notes that the real goals of regional autonomy are sometimes related to 

aspirations for increasing the political power of local elites and money politics.
200

 Butt has shown 

how regional autonomy has resulted in contradictory laws and policies between the central and 

regional governments,
201

 due to the confusing nature of the hierarchy of laws. In investment 

governance, according to Ewing-Chow and Losari, foreign investors have to acquire permits from 

agencies at both the central and local levels, which have overlapping roles and responsibilities 

concerning the issuance of these permits.
202

 As a result, there are many cases where local 

governments reject an application for a license, even though the foreign investor involved had 

secured permit-in-principle consent from the central government.
203

 As the case studies in this thesis 

demonstrate, this decentralisation has also had an adverse effect on spatial planning regulation. 

B Spatial Planning Regulation in Indonesia 

This section provides an explanation of spatial planning regulation in Indonesia at the central level 

before turning to a description of the more specific regulation of spatial planning in Bali. 

1   The History of Spatial Planning Regulation 

This discussion is relevant to indicate the longstanding failure of current spatial planning 

regulations, particularly to clearly divide authority between the central, provincial, and district 

governments. This unresolved problem has led to, among other things, conflicting regulations issued 

by the central and district governments, and the lack of coordination between them in implementing 

spatial planning regulations in Indonesia. 
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 (a)  Soekarno’s administration (1945-1966) 

Although Indonesia had declared its independence in 1945, the Dutch were not expelled from 

Indonesian territory until 1949. Following the Renville Agreement of 17 January 1948, Soekarno’s 

administration was given de facto control over Central Java, Yogyakarta, and Sumatra.
204

 The Dutch 

maintained sovereignty over the remaining parts of Indonesia. During this period, in 1948, the Dutch 

government issued a Town Planning Ordinance or Staadvorming Ordonatie (‘SVO’) followed by its 

implementing regulation, the Stadsvormings Verordening (‘SVV’), in 1949.
205

 The goal of the SVO 

was to authorise local government to secure the development of towns while complying with social 

and geographical features and estimated growth.
206

 The SVV set out in detail the obligations of local 

governments to provide general and detailed spatial planning,
207

 especially related to technical rules 

about road and building construction.
208

 At this time, the SVO and SVV enabled local governments 

to actively participate in the planning process as a reflection of a federal system being pushed 

forward by the Dutch.
209

 

After Indonesia was fully independent in 1949, the administration of the first president, Soekarno 

(1945-1966), was reluctant to incorporate the SVO and the SVV into national law. The government 

argued that they were a part of Dutch land law and only fitted within Dutch colonial municipal 

(gemeente) governance.
210

 Equally, it was thought that the SVO and the SVV had created western 

enclaves by segregating space on racial lines.
211

 Despite this, the SVO and the SVV remained on the 

books, but were not implemented. 

The central government did enact Law No. 5 of 1960 on the Basic Agrarian Law, which is still 

binding for land administration and allocation in Indonesia. This Law introduced ‘rights controlled 

by the State’, meaning that the State is granted authority to regulate and implement the utilisation 

and reservation of earth, water and air space, including natural resources in it.
212

 This law covers 

land administration as well as forestry and mining. Soekarno had the opportunity to use this law to 

integrate spatial management in Indonesia, but never did so. Instead, Soekarno appointed different 

ministers to manage different natural resources, such as gas, oil, mining, and forestry sectors.
213
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(b) Soeharto’s administration (1966-1998) 

Under Soeharto’s administration (1966-1998), the SVO was implemented in 1976 when the 

government issued a Presidential Instruction requiring local governments to enact regulations for 

city plans.
214

  

Although local governments could issue spatial planning regulations, the process of issuing these 

regulations was strictly supervised and authorised by the central government, reflecting a very top-

down and centralised approach to spatial planning.
215

 When drafting the district spatial plan, the 

district government was required to consult the Provincial Development Planning Board or Badan 

Perencanaan dan Pembangunan Daerah (Bappeda) and Urban Development Board or Badan 

Pengembangan Kota (Bangkota) to check whether the draft had complied with the spatial plan at the 

provincial and national levels.
216

 Next, the draft was sent to the Directorate General of Public 

Administration and Regional Autonomy of the Ministry of Home Affairs. If this ministry agreed, the 

draft was adopted by regional regulation and then submitted to the Minister of Home Affairs for 

validation.
217

 

In 1987, the central government enacted Government Regulation No 14 of 1987 on the Delegation 

of Parts of Central Government Authority in Public Works to the Regions.
218

 However, this still 

reflected the dominant role of the central government because the Ministry of Home Affairs would 

analyse the financial and technical capacity of regions before receiving spatial planning authority 

from the central government.
219

 Furthermore, the Ministry of Public Works had authority to 

formulate district spatial planning,
220

 and the discretion to decide how and when spatial planning 

authority would be delegated to the regions.
221

  

As regards access to land for commercial development, the central government introduced 

regulations regarding site permits and the permit-in-principle. The Ministry of Home Affairs created 

site permits for land acquisition for domestic and foreign investment, including tourism.
222

 In 1990, 

the National Land Agency or Badan Pertanahan Nasional (‘BPN’) took over this role, explaining 

that it had the power to control access to land through the application of the site permit.
223

 Next, the 

Investment Coordinating Board or (Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (‘BKPM’) took over the 
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regulation of the permit-in-principle.
224

  Through this, an investor in the tourism sector could obtain 

a temporary permit to embark on tourism business activities, including the commencement of 

preparatory measures stipulated for the formation of the business.
225

 Hence, an investor had to 

acquire the permit-in-principle before applying for the site permit. 

The existence of a site permit, or a permit-in-principle, had no connection with broader spatial 

planning principles, and district governments had no power to control land use. As long as the 

investor had been issued with a-permit-in-principle and a site permit by the central government, the 

investor could start operating the business, even if the location violated spatial planning regulation at 

the district level. 

In 1992, the Soeharto government enacted the first statute made by the central government 

concerning spatial planning. Law No. 24 of 1992 on Spatial Planning (‘SPL 1992’) officially 

replaced the SVO and the SVV.
226

 SPL 1992 divided spatial planning into the following categories: 

 the national spatial plan; 

 provincial spatial plans; and  

 municipal/district spatial plans.
227

  

Each spatial plan had to determine cultivation areas and protected areas; the norms and criteria of 

spatial use; and guidelines for controlling space utilisation.
228

 As regards permits for spatial 

utilisation, the new law allowed the Governor or head of each district to declare void any permit in 

relation to spatial utilisation if it contradicted the district spatial plan.
229

 Equally, the district spatial 

plan became the basis for assessing any application for development location permits, proposed by 

government agencies or private companies.
230

 However, the central government still had a dominant 

role in spatial planning governance. As in the previous period, the central government did not allow 

district governments to autonomously regulate spatial plans. Through the Ministry of Home Affairs, 

it strictly supervised the creation and the implementation of district spatial plans.
231

 For these 

reasons, this period continued the centralised approach of spatial planning that had existed since 

Soekarno’s administration. 

As regards investment, the Law indicated which business sectors were prohibited or open to 

investment.
232

 If a sector was not prohibited, an investor might request a confirmation letter from the 

Governor on the future site of the project.
233

 After receiving this letter, the investor could seek a 
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permit-in-principle from the BKPM.
234

 The Governor might then issue the site permit, allowing the 

investor to start the land acquisition process.
235

 Before issuing the permit, the Governor was required 

to refer to the existing district plan. Hence, there was a connection between the permit-in-principle, 

the site permit and spatial planning. 

Soeharto continued the established fragmented approach to spatial management in Indonesia. He 

was reluctant to integrate spatial arrangements, as the exploitation of natural resources through this 

approach became the central government's main source of income.
236

 If spatial management was 

integrated, the central government would be forced to renegotiate existing production contract 

sharing agreements in mining, gas and oil, and existing concessions in forestry management, and 

this would adversely affect the public-private business network, the pillar of the Soeharto regime.
237

  

(c) The Post-Soeharto or Reformasi era 

Following the fall of Soeharto in 1998, Indonesia began a period of transition known as Reformasi. 

The reforms of this era, and the openness they created, led to criticism of SPL 1992 as no longer 

suitable for an Indonesia that was transitioning to a more democratic model. In this era, it became 

clear that a regulatory adjustment was needed to divide spatial planning powers differently between 

the Central and regional governments.
238

 A further critique of SPL 1992 was that it did not contain 

controlling and enforcement mechanisms. As a result, spatial use often did not follow the 

requirement of spatial plans.
239

 The following section will further explain all spatial planning laws 

and regulations in this era as they try to respond to the drawbacks of previous spatial planning 

regulations in Indonesia. 

2 National Regulation of Spatial Planning 

(a) The Spatial Planning Law 2007(SPL 2007) 

 (i) Basic Features of SPL 2007 

The most important features of SPL 2007 included: the sharing of responsibility for spatial planning 

between the Central, provincial, and district governments; the enhancement of controls over spatial 

planning; public participation; and the introduction of administrative and criminal sanctions for 

violations of the law. 

This law defines spatial planning as ‘a system for the process of spatial planning, space utilisation 

and control over space utilisation’.
240

 The State is obliged to manage the spatial use ‘for the greatest 

benefit of people’s welfare’.
241

 Regulating the use of space, this law divides spatial use into ‘spatial 

structure’ or struktur ruang and ‘spatial design’ or pola ruang.
242

 ‘Spatial structure’ is defined as ‘an 

arrangement of residential centres and infrastructure network systems that function as a support for 
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the society’s social and economic activity’.
243

 Meanwhile, ‘spatial designs’ are defined as ‘the 

spatial allocation that divides areas into conservation and cultivation areas’.
244

  

This Law then defines ‘an area’ as ‘a region that functions mainly for conservation or utilisation’.
245

 

‘Conservation areas’ are areas that have the primary function of ensuring environmental 

sustainability of natural and human-made resources (such as a residential area).
246

 A ‘utilisation 

area’ is ‘a region whose primary function is utilised because of the existence of natural resource 

potential, human resources, and human-made resources’.
247

 

There are also national, provincial and district ‘strategic areas’. A ‘nationally strategic area’ is a 

‘region that has a priority in spatial planning due to its important influence for state sovereignty, 

defence, and security, the economy, society, culture, and the environment, including regions 

classified as a part of world heritage’.
248

 A ‘provincial strategic area’ is a region that has priority 

due to its economic, social, cultural and/or environmental importance to a province.
249

 A ‘district 

strategic area’ is a ‘region that is prioritised because of its economic, social, cultural and/or 

environmental importance to a district’.
250

 The existence of strategic areas reflects the application of 

‘growth poles’, where the national, provincial, and district governments focus on the development of 

a specific pole (or region) due to economic, social, and environmental considerations.
251

 

(ii) SPL 2007 and Regionalism 

Given the implementation of regional government, scholars might expect that Indonesia would 

follow the typical nature of spatial planning in most developed countries, where it operates 

principally at regional or at the state level rather than centrally. However, SPL 2007 has maintained 

the centralised character of the previous spatial planning laws in Indonesia. In fact, this Law 

expressly states that ‘national, provincial and district spatial planning governance shall be performed 

in a hierarchical and complementary manner.
252

 As a means of integrating national development, the 

central and provincial governments have authority to issue general guidance and binding directives 

in relation to spatial plans.
253

 The district governments must follow all of these guidances and 

directives, particularly when drafting spatial plans.
254

 The draft district spatial plan must also refer to 

national and provincial spatial plans.
255

 Once it has the Governor’s recommendation, this draft must 

acquire prior approval from the Minister of Agrarian and Spatial Planning.
256
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The only new authority granted to district governments is to control land acquisition for commercial 

activities. SPL 2007 expressly states that the district spatial plan is a legal basis for issuing 

site/location permits and land administration.
257

 This provision allows the district government to 

reject an application for a permit if it violates the existing district spatial plan, even if the applicant 

has been granted a permit-in-principle from the BKPM.
258

 However, this new authority has caused 

problems on regionalism and the hierarchy of laws. As discussed further in Chapter 7, district 

governments issue location permits even if these permits conflict with their spatial plans.  

There is also a lack of coordination where district governments do not involve the provincial 

government in the issuance of location permits. In addition, the provincial government has no power 

to revoke the location permit if it contradicts the provincial spatial plan. Moreover, as a result of a 

2015 Constitutional Court or Mahkamah Konstitusi (‘MK’) decision, the central government, 

through the Ministry of Home Affairs, is now no longer able to cancel regional regulations.
259

 

SPL 2007 grants authority to the national, provincial, and district governments to issue spatial plans, 

both general and detailed plans, and strategic areas.
260

 ‘General plans’ comprise national spatial 

plans, provincial spatial plans, and district spatial plans.
261

 Meanwhile, ‘detailed plans’ cover the 

following issues: ‘island spatial plans/archipelago and national strategic area spatial plans; 

provincial strategic area spatial plans; and district detailed spatial plans.’
262

 Detailed plans are an 

operational tool to arrange spatial plans. They include a detailed explanation of the blocks, zones, 

and areas in a particular district, identifying which areas are opened or closed for particular 

projects.
263

 After five years, governments can re-evaluate general plans.
264

 Any general plans shall 

‘retain any forest areas to, at least 30 per cent of the total watershed area’ within 

national/provincial/district areas in order to protect the environment.
265

 For example, the Head of the 

East Java Provincial Agency states that East Java has forest areas of 2.25 Million Ha, that is, 41 per 

cent, so it has complied with SPL 2007 and Forestry Law.
266

 As the case studies chapter will further 

explain, only 22 per cent of Bali is forest area. 

(b) Enforcement Mechanism in SPL 2007 

SPL 2007 tried to solve problems in SPL 1992 related to the fact that it had no enforcement 

procedures in its provisions. It introduced enforcement mechanisms to control spatial utilisation by 

imposing zoning regulations, permit systems, incentive and disincentives, and sanctions.
267

 In 

addition to securing the fulfilment of spatial planning, there must be a mechanism to monitor, 
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evaluate and report on the implementation of the spatial plan.
268

 This process involves the public, 

who can submit reports and complaints to the government.
269

 Should the outcome of the monitoring 

and evaluation show administrative misconduct, the Minister, Governor and Mayor must undertake 

necessary administrative measures to stop such misconduct.
270

 The case studies chapters will show 

that this mechanism is not effective. 

There are administrative and criminal sanctions in SPL 2007. Anyone who violates the regulation 

will receive an administrative sanction,
271

 which could be ‘written reprimands; temporary 

suspension of activities; temporary suspension of public services; closure of (business or 

development) site; revocation and cancellation of license; demolition of constructions; rehabilitation 

of land; and/or fines.’
272

 Criminal sanctions can be imposed on various stakeholders, including state 

officials. Specifically, ‘those who fail to abide by the prevailing spatial plan and cause a change of 

spatial function, will be punished with a maximum imprisonment of 3 years and a maximum fine of 

Rp 500.000.000’.
273

 A government official who is in charge of issuing permits and issues a permit 

contradicting a spatial plan, ‘will be punished with a maximum imprisonment of 5 years and a 

maximum fine of Rp 500,000,000’.
274

 Beside criminal sanctions, the official will receive the 

additional sanction of dishonourable dismissal from his position.
275

 

A former Minister of Agrarian and Spatial Planning, Ferry Mursyidan Baldan, admits the criminal 

and administrative sanctions under SPL 2007 are not really effective. He concedes they have no 

deterrent effect because they are not enforced.
276

 In fact, as the case studies in the next chapter 

demonstrate, the number of violations has consistently increased since SPL 2007 entered into force. 

(c) Governmental Regulation on the Implementation of SPL 2007and the Importance of Detailed 

Plans 

Central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 underpins the importance of detailed plans for 

district governments.
277

 Every district spatial plan shall determine which area of the district needs to 

be the subject of a detailed plan.
278

 Detailed plans are required to be established no later than 36 

months from the date of the district spatial plan.
279

 The development of the draft detailed plan must 

involve public participation and relevant stakeholders.
280

 There must be data collection and data 

analysis to specified minimum levels while preparing the detailed plan. The district government 
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should collect data about: the administrative area; physiography; the population; economy and 

finance; availability of basic infrastructure and facilities; space design; land use and utilisation; 

building intensity; and basic earth maps and thematic maps.
281

 Meanwhile, data analysis should 

include, among other things: technical and environmental analysis of the district’s carrying capacity; 

technical analysis of inter-district linkage; and technical analysis of the district’s spatial 

component.
282

 

Finally, SPL 2007 states that a spatial plan (national, provincial and district) may be reviewed or 

amended only once every five years.
283

 There are only two situations that enable this process to be 

done more than once in that period: (1) large-scale disasters; and (2) a change of boundary in state or 

regions regulated by law.
284

  

The above spatial planning regime is not the only set of laws that regulate spatial planning in 

Indonesia. The following section considers other Laws or related regulations relevant to spatial 

planning regulation in Indonesia, including spatial planning in relation to coastal management and 

forestry areas as well as spatial planning regulation at provincial and district levels. 

 (d)  Fragmented Approach to Spatial Management in Indonesia 

This section explains the involvement of a number of government institutions that have overlapping 

authority concerning spatial management in Indonesia. As the case studies will also show, at the 

central government level, three ministries are involved in this: the Ministry of Agrarian and the 

Head of National Land Agency; the Ministry of Forestry; and the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries. 

The following diagram shows how spatial management is managed and interrelated in three 

different ministries in Indonesia, and how it links to the three case studies in this thesis. 
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Diagram 3 

The Relationship between Spatial Planning, Forestry, and Coastal Management 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

The issuance of SPL 1992 should be the legal basis to integrate spatial management in Indonesia. 

Specifically, the preamble to this law expressly stated that ‘the management of many varieties of 

natural resources and land, sea and air, must be coordinated and integrated by developing a spatial 

policy…’.
285

 However, as the above task indicates, the central government has stated that SPL 1992 
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is only applied to land management, excluding land that was classified as forest by the Ministry of 

Forestry.
286

 Likewise, in the mining, oil, and gas sectors, the central government grants exploitation 

permits to private companies through production sharing contracts. 

In consequence, in the Reformation era, the fragmented approach to spatial planning is thriving. The 

newly enacted SPL 2007 does not apply to forest areas. Instead, the central government has declared 

Law No. 41 of 1999 on Forestry as the legal basis for forestry management in Indonesia,
287

 granting 

monopolistic authority to the Ministry of Forestry to plan, use, and control forest areas in 

Indonesia.
288

 Hence, this ministry has authority to grant a utilisation permit in a forest area for 

tourist development. Likewise, the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries, through the issuance of central 

government Law No. 27 of 2007 on the Management of Coastal Areas and Small Islands, now has 

authority to issue  the ‘right of utilisation’ or Hak Pengusahaan Perairan Pesisir (‘HP-3’) in areas 

that are classified as ‘coastal areas’.
289

 The following sections explain these laws in more detail. 

(i) Spatial Planning in relation to Tourism Activities in Nature Conservation Areas 

Central government Regulation No. 36 of 2010, which implements central government Law No. 41 

of 1999 on Forestry, explains how ecotourism can be undertaken in nature conservation areas,
290

 

including wildlife reserves, national parks, forest parks and nature parks.
291

 There are two types of 

tourism business recognised by this regulation: ecotourism services and ecotourism facilities.
292

 As 

regards ecotourism facilities, these include tourism businesses that provide accommodation and 

adventure tourism facilities.
293

 Ecotourism businesses may only be started after obtaining a 

utilisation permit,
294

 which is only granted in respect of national parks, forest parks and nature 

parks.
295

 The utilisation permit is granted for 55 years and may be extended for another 20 years.
296

 

The government (that is, a Minister, Governor or Mayor/Regent) will grant a utilisation permit 

subject to the following conditions: 

   the permit is not a title of ownership or control over the national park area, forest park, or 

nature park; 

   the permit cannot be used as collateral; 
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   the permit may only be transferred with the written approval of the Minister, Governor or 

Regent/Mayor following their respective powers; 

   the area permitted for the development of natural tourism facilities shall be, at most, 10  per 

cent of the total area specified in the permit; 

   ecotourism  facilities  that  are built  for  tourism  accommodation  shall  be  semi-

permanent and their styles shall be in accordance with the local architecture; and 

   the development of ecotourism facilities shall follow natural conditions and maintain the 

existing landscape.
297

 

(ii) Spatial Planning in relation to Forestry Areas 

Central government Law No. 41 of 1999 on Forestry and its implementing regulations regulate 

forest management in Indonesia. Forest areas have three important functions, namely conservation, 

protected function, and production.
298

 Provincial and district governments must retain forest areas of 

at least 30 per cent of the total watershed area within provincial and district areas.
299

 Furthermore, 

the government must divide forest areas into utilisation and protection blocks.
300

 

Central government Regulation No. 28 of 2011 explains the forest utilisation plan in nature 

conservation areas.
301

 The regulation defines  ‘a nature conservation area’ as ‘a region with certain 

characteristics, both in land and in waters that have the main function of the protection of life 

support systems, preservation of the diversity of plant and animal species, and sustainable utilisation 

of natural resources and ecosystems.’
302

 This area consists of national parks, forest parks and nature 

parks, that are managed based on zoning and block systems.
303

 The block system divides the nature 

conservation area into protection blocks, utilisation blocks and other blocks.
304

 

(iii) Spatial Planning in relation to Coastal Areas 

There are other related laws and regulations at the central level that emphasise the importance of 

coastal areas. Central government Law No. 27 of 2007 on the Management of Coastal Areas and 

Small Islands defines the ‘coastal area’ as ‘a transitional area between terrestrial and marine 

ecosystems that are affected by a change in land and sea’.
305

 Meanwhile, ‘coastal waters’ are ‘the 

sea bordering land covering waters as far as 12 nautical miles measured from shorelines, waters 

connecting beaches and islands, estuaries, bays, shallow waters, swampy swamps, and lagoons.’
306
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The right to utilisation of coastal waters is given in the form of the ‘right of cultivation’ or HP-3,
307

 

taking into account the sustainability of coastal ecosystems and small islands, indigenous peoples, 

national interests, and the right of innocent passage for foreign vessels.
308

 This right is valid for 20 

years
309

 and can be given to Indonesian citizens, legal entities that are established under Indonesian 

law, and indigenous peoples.
310

 The utilisation of small islands and adjacent waters is prioritised for 

one or more of the following interests: conservation; education and training; research and 

development; marine aquaculture; and tourism.
311

 

Under this Law, the regional government must set limits on coastal borders adapted to topographic, 

biophysical, coastal hydro-oceanography, economic and cultural needs.
312

 The determination of 

coastal borders should take into account: protection against earthquake and tsunami; coastal 

protection from erosion or abrasion; protection of artificial resources on the coast from storms, 

floods and other natural disasters; protection of coastal ecosystems, such as wetlands, mangroves, 

coral reefs, seagrass beds, sand dunes, estuaries, and deltas; setting public access; and making 

arrangements for drains and waste.
313

 

The government may regulate how reclamation is to be done in coastal areas and small islands. 

Reclamation shall be done to increase the benefits and added value of coastal areas and small islands 

in terms of their technical, environmental and socioeconomic aspects.
314

 Reclamation should 

carefully consider: the sustainability of life and livelihood of the community; the balance between 

the interests of utilisation and the interests of environmental preservation of coastal and small 

islands; and the technical requirements for the collection, dredging and stockpiling of materials.
315

 

There are some important prohibitions on the use of coastal areas and small islands. These include:  

 mining coral reefs, which cause damage to coral reef ecosystems;  

 mining coral reefs in conservation areas;  

 using explosives, toxic materials, and other materials that damage coral reef 

ecosystems;  

 felling mangroves in conservation areas for industrial activities and settlements;  

 sand mining that technically, ecologically, socially or culturally damages the 

environment; and  

 undertaking physical development that causes damage to the environment and harms 

the surrounding community.
316
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To sum up, the presence of three different ministries with interrelated authority in managing land, 

forest and coastal areas in Indonesia reflects how SPL 2007, forestry and coastal laws are directly 

and indirectly linked. 

 (e) The Relationship between Environmental Governance and Spatial Planning 

Protection and management of the environment in Indonesia is based on Articles 28H (1) and 33(3) 

of the Constitution of 1945. Article 28H (1) expressly states that ‘Every person shall have the right 

to live in physical and spiritual prosperity, to have a home and to enjoy a good and healthy 

environment’.
317

 Article 33 (3) explains that ‘The land, the waters and the natural resources within 

shall be under the power of the State and shall be used to the greatest benefit of the people’.
318

  

In pursuit of these aspirations, the central government enacted Law No. 32 of 2009 on the Protection 

and Management of Environment (‘the Environmental Law’). One of the important characteristics 

of this Law is the distinction it makes between ‘environmental pollution’ and ‘environmental 

damage’. It defines ‘environmental pollution’ as ‘the inclusion of living creatures, substances, 

energy, and other components naturally or intentionally into the environment because of human 

activities, which exceeds the environmental quality standard’.
319

 Meanwhile, ‘environmental 

damage’ is defined as ‘a direct or indirect change of physical, chemical and biological condition of 

the environment that goes beyond the standardised criteria of environmental damage’.
320

 

Environmental governance has a close relationship with the governance of spatial planning. The 

following diagram shows how they are related. 

Diagram 4 

The Relationship between Environmental Governance and Spatial Planning 
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According to environmental law, two important instruments to prevent ‘environmental pollution’ 

and ‘environmental damage’ are spatial plans and the Environmental Impact Assessment (‘EIA’).
321

 

Governments at all levels should prepare spatial plans by taking into account the carrying capacity 

of the environment.
322

 As regards the EIA, activities that have ‘significant impacts’ on the 

environment are subject to the preparation of an EIA.
323

 ‘Significant impacts’ are decided on the 

basis of the following criteria:  

(a) the large number of occupants who will be affected by those activities; (b) the size of area of 

impact; (c) the intensity and duration of impact; (d) many of other environmental components 

that will be affected; (e) the cumulative nature of effects; (f) the reversibility or irreversibility of 

the impact; and (g) other criteria following the advancement of science and technology.
324

 

Government at all levels is required to conduct public participation in the EIA process,
325

 meaning 

that the process must be based on transparency by providing complete information and notification 

to the public prior to the implementation of projects.
326

  

When investors plan to start tourism projects, spatial plans and the EIA will be the two crucial 

instruments that can prevent such projects from damaging the environment. The location of projects 

must follow the existing spatial plan. If they conflict with the existing spatial plan, Regents or 

Mayors have the power to stop projects by not issuing a recommendation letter. Without this letter, 

investors are prohibited from continuing their projects. A recommendation letter also links to the 

EIA as this letter should only be issued after the project (if classified as having ‘significant impacts’ 

on the environment)
327

 has passed the EIA. If projects do not conflict with the spatial plan, and they 

pass the EIA, Regents or Mayors can then issue a recommendation letter. This letter will become the 

legal basis for issuing a building permit. Once this permit is granted, investors can legally 

commence their projects. For example, as will be shown later in the case studies section of this 

thesis, the investor in the Mulia Hotel Project started the project because the Regent of Badung had 

granted a recommendation letter, and the project had passed the EIA.  

3 Bali’s Spatial Planning Regulation  

(a) Spatial Planning at the Provincial Level: Bali Province 

The Bali Provincial government acknowledges that the rapid development of tourism has 

contributed to the creation of employment, leading to high migration to the southern part of Bali. As 

a result of this development, cultural and social values and environmental quality in Bali have been 

adversely affected. Similar concerns were expressed in the academic paper accompanying Bali’s 

spatial plan.
328 

The report notes that the proportion of Bali’s forest area in 2008 was only 23 per cent 

- less than the 30 per cent required under Forestry Law. This may potentially hamper the balance of 
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the microclimate and sustainable water resources on the island.
329

 In fact, environmental damage has 

taken place in some areas due to both natural disasters and excessive exploitation, so that the 

proportion of barren land now reaches 9.81 per cent of Bali’s area and potentially barren land 44.3 

per cent.
330

 There has been a rice field conversion of 661 Ha/year to accommodate spatial needs for 

settlement and tourism activities.
331

 Additionally, high erosion now threatens almost all beaches in 

Bali.
332

 

To address these concerns, the Bali Provincial government enacted a provincial regulation in 

accordance with SPL 2007: Provincial Regulation No.16 of 2009 on Spatial Planning in Bali 2009-

2029 (‘Bali Provincial SPL’). Almost all provisions refer to SPL 2007 but some important 

characteristics need to be explained. This regulation divides Bali into conservation and utilisation 

areas.
333

 Conservation areas are divided into:  

 areas serving to protect adjacent areas;  

 local conserved areas;  

 nature reserve areas, Nature preservation, and cultural preservation;  

 areas prone to natural disasters;  

 geological conservation areas; and  

 other conservation areas.
334

  

Conservation areas in Bali currently comprise 175,577 hectares or 31.2 per cent.
335

 The regulations 

of the spatial plan set out what shall be included under ‘local conserved areas’, namely:  

 sacred areas;  

 coastal border areas;  

 river border areas;  

 cliff border areas;  

 areas around lakes or reservoirs; and  

 green open space in the city.
336

  

Concerning the coastal border areas, referring to SPL 2007 and Law No. 27 of 2007, the Bali 

Provincial SPL defines a ‘coastal border area’ as ‘land along the edge of the sea at a distance of at 
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least 100 meters from the highest sea tide point to the land’.
337

 Meanwhile, for the ‘river border 

areas’: 3 meters under rivers; 10 meters for river depth of 3 to 10 meters; 15 meters for a depth of 10 

to 20 meters; and 30 meters for depth more than 20 meters.
338

 As regards the ‘cliff border areas’, this 

regulation states that ‘cliff border area’ is land on the edge of a ravine that has: a gradient of at least 

45 per cent; a depth of at least five meters; and an upper flat area of at least 11 meters.
339

 The Bali 

Provincial SPL also defines ‘areas around lakes or reservoirs’ as ‘land with a distance of 50 meters 

up to 100 meters from the highest tide point of lake or reservoir’.
340

 

(b) Bali’s Zoning Regulation 

Under spatial planning governance, the existence of the detailed plan is, as mentioned, crucial, as it 

acts as an operational tool to support the spatial plan.
341

 One of the most important parts of the 

detailed plan is the zoning regulations. SPL 2007 defines ‘zoning regulations’ as ‘provisions that 

regulate the requirement of the spatial utilisation and its controlling mechanism in each block or 

zone’.
342

 The allocation of a block/zone must be regulated by a detailed plan at the district 

government level.  

The Bali Provincial government issued Provincial Regulation No. 8 of 2015 on the Direction of 

Zoning Provincial System.
343

 This zoning regulation is very important as it contains provisions 

allowing or prohibiting development in spatial utilisation zones,
344

 including zoning rules for spatial 

structure and spatial designs.
345

 Zoning rules for spatial designs are then divided into zoning rules 

for protected areas and zoning rules for cultivation areas.
346

 Zoning rules for protected areas are, in 

turn, divided into: 

      areas serving to protect adjacent areas; 

      areas conserved to protect important natural features;  

      conservation and cultural heritage areas; 

      areas prone to natural disasters; 

      geological protected areas; and  

      other protected areas.
347

 

The Law then elaborates zoning rules for areas serving to protect adjacent areas, covering protected 

forest areas and water catchment areas.
348

 For protected areas, allowable activities include natural 
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tourism, using existing natural conditions as a tourist attraction, and limited development activities, 

requiring a path for tourists that does not disturb the forest’s protected function.
349

 Next, the use of 

forest on a utilisation block is allowed for: the cultivation of medicinal plants (herbs), ornamental 

plants; beekeeping; wildlife breeding; and environmental services such as nature tours, water 

utilisation and carbon trading.
350

 There are prohibited activities in protected forest areas. Spatial 

utilisation for natural tourism, which destroys or burns forests and ecosystem components, cuts 

wood or forest vegetation, leaves or disposal of garbage or other items that interfere with the 

preservation of forests, is prohibited.
351

 So is forest use involving mechanical and heavy equipment, 

construction of permanent facilities, disruption of the function of the area, the felling of trees, or the 

use of pesticides and insecticides.
352

 

Zoning rules also cover local protected areas, including: 

 sacred areas;  

 holy sites; 

 coastal border areas; 

 river border areas;  

 cliff border areas;  

 areas around a lake or reservoir; and  

 green open space areas.
353

  

For coastal border areas, there are three classifications of activities: allowable activities; allowable 

activities with conditions; and prohibited activities. Allowable activities include: beach recreation; 

beach parks; coastal disaster mitigation, research activities; protection of maritime cultivation; and 

ceremonial and religious ceremonies.
354

 The following activities are allowed with some conditions: 

beach recreation support facilities; tourism accommodation; road infrastructure; boat fishing; boat 

tour activities; and buildings and activities in relation to culture and religion.
355

 Finally, prohibited 

activities cover activities that can degrade the quality of or damage, natural resources and coastal 

ecosystems.
356

 The following figure shows the spatial design of the province of Bali. 
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Figure 2.2 Plan of spatial designs in Bali according to the Bali Provincial SPL. Conservation areas 

are marked with dark green and tourism areas are marked with pink. 

(c) Planning at the District Level: Badung District 

Badung District is the richest region in Bali. It is where most tourism activities, including hotels, are 

located, especially in three popular locations: Kuta, Jimbaran, and Nusa Dua. Spatial planning 

problems are pervasive in Badung, as a result of the rapid development of tourism there. The three 

case studies discussed in the next chapter are all located in Badung, and for that reason, it is crucial 

to consider how spatial planning regulation has evolved in the Badung District. 

The Badung District government issued its spatial planning regulation in 2013, as District 

Regulation No. 26 of 2013 (Badung District SPL). In the preamble to this regulation, the Badung 

District government recognised the rapid growth of the population due to various development 

activities. The spatial planning regulation was said to be critical to ensure the achievement of 
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sustainable development in Badung.
357

 The goal of the regulation was therefore to realise Badung 

District as a national centre of tourism activities and international tourism destinations by 

synergising the development of North Badung, Central Badung and South Badung in a sustainable 

way, based on a mix of agricultural activities, services and tourism.
358

 The Badung District 

government divides the district into three areas, comprising:  

   North Badung, as a conservation and integrated agriculture area;  

   Central Badung, as a sustainable agriculture, capital city district and regional civic centre 

area; and  

   South Badung, which has the main function of tourism.
359

 

In South Badung, the Badung District government has committed to intensifying spatial utilisation 

in Nusa Dua, Jimbaran and Kuta as it has been supported by international standard infrastructure.
360

 

In addition, it will develop an integrated transportation network system to improve accessibility to 

tourism activity centres.
361

 It also plans to develop shopping areas equipped with tourism 

infrastructure and shopping centres.
362

 From an environmental perspective, the Badung District 

government acknowledges the importance of conserving protected areas and controlling 

development in disaster-prone areas, based on mitigating current impacts.
363

 Finally, it intends to 

improve coastal and marine areas in an integrated manner as the main asset of sustainable 

tourism.
364

 

As in the Case of the Bali Provincial SPL, the Badung District SPL also consists of ‘protected areas’ 

and ‘utilisation areas’.
365

 ‘Protected areas’ cover approximately 2882.57 Ha or 6.89 per cent of 

Badung’s total area, and include: areas for protecting adjacent areas; local protected areas; nature 

conservation and cultural heritage areas; areas prone to natural disasters; geological protected areas; 

and other protected areas.
366

 For ‘local protected areas’, the plan covers approximately 1113.31 Ha 

or 2.66 per cent of Badung’s area, and encompasses: holy areas; sacred sites; coastal borders; river 

borders; cliff borders; and the areas around lakes and reservoirs.
367

 

The regulation then describes ‘coastal border areas’ covering all coastal areas, reaching a total of 82 

kilometres.
368

 In Mengwi sub-district, it covers, among other things: Mengening Beach, Munggu 

Beach, and Pererenan Beach.
369

 In North Kuta, it includes Batu Mejan Beach, Batu Bolong Beach, 
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and Berawa Beach.
370

 Next, Oberoi Beach, Seminyak Beach, Legian Beach and Kuta Beach are 

included in Kuta District.
371

 Finally, in South Kuta, it covers, among others: Jimbaran Beach, 

Dreamland Beach, Green Bowl Beach, Nusa Dua Beach, and Tanjung Benoa Beach.
372

 

The regulation also covers: ‘forest park areas’; ‘natural parks’; ‘coastal and small island 

conservation areas’; and ‘cultural heritage areas’.
373

 ‘Forest park areas’ cover Tahura Ngurah Rai 

located in part of the Kuta and Kuta Selatan sub-districts, with an area of 1374 Ha.
374

 Meanwhile, 

‘coastal and small islands conservation area’ includes: the Pudut Island conservation area in Tanjung 

Benoa sub-district; ‘coastal ecosystem conservation and protection areas’, including ‘mangrove 

forest areas’ in the Tahura Ngurah Rai area; ‘reef protection areas’; and the waters of Benoa Bay 

Beach.
375

 

Unlike the provincial regulation, which separately regulates the spatial plan and zoning systems, this 

district regulation covers only zoning issues. Following SPL 2007 and Law No. 27 of 2007, zoning 

rules on coastal border areas are defined as ‘land along the sea edge at a distance of at least 100 m 

(one hundred meters) from the highest tide point of the sea to the land’.
376

 This type of area is open 

to the public. Buildings are allowed in this area only: to support non-permanent and temporary 

tourism activities; social and religious functions/events; traditional fishery; coastal supervision; and 

disaster evacuation.
377

 The Badung District government allows cultivation in this area as long as it 

does not harm protected functions, including:  

     attractions such as beach recreation and beach sports;  

     special fishing docks at Kedonganan Beach and Tanjung Benoa Beach;  

     a special tourist dock at Tanjung Benoa Beach;  

     seaweed cultivation activities; 

     mangrove crabs;  

     traditional salt making and fishery activities; and  

     religious activities.
378

 

The following figure shows the spatial design of the District of Badung. 
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Figure 2.3 A map of the plan of spatial patterns of Badung according to the Badung District SPL. 

Conservation areas are marked with dark green; tourism areas are marked with orange; and 

conservation areas for Benoa Bay are marked with dark purple. 
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4 Spatial Planning and Investment in Hotels 

There are a number of requirements for foreign and local investors who intend to establish tourism 

businesses in Indonesia. They must establish a limited liability company or perseroan terbatas 

(‘PT’) under Indonesian law, domiciled within the territory of Indonesia.
379

 They must then 

carefully check what has been called the ‘negative investment list’ to ensure their businesses are not 

classified as prohibited sectors for investment.
380

 The existing spatial plan is the next consideration, 

particularly choosing the right location for the investor’s business. For example, when investors 

intend to build a hotel in a particular location, the existing spatial plan will ensure that the proposed 

location is suitable for hotel developments. Thereafter, investors must apply for a permit-in-principle 

from the Investment Coordinating Board or Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (‘BKPM’) for 

foreign investors and the Governor or Regent/Mayor for Indonesian investors.
381

 Because 

investments are under the authority of the district government, the necessary permits are issued by 

the district government. These include building permits and nuisance permits.
382

 After investors 

have obtained these permits, they can apply for a business permit to operate their business in the 

designated location. 

Central government Regulation No. 36 of 2005 requires that anyone who intends to establish a 

building must have a building permit.
383

 The Regent of the district has authority to issue that 

permit.
384

 According to Article 18 of this regulation, every project to develop a building must 

comply with the existing district spatial plan,
385

 and must not disturb the environmental balance in 

the surrounding location.
386

 Also, any building construction must not violate the minimum 

stipulation of the building-free spaces specified in the district spatial plan; this particularly relates to 

the border of buildings with roads, riverside, coastal, railroad and high-voltage networks.
387

 In 
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addition, Badung District Regulation No. 27 of 2013 requires the refusal of a building permit if, 

among other things, the buildings to be established:
388

 

a. do not meet administrative and technical requirements; 

b. contradict the district spatial plan; 

c. disrupt or damage the surrounding environment; 

d. disrupt traffic, water flow and existing building; or 

e. contradict the prevailing laws and regulations at the central and provincial level. 

Concerning tourism development, the Bali Provincial SPL classifies some areas as ‘tourism 

regions’, ‘special tourism areas’ or ‘tourism attractions’. It defines a ‘tourism region’ as a strategic 

area of tourism located within the geographic or administrative areas of the village in which there is 

the potential for tourist attraction, supported by high accessibility and the availability of public 

facilities, tourism facilities, and socio-cultural activities.
389

 ‘Special tourism area’ has a similar 

definition but the emphasis is directed to efforts for cultural and environmental conservation.
390

 

Finally, ‘tourism attractions’ are defined as anything that has uniqueness, beauty and value in the 

form of the diversity of natural wealth, culture, human-made products and socio-cultural activities of 

the people that are targeted or visited by tourists. They may be a region, a village or a building 

located in the district or city.
391

 Sanur, Kuta, Nusa Dua and Ubud are examples of tourism 

regions.
392

 Meanwhile, Tanah Lot, Kintamani, and Gilimanuk are examples of special tourism 

areas.
393

 Of my three case studies, only the Mulia Project is located in a tourism region, namely 

Nusa Dua, while the Tahura Project in Tahura Ngurah Rai and the Benoa Bay Reclamation 

Project in Benoa Bay are located in conservation areas. Nusa Dua is classified as a tourism region 

as many tourist attractions are available in this region, and they are supported by the existence of 

luxurious hotels and adequate public infrastructure.
394

 

Bali Provincial Regulation No. 2 of 2012 on Cultural Tourism expressly requires that the 

development of tourism must be based on the spatial plan at the provincial level.
395

 The 

establishment of tourism facilities and infrastructure (such as hotels) outside tourism regions are 

only possible by traditional villages or traditional institutions.
396

 It is clear that foreign investors in 

tourism are allowed to establish businesses only in areas that are classified as ‘tourism regions’ 

under provincial spatial plans.
397
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The Badung District government has issued a regulation regarding business permits for tourism 

accommodation services. This type of permit is crucial, as investors are prohibited from running a 

tourism business unless the district government grants one. Requirements include: the identity of the 

applicant; the copy of the permit-in-principle; the building permit; the nuisance permit; data on the 

number of rooms and facilities; a list of employees; an environmental impact assessment; and a site 

plan.
398

 

5 Critiques of Spatial Planning in relation to Tourism Projects in Bali 

A study by Sukeni identifies violations of the Bali Provincial SPL in relation to the development of 

tourism accommodation.
399

 They include: the establishment of new accommodation projects without 

a building permit; the expansion of buildings without a permit; and violations pertaining to height of 

buildings, architecture, and the distance of buildings from the road, beach or hill.
400

 In responding to 

these violations, local governments often take measures that are not always what is stated in the 

law.
401

 For example, the Badung District government often only reprimands offenders for violations 

and asks them to obey the existing applicable law or complete outstanding requirements.
402

 So far, 

the Badung District government has never yet instructed an offender to dismantle a building, 

although the Bali Provincial SPL and the Badung District SPL specifically require the government 

to do so.
403

 One of the common reasons given for this is economic, given the role of investors in the 

economic development of Bali, and the fear of offending them.
404

 

Praganingrum agrees that although the current licensing process complies with the Bali SPL and the 

Badung SPL, its enforcement has been inconsistent, especially in relation to the boundary limit for 

cliffs and ravines in Bali.
405

 Hence, the establishment of hotels on the edges of cliffs and rivers 

(supposedly prohibited) continues, and infringing hotels eventually start operating.
406

 The following 

table shows how hotel projects in Bali have apparently violated the regulation on spatial planning 

but have been able to operate their businesses regardless. 
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Table 4 

Violations by Hotel Projects in Bali 

No Year Projects Location Indicated Violation 

1 2012 Holiday Inn 

Hotel 

Badung  Violation of coastal border and 16000 m
3 

of sand dumped into the sea, affecting the 

existing ecosystem.
407

 

 

2 2012 Mulia Hotel Badung  Violation of coastal border 

 Violation of borderline cliffs 

 Violation of sacred site border, as the 

hotel was built near a Hindu temple. 

3 2015 Ritz Carlton 

Hotel  

Badung  Violation of coastal and cliff border
408

 

 

4 2015 Hotel 

Kempinsky 

Badung  Violation of coastal and cliff border
409

 

 

5 2016 Hotel Canggu 

Intercontinental 

Badung  The foundation of the building is very 

close to the beach, preventing public 

access especially for religious ceremonies 

of the local community.
410

 

6 2016 Rock Bar 

Ayana Resort 

& Spa Bali 

Badung  Violation of coastal border, and the 

balcony of the restaurant was established 

over the cliff/reef, violating cliff/reef 

border requirements.
411

 

 

Sources: Compiled by the author from media reports 
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Although the existing literature has shown violations of spatial planning in Bali, there is no 

comprehensive analysis to explain why this has happened, and how legal and non-legal factors are 

contributing to the failure of spatial planning regulation in Bali. 

There has been action from several districts in Bali, proposing revision of the Bali SPL. 

Interestingly, this began in 2011, meaning that the Bali Provincial SPL, which was enacted in 2009, 

had only been in place for one and a half years.
412

 Some districts considered the regulation could not 

be implemented at the district level, specifically, its provisions in relation to coastal, lake and river 

borders.
413

 For instance, Badung needed to revise the provision of the coastal border from 100 m to 

50 m, to accommodate existing hotels already established in the coastal area.
414

 While the Badung 

District government seems ready to compromise on spatial planning violations by investors, it is 

rigorous in enforcing violations by local people. No exceptions are made: they are prosecuted and 

buildings dismantled. The City of Denpasar alone has dismantled 15 illegal buildings in 

Padanggalak Beach.
415

 Similarly, the Civil Service Police Unit of Bali dismantled illegal buildings 

that had violated the coastal border in Canggu Beach.
416

 It seems clear that both the Bali Provincial 

and Badung District governments enforce spatial planning law more strictly against people who 

have no economic power than those people who have economic power, such as investors. 

III CONCLUSION 

This thesis argues that the most significant factor behind environmental and social damage in Bali is 

the regulatory failure of spatial planning there. Spatial planning laws, sometimes referred to as 

urban, town or land use planning or environmental planning, regulate the location and distribution of 

land use activities. Indonesian law prioritises regional autonomy. Accordingly, spatial planning 

regulations at the provincial and district levels in Indonesia need to be understood as the 

implementation and elaboration of that country’s wider spatial planning regime at the central level. 

Although spatial planning regulation has existed in Indonesia since the colonial period, SPL 2007 is 

the most comprehensive regulation on spatial planning yet. It establishes a three-tier hierarchy of 

statutory planning at national, provincial, and district levels of planning. These laws and regulations 

provide a mechanism for delivering sustainable development by addressing social, environmental 

and economic issues and relating them to the use of land. They are also ostensibly participative in so 

far as they introduce mechanisms for community involvement to consider the needs of communities 

and stakeholders at the provincial and district levels. They are also ostensibly norm-producing in the 
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sense that they apply both administrative and criminal sanctions to breaches of the plan. They also 

aim to integrate other spatial planning-related laws and regulations at the central level, which focus 

on the protection of coastal and forestry areas as well as environmental protection, defining which 

areas are opened or closed for commercial activities, including tourism projects. 

There are criticisms of the insufficiency of spatial planning regulation in Indonesia, covering both its 

implementation and enforcement. It is said that SPL 2007 is ineffective because it has not been 

supported with proper implementing regulations. Another criticism concerns a lack of synergy 

between the regional spatial plans and national development plans because districts and provinces 

seem reluctant to use the national spatial plan as the basis for their regional development plans. 

Spatial planning regulation also does not sufficiently involve public participation. Public 

involvement is still limited to providing feedback on the draft spatial plan, instead of actively 

participating in its preparation. 

Additionally, criticism is directed towards the lack of detailed plans among district governments in 

Indonesia, making it difficult to determine whether activities constitute a violation of spatial 

planning. Further, implementing regulations contain contradictory provisions regarding the review 

and amendment of spatial plans. Finally, the criminal and administrative sanctions under the SPL 

2007 are not really effective, as they have no deterrent effect 

The Bali Provincial government has enacted a provincial regulation in accordance with SPL 2007: 

Provincial Regulation No.16 of 2009 on Spatial Planning in Bali 2009-2029. Almost all provisions 

refer to SPL 2007, dividing Bali’s area into conservation areas and cultivation areas. One of the 

important considerations is the rapid development of tourism that adversely affects the environment. 

The Bali Provincial government has also issued Provincial Regulation No. 8 of 2015 on the 

Direction of Zoning Provincial System, containing provisions to allow or to prohibit development in 

spatial utilisation zones. As the richest region in Bali, where most tourism activities, including 

hotels, are located, the Badung District government issued its spatial plan regulation as District 

Regulation No. 26 of 2013. According to the preamble to this regulation, the spatial plan regulation 

is critical to ensure the achievement of sustainable development in Badung. In reality, however, 

there are no proper enforcement mechanisms for projects that violate the existing spatial plan. 

Moreover, no district in Bali has yet issued a detailed spatial plan, leading to obvious difficulties in 

enforcing spatial planning regulation. 

The next part illustrates these points with a discussion of three case studies of tourism projects, 

namely the Mulia Hotel Project, Tahura Project and Benoa Bay Reclamation Project. These studies 

will investigate why spatial planning regulation has been so ineffective in preventing environmental 

and social damage by tourism projects in Bali. 
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Part II 

CASE STUDIES ON REGULATORY FAILURES IN SPATIAL PLANNING  

 

I INTRODUCTION  

In Part I, I provided a detailed account of the laws relevant to spatial planning regulation in 

Indonesia. The three case studies in this part provide concrete, empirical evidence of the ways in 

which these laws operate. While the Mulia Hotel Project (‘Mulia Project’) was formally opened in 

2013, the other two projects have not been completed for various reasons. The Tahura Mangrove 

Forest Project (‘Tahura Project’) has completed all necessary legal procedures. The delays to the 

project are due to technical issues relate to the requirements of the buildings proposed, not spatial 

planning issues. The Benoa Bay Reclamation Project (‘Reclamation Project’) seems to have halted 

because in 2019, there is a ministerial decision that designates Benoa Bay as a maritime 

conservation zone, prohibiting reclamation projects. 

These three case studies support the main argument of this thesis: that spatial planning laws in 

Indonesia are failing to achieve their stated objectives even though the Reclamation Project has not 

proceeded, and, as a consequence, tourism projects in Bali are causing environmental and social 

damage. All three case studies are located in Badung, Bali, all are tourism accommodation 

developments, and all involve powerful investors associated with national-level political leaders in 

Indonesia. The Mulia Project involves a five-star hotel, resorts and villas, while the Tahura Project 

plans to develop guest houses and other tourism facilities. The Reclamation Project plans to develop 

integrated tourism facilities, including hotels. All faced public protest. Protests against the Mulia 

Project involved local communities in Benoa Village and seaweed farmers around Geger Beach. 

There were massive public protests against the Tahura Project, especially from local communities 

where the Tahura Project is located. The Reclamation Project has led to the biggest and longest 

public protest in Bali for a decade, with protests almost weekly for years in different parts of Bali, 

coordinated by The Bali Forum against Reclamation or Forum Rakyat Bali Tolak Reklamasi 

(‘Forbali’). 

To begin, this part explains why the case studies were chosen, how they relate to the context of 

spatial planning, and why they are broadly representative of the regulatory failure of spatial planning 

in Bali. It also explains the research methodology. I then turn to the three case studies, beginning 

with the Mulia Project in Chapter 3, the Tahura Project in Chapter 4, and the Reclamation Project in 

Chapter 5. 

In short, these three case studies were chosen because they each involve typical violations of spatial 

planning laws. The Mulia Project violated Bali Provincial Regulation No.16 of 2009 on Spatial 

Planning (‘Bali Provincial SPL’) in relation to a minimum distance between buildings and coastal 

borders. There was no political will to enforce violations committed by this project. In the Tahura 

Project, the Governor of Bali granted a nature tourism permit. The project gave rise to controversy, 

as its scope would cover not only a utilisation block but also a protected block, on which 

commercial projects were prohibited according to central government Law No. 41 of 1999 on 

Forestry. Meanwhile, in the Reclamation Project, the Governor of Bali allowed the reclamation of 
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Benoa Bay to develop integrated tourism areas. Interestingly, according to a pre-existing central 

government regulation (Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 on the Spatial Plan for Denpasar, 

Badung, Gianyar and Tabanan) (‘Sarbagita’), the implementing regulation for central government 

Law No. 26 of 2007 on the Spatial Plan (‘SPL 2007’), Benoa Bay was classified as a conservation 

and environmental buffer area, meaning that commercial developments were prohibited in this 

strategic bay. However, in a new regulation, Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014 on the 

Amendment of Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011, the central government retrospectively 

authorised the decision of the Governor of Bali to reclassify Benoa Bay as a ‘utilisation area’, 

enabling a maximum of 700 Ha to be reclaimed. Fortunately, a ministerial decision in 2019 

designating the area a maritime conservation zone seems to have prevented the project from 

proceeding further. 

These three case studies show how spatial planning regulations have failed, and, as a consequence, 

led to, or are likely to lead to, environmental and social damage in surrounding areas. In the Mulia 

Project, the project adversely affected the coastal area and marine biota in Geger Beach, impacting 

upon the local community in Sawangan, Nusa Dua. The Tahura Project endangered the function of 

Tahura as the last bastion of coastal areas from coastal abrasion, tsunami disaster and seawater 

intrusion. Meanwhile, the Reclamation Project would have endangered the function of Benoa Bay as 

an estuary for five big rivers. In addition, if 50 per cent of the water in the Bay is turned to land, the 

surrounding area, including local communities, would be in danger, as there would be no protection 

in the event of a natural disaster. 

The case studies demonstrate that all levels of government are failing to respect the objects of spatial 

planning laws. The main actor contributing to the regulatory failures associated with the Mulia 

Project was the Badung District government, which allowed the project to continue even though it 

violated the spatial plan. There was no action from the Badung District government to prevent this 

violation. In the Tahura Project, the main actor was the Bali Provincial government and, in 

particular, the Governor, who approved the project even though it was partly located on a protection 

block prohibited from development. Unlike the other case studies, there are also court decisions of 

the Administrative, Supreme and Appellate Courts regarding this project and the government 

decisions to permit it. Ultimately, these judicial rulings supported the Governor’s decision. In the 

Reclamation Project, the main actor was the central government, as it enacted a new regulation 

changing the status of Benoa Bay from a ‘conservation area’ to a ‘utilisation area’ in order to 

legitimise the decision of the Governor of Bali. 

The only substantial difference between these case studies is their location and context. In the case 

of the Mulia Project, the spatial planning regulations are related to land use and the coastal border. 

The Tahura Project was predominantly concerned with the spatial planning regulation of forestry 

management. The Reclamation Project raises spatial planning issues in coastal management. The 

cases therefore illustrate the failure of spatial planning regulation in relation to various different 

land-use contexts. 
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II RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The three case studies are based on field research conducted in Bali and Jakarta from October 2017 

to January 2018. Application of socio-legal method involved a combination of doctrinal research 

and empirical legal method. This thesis employed this method because it scrutinised not only the 

legal articulation of the relevant rules and processes in spatial plans but also the meaning and effects 

of those rules and processes as interpreted, implemented and enforced.
 417

  The doctrinal component 

analysed problems that were derived from the regulations themselves, particularly the absence or 

vagueness of regulations. The empirical component involved the discussion of non-legal factors, 

which reflect problems external to spatial planning regulations. It applied a qualitative approach to 

identify the thinking, reasons and motives of the lawmakers and implementers of spatial planning 

laws. This method mostly relied on in-depth individual interviews with relevant government 

officials from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry, the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial 

Planning, the Bali Provincial government, and the Badung District government. The researcher then 

employed a triangulation method to verify the basis of findings
418

 by interviewing the relevant 

experts from universities and non-governmental organisations (‘NGOs’) to test the responses of 

government officials. 

Participants in this research were all adult, over 21 years of age and residents of Indonesia. They 

were chosen based on their job description, expertise and experience in relation to spatial planning 

governance in Indonesia, particularly Bali. In all, there were 32 participants comprising: 

1. Central government officials (6 interviewees) of: the Ministry of Environment and Forestry 

(1); and the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning (5). 

2. Bali Provincial government officials (9 interviewees) of: the Public Works Agency of Bali 

(3); the Environmental Agency of Bali (2); the Forestry Agency of Bali (3); and the 

Investment Agency of Bali (1). 

3. Badung District government officials (7 interviewees) of: the Public Works Agency of 

Badung (4); the Environmental Agency of Badung (2); and the Investment Agency of 

Badung (1). 

4. Non-governmental organisation members (5 interviewees) from: the Indonesian Forum for 

Environment or Wahana Lingkungan Hidup (‘WALHI’) (4); and the Wisnu Foundation (1). 

5. Academics (5 interviewees) from the University of Udayana, Bali (4); and the University of 

Indonesia (1). 

Participants were recruited to combine both those who were experts on how the laws should operate 

(the law in the books) and how they are actually implemented and enforced (law in action), 

reflecting socio-legal approaches to legal research. Furthermore, I have worked at the Faculty of 

Law Udayana University for the last nine years. Five years prior to commencing my PhD 
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candidature at Melbourne Law School, I was involved in several research projects in relation to 

spatial planning and tourism in cooperation with both the central Indonesian government and local 

Bali government. This experience gave me the opportunity to identify and contact participants for 

my research in government and NGOs. In addition, the ‘snowball technique' was employed to 

identify and recruit other relevant participants.
419

 Participants are requested to meet the researcher 

and answer a series of open-ended questions provided by the researcher. The average time for an 

interview was 60 minutes. Interviews were conducted in Bahasa Indonesia. 

These ‘in-depth interviews’ are the main data collection technique used. Intensive individual 

interviews with participants from the categories listed above enabled me to explore experience, 

perspectives and ideas in relation to the regulatory failures in spatial planning and its consequences. 

Participants were interviewed using a semi-structured approach.  The interviews were guided by a 

set of questions, but at the same time, I allowed for the spontaneous generation of questions in 

response to answers given by the participants. The questions were open-ended, enabling 

participants to explore the issues with greater depth conducted at participants’ offices either in 

Jakarta or Bali.  

The interview transcripts were analysed thematically, to detect and categorise examples, themes and 

statements of fact and opinion in the narratives provided by the interviewees.  Once categorised, 

these responses assisted the researcher to understand the range of official and unofficial attitudes to 

the strengths and weakness of spatial planning governance in Bali. 
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Chapter 3 

The Regulatory Failures of Spatial Planning: A Case Study of the Mulia Project 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is the first of three, each of which describes one of the case studies addressed in this 

thesis. This chapter deals with the Mulia Project, which demonstrates how spatial planning 

regulations fail due to the lack of enforcement when spatial planning regulations are violated, 

leading to damage to coastal areas, marine biota, and the local community. A number of spatial 

planning laws were violated when the Mulia Hotel was built at a distance from the shoreline that 

contradicts spatial planning regulations. To begin, section II of this Chapter describes the Mulia Bali 

as one of the best five-star tourism accommodation venues in Bali. Section III examines spatial 

planning laws and the Mulia Project. In this section, I discuss the issuance of a building permit, 

including controversy over the issuance of the permit. Thereafter, I explain the construction of the 

Mulia Project, along with spatial planning controversies and consequential environmental and social 

damage. The factors contributing to the regulatory failures will be analysed in Part III. 

II THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MULIA BALI 

The Mulia Project was announced in 1994. Building commenced in 2011 and took two years to 

complete before the hotel opened in February 2013. The Mulia Bali is located in Nusa Dua, which is 

an elite zone in the south-eastern part of Bali Island, about 40 kilometres from downtown Denpasar. 

This area is often a destination for international conventions due to the completeness of its 

infrastructure. Nusa Dua also has a wealth of tourism attractions, ranging from dozens of exotic 

beaches, family recreation places, restaurants, bars, and shops. For accommodation, Nusa Dua is 

also the home of five-star hotels that provide comprehensive leisure and business facilities.
420

  

The management of the Mulia Bali claims that the Mulia is an eco-friendly form of accommodation. 

Adhiyanto Wongso, Director of Communications of the Mulia Bali, has stated that the construction 

of the building follows the direction of the wind, providing a lot of open space and wide ventilation 

so that the building can maximise air circulation.
421

 In addition, employees of the Mulia Bali clean 

Geger Beach regularly, maintaining the cleanliness and beauty of the entire coastal area.
422

 

Adhiyanto has also asserted that the management of the Mulia Bali maintains the preservation of 

fauna in their natural habitat.
423

  

According to its official website, the Mulia Bali brings together hotels, resorts and villas in an area 

of 32 Ha on Nusa Dua Beach.
424

 The interior of this accommodation is very luxurious, inspired by 
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Greek architecture with a touch of local styles.
425

 Furthermore, the Mulia Bali provides leisure 

facilities, including a spa, a fitness centre, children-only facilities, nine restaurants and bars, lounges, 

and swimming pools.
426

 

The performance of the Mulia Bali has been outstanding. Only one year after its establishment, the 

Mulia Bali was recognised as one of the world's best hotels in a prestigious publication by Condé 

Nast International.
427

 Specifically, the Mulia Bali was recognised as the ‘number one Beach Resort 

in the world’.
428

 Condé Nast also granted six other awards to the Mulia Bali, which ranked third for 

Top World Hotels and Resorts as well as winning: Best Newcomer, Luxury Spa: Asia & Australasia 

at the Condé Nast Johannesburg 2015 Awards; Best 20 Hotels in Asia and India from Condé Nast in 

the United Kingdom; Best New Hotel in the World from Condé Nast of the USA; and Best Family 

Hotel from Condé Nast Russia.
429

 Similarly, in 2016, CNN listed the Mulia Bali among 21 hotels 

that have the most beautiful beaches in the world.
430

 Finally, in 2018, the Mulia Bali was on the list 

of the top recommended hotels according to Forbes Travel Guide 2018.
431

 As we will see, however, 

the Mulia Bali wins no awards in the context of spatial planning regulation. 

 

Figure 3.1 Examples of rooms in the Mulia Hotel  

Source: The Mulia website
432
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Figure 3.2 Examples of rooms in the Mulia Resort  

Sources: The Mulia website
433

 

 

   

Figure 3.3 Examples of rooms in the Mulia Villas 

Source: The Mulia website
434

 

III SPATIAL PLANNING LAWS AND THE MULIA PROJECT 

A The Issuance of the Building Permit 

The Mulia Project is located in the Badung District of the Province of Bali. As mentioned in Chapter 

2, each province, district and municipality in Indonesia has its own regional administration.
435

 A 

Governor leads a Province, while Regents and Mayors lead districts and municipalities respectively. 

The regional autonomy laws explain that central, provincial and district/municipal governments 

share authority over spatial planning laws.
436

 In the Province of Bali, the Badung District 
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government has authority to implement the district spatial plan and issue building permits while the 

Bali Provincial government has authority to implement the provincial spatial plan.
437

  

There is a close relationship between the existence of a building permit and the spatial plan. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, central government Regulation No. 36 of 2005 stipulates that those who 

intend to establish buildings must obtain a building permit.
438

 In order to obtain a building permit, 

proposed buildings: must comply with the existing district spatial plan;
439

 must not harm the 

environment;
440

 and must not violate the minimum border of buildings with road, coastal, and 

riverside as specified in the existing district spatial plan.
441

 If these requirements fail to be 

completed, the relevant district governments, through their regents or mayors, must refuse the 

building permit application.
442

 In the case of the Mulia Project, the Regent of Badung issued a 

building permit on the basis that the project met all relevant legal criteria. There are doubts, 

however, whether the decision was made in good faith. 

Controversy about the Mulia Project began as soon as the plan for this project was announced to 

local communities in 1994.
443

 They strongly opposed the project on the basis that it would adversely 

affect the environment, particularly the existence of marine biota and the life of seaweed farmers. 

Seeking to quell this protest, PT Mulia Graha Tatalestari (‘MGT’), a limited liability company based 

in Jakarta, and the key investor in this project, entered into an agreement with seaweed farmers. 

Before the project was started, there were 58 farmers belonging to Geger Samudra Indah Seaweed 

Farmer Group and 85 storage huts established around the coast.
444

 As soon as the project began, this 

group agreed to release or to clean the coastal area from seaweed activities and all forms of huts, 

buildings and other supporting facilities.
445

 MGT then agreed to provide compensation amounting to 

IDR 75 million, that is AUD 7,500.
446

 

After concluding the agreement, MGT sought approval for its project from the Badung Investment 

Agency. This agency issued a letter of approval for domestic investment No. 129 / I / P / PMDN / 

1997 of 20 March 1997, subsequently modified by Letter No. 130 / III / PMDN / 2004 of 29 

September 2004. This letter indicated that the project was not on the negative investment list.
447

 

Unfortunately, a massive financial crisis along with political turmoil caused by the fall of Soeharto 

in 1998 forced the investor to delay the project. MGT did not file a formal application with the 

Badung District government until 2008. No: 004 / MGTL / VS / X-2008 of 16 October 2008 enabled 
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the development of an integrated tourism accommodation, consisting of a hotel, resort, and villas at 

Geger Beach, Sawangan Village, Benoa Sub-district.
448

  

The Badung Regional Development Planning Agency was then required to analyse the location of 

the project, to ensure it would not contradict the District Spatial Plan.
449

 This agency issued Letter 

No. 640/5213 / Bappeda Litbang on 31 December 2008, stating that the project did not contradict 

the District Spatial Plan.
450

 On 2 February 2009, based on these two letters, the Regent of Badung 

District, by Letter No.556.5 /261/ Diparda, issued a recommendation letter certifying that the project 

was not in the negative investment list and did not contradict the existing district spatial plan.
451

 

With this letter, MGT then applied for a building permit. 

In the building permit application, the provision of the Regent’s recommendation letter was only one 

of several requirements to be fulfilled by MGT. The Badung District government checked other 

documents submitted by MGT including the following:
 452

 

1. Deed of the company registration of PT MGT No. 10 of 6 August 2008.
 
 

2.  Permit-in-Principle of Investment No. 20/1 / IP / III / PMDN / 2010 of 3 March 2010. 

3.  Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA) of the Regent of Badung No. 2460/02 / HK / 2010 of 

14 December 2010. 

4.  Results of a technical inspection of 12 March 2011 undertaken by the Badung District 

government. 

In 2010, before the building permit was issued but after the application had been submitted, local 

communities from Peminge or Sawangan Village protested against the Mulia Project, as it would 

block their access to a local temple and the Geger Beach. MGT then entered into a second 

agreement with these communities to allow the development of the Mulia within their areas.
453

 

MGT agreed to maintain the existing road, connecting the Geger Temple and the Geger Beach.
454

 

MGT also agreed to allow local communities to access what had been an existing road for special 

religious ceremonies.
455

 Furthermore, MGT agreed to provide an opportunity for local people in 

Peminge or Sawangan Village to work at the Mulia Hotel.
456

 

On 29 March 2011, the Badung District government issued the building permit, arguing that the 

Mulia Project had submitted all the required documents and there was no longer protest from local 

communities, such that it had no option but to grant the building permit. Since the site plan attached 

to the building permit did not clearly mention the distance of proposed buildings from the coastal 

area, the building permit was issued with an explicit requirement that any buildings be constructed at 
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a minimum 100 metres distance from the coastal border. According to central government Law 

No.26 of 2007 on Spatial Management (‘SPL 2007’), and central government Law No. 27 of 2007 

on the Management of Coastal Areas and Small Islands and Bali Provincial SPL, the coastal border 

is a protected area along the coast that has important benefits for maintaining coastal sustainability 

and sanctity, building safety, and space available for public purposes.
457

 The radius of this area is 

100 metres from the beach, meaning that any development is prohibited within this area.                

An implementing regulation issued under central government Law No. 27 of 2007 explains why the 

coastal border must be 100 metres.
458

 According to this regulation, this boundary is required to 

protect:
459

 

a. the sustainability of ecosystem function and all resources in coastal areas and small islands;  

b. the community life in coastal areas and small islands from the threat of natural disasters;  

c. the allocation of space for public access; and  

d.  the allocation of space for sewage and water tunnels. 

Although the inclusion of this condition suggests that some care was taken in the decision to issue 

the permit, there is no publicly available information concerning how the EIA and technical 

inspection were undertaken. Since these concerns have never been addressed, the lawfulness of the 

decision, and the basis upon which it rests, remains questionable, all the more so, because the owner 

of MGT at the time was Soegiarto Tjandra, also known as Djoko Tjandra (‘Djoko’).  

Djoko is a fugitive, sought by the Indonesian Police and international police for his alleged 

involvement in 2001 in bank fraud related to liquidity assistance from the Central Bank of 

Indonesia, or Bantuan Likuiditas Bank Indonesia (‘BLBI’), as it is more commonly known. 

Specifically, it is alleged he assisted in recovering loans owed by the Bank Restructuring Agency, an 

agency controlling a group of banks all later liquidated by the Central Bank of Indonesia, in return 

for payment of a US$ 70 million ‘commission’ to one of Djoko’s corporations, Era Giat Prima 

(‘EGP’).
460

 This corporation had a close connection to the Golkar political party, the ruling party in 

Indonesia at that time.
461

 Golkar allegedly used this money to fund the campaign of President BJ 

Habibie for re-election for a second term.
462

 As this case involved people from his inner circle, 

President BJ Habibie seemed unwilling to allow the case to be investigated.
463

 In court proceedings, 

the South Jakarta District Court, High Court and Supreme Court acquitted Djoko. Prosecutors found 

new evidence, however, and on appeal, the Supreme Court sentenced Djoko to two years 
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imprisonment and fined him IDR 15 Million in 2009.
464 

However, a day before the decision, Djoko 

escaped to Papua New Guinea and later became a citizen of that country.
465

 There is no extradition 

treaty between Indonesia and Papua New Guinea.  

The involvement of a fugitive in the Mulia Project sparked a controversy in the Bali Legislative 

Council, although only after the building permit was issued in 2011. Its members wrote a formal 

letter to the Corruption Eradication Commission or Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi (‘KPK’), the 

National Police, the Attorney General’s Office and the House of Representatives of Indonesia or 

Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (‘DPR’), explaining the involvement of Djoko in the Mulia Project.
466

 

Kardani, the Project Manager of MGT, admitted that the Mulia belonged to Djoko and his family.
467

 

The involvement of Djoko could also be traced through the building permit issued by the Badung 

District government. There was a statement explaining the transfer of the ownership of the Mulia’s 

building permit from Djoko Soegiarto Tjandra, as the owner of MGT, to Viady Sutojo, the General 

Director of MGT on 29 March 2011, the same date as the issuance of the building permit.468 This is 

highly irregular: how can a building permit and a transfer of ownership be issued simultaneously?  

The members of the Bali Legislative Council criticised this transfer of ownership. The Chair of 

Commission One, I Made Arjaya, said the first deed of the company showed Djoko as the owner of 

the Mulia, but that it had since been transferred to another name.469 The Chair then questioned how 

Djoko could transfer his ownership while being actively sought by the Police.
470

 He alleged the 

involvement of government officials in direct contact with Djoko.
471

 Moreover, he found a letter 

signed by the Regent of Badung on a public holiday to accelerate the process of the transfer of 

ownership.
472

 Another member of Commission One, Cokorda Gede Budi Suryawan, expressed 

similar thoughts. He wondered how a fugitive could so easily visit Bali and obtain a permit for a 

luxury hotel development.473  

Responding to the controversy over the issuance of the building permit, the Regent of Badung 

insisted that the building permit was appropriately issued under the name of Viady Sutojo instead of 

Djoko Tjandra.
474

 Similarly, the Deputy Attorney General, Darmono, explained that Djoko Tjandra 

was no longer linked to the Mulia Project as the ownership had been transferred to another name.
475
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However, he admitted that the transfer of ownership of this project could be controversial, as Djoko 

might still be able control the project even though it had been legally transferred.
476

 Although 

perhaps not strictly unlawful (Djoko’s ownership certainly was not a violation of any specific 

provision of the spatial planning laws of Indonesia), the incident and the timing of the ownership 

transfer indicates the corrupt environment in which decisions to issue permits are often made. And, 

as mentioned, there is still no explanation regarding the processes underpinning the approval of the 

EIA or the technical inspection. These issues are all relevant to the discussion of ‘non-legal factors’ 

behind the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Chapter 7. 

Controversy did not end with the ownership scandal and the lack of transparency around the EIA 

and inspection reports. The following section shows how the Mulia Project has violated spatial 

planning regulation, leading to environmental and social damage. 

B The Construction of the Mulia Project, Spatial Planning Controversies and the Resulting 

Damage 

The Mulia Project violated SPL 2007, central government Law No.27 of 2007, the Bali Provincial 

SPL and its building permit because when this project had been completed, it became clear that the 

coastal border from the shoreline to the outermost building was only 75 metres. These spatial 

planning regulations required 100 metres as the minimum distance of buildings from the coastal 

border. It is likely that the Regent of Badung knew that the project was in violation of the 100 

metres limit before the project had been completed. Even now, nothing has been done by the 

Badung district government to rectify the violation, even though it is responsible for enforcing the 

violation. This is arguably because many tourism projects prior to the Mulia Project had been 

approved with a minimum distance of 50 metres, before national and provincial regulations on 

spatial planning were enacted.
477

 Instead of adjusting its requirements, Badung, like almost all 

districts in Bali in 2011, published a joint statement seeking the revision of the Bali Provincial SPL 

to match what was already stated in their district spatial planning regulations.
478

 However, this 

measure had no impact on Bali Provincial SPL; all districts in Bali must follow this regulation.   

Besides violating spatial planning laws in relation to the coastal border, this project also violated the 

‘radius of purity’ for Balinese Hindu temples. According to the Bali Provincial SPL, the minimum 

distance of any commercial building from a sacred site is five kilometres.
479

 However, the location 

of this project is only two kilometres from Geger Temple, a building that falls within the category of 

‘sacred site’. This violation first came to light in 2011 before the project had been completed, and 

led to the public protests mentioned above, especially from local communities in Sawangan, Benoa, 

who argued the Mulia Project would disrupt their spiritual and religious activities. These protests led 

to the agreement between MGT and local communities in Sawangan in 2010. This process reflects 

the absence of enforcement of spatial planning laws, so that the investor could resolve this problem 

privately. 
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The Mulia Project also potentially violated its building permit. When the building permit was 

applied for, foreseeable activities that were potentially harmful to the environment were not 

reported. The public, however, identified these activities very early on during construction. In 

October 2011, seven months after the building permit was issued, and although the agreement had 

been concluded, massive protests concerning the Mulia Project started due to the adverse effect the 

project was having on the environment. Care Forum for Bali or Forum Peduli Gumi Bali (‘FPGB’), 

an environmental NGO, was established to object to the Mulia Project. This forum was an affiliation 

of several organisations across Bali, including: WALHI; Democracy of the People's Struggle Front 

(‘Frontier’); the Student Executive Board of Udayana University; the Hindu Student Association of 

Indonesia; the National Student Front; the Brotherhood of Hindu students; the Consortium of the 

Agricultural Renewal; the Wisnu Foundation; and Mitra Bali.  

After conducting a series of street protests, FPGB submitted a formal complaint to the Bali 

Legislative Council on 10 October 2011. Important points made in this letter were that ‘cut and fill 

activities’ had led to massive cuts to the existing limestone structure, making terraces and a steep 

cliff around the surrounding area.
480

 Thereafter, the project conducted the compaction of the coastal 

border by dredging the beach and then placing soil and limestone into the hole created by the 

dredge, which was further compacted.
481

All materials used to seal and compact the shore were by-

products from the cutting of limestone in the project area.
482

  None of these activities were allowed 

according the building permit for the Mulia Project. 

The next complaint was related to the decrease in public space that is yet another spatial planning 

violation. According to central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 on the Management of 

Spatial Planning (the implementing regulation of the SPL 2007), a decrease in, or even loss of, 

public space is classified as space utilisation that conflicts with the permit requirements granted by 

authorised officers. The conflict is a result of breaking the prescribed coastal border,
483

 and/or not 

providing social facilities or public facilities in accordance with the space utilisation permit.
484

 It 

also falls within the category of a ‘measure that can block access to areas declared by laws and 

regulations as public property’.
485

 According to the regulation, these measures include: closing 

access to coastal areas, rivers, lakes and public infrastructure; water sources; parks and green open 

spaces; pedestrian facilities; disaster evacuation sites and routes; and public roads without authorised 

officer permission.
486

  

The Mulia Project placed limestone material along the coastal area in large quantities, to an average 

height of four metres.
487

 The project then installed a zinc fence on the right and left sides of this 

material.
488

 The presence of limestone material and installation of the zinc fence significantly 
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reduced public space, leaving only about four metres between the water line and the fence for public 

activities.
489

 However, the Badung District government has done nothing to respond to this 

violation. 

 

Figure 3.4 Example of a street protest coordinated by the Care Forum of Bali (Forum Peduli Gumi 

Bali). Source: WALHI Bali 

This project also breached requirements for building projects according to central government 

Regulation No. 36 of 2005. This regulation states that besides taking into account the existing spatial 

plan,
490

 any project that plans to develop buildings must not disturb the environmental balance in the 

surrounding location.
491

  

Experts have explained how this project had damaged the environment. Michael O'Leary, a former 

Gold Coast surfer and founder of the environmental centre Rivers, Oceans, Lands and Ecology 

(‘ROLE’), explained that the Mulia Project had been the cause of some of the biggest environmental 

damage in Nusa Dua.
492

 He said: 

Virtually every day you paddle through sewage. Every night when the swell's down the locals are 

cyanide fishing. There used to be 500 families involved in seaweed farming in front of the Mulia 

and they've been paid a pittance to stop doing it. Jobs have been replaced in the hotel industry, 

but most of them will come from Java and other parts of Bali.
493

 

Sand dredging that was conducted during the Mulia Project also has adversely affected coastal 

conditions. A member of the expert environmental team of the Badung Legislative Council, 

Nyoman Gelebet, asserted that beach sand dredging in large quantities, required to clean the area for 

the hotel’s construction, could cause the collapse of coral reefs, leading to coastal abrasion.
494
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Thereafter, the destruction of these coral reefs will also limit the availability of the nutrients 

consumed by seaweed.
495

 Consequently, seaweed would lose its food source, and that would 

certainly be detrimental to the local farmers who rely on seaweed for their living.
496

  

R Suyarto, an expert from the Environmental Management Centre of the University of Udayana, 

explained that sand moves dynamically, so that the flow that generated parallel coastal waves moved 

the sand in a particular pattern and would return that sand to its original place over a certain 

period.
497

 The dynamic nature of this beach sand was the main guard protecting the island from 

abrasion.
498

 Abrasion would occur if the sand did not return to its place.
 499

 Coastal abrasion in Bali 

becomes more severe if sand is dredged for development because that sand can no longer be 

returned.
500

 Volcanoes in Bali had long ceased to produce sand, and the existing sand is 

continuously dredged for development.
501

 

Breakwater construction as a means of preventing abrasion in the Mulia Project also created 

controversy.
502

 WALHI contended that the construction would endanger the Geger Temple, which is 

located two kilometres from the project.
503

 Similarly, the Chairman of Commission III of the Bali 

Legislative Council, I Gusti Made Suryanta Putra, revealed that the breakwater construction had 

established new and destructive wave and tidal patterns.
504

 Before this project, waves were always 

split when heading towards the Geger Temple. However, the breakwater construction now causes 

the wave to directly hit the wall of the temple, gradually eroding it.
505

  

The local leader of Peminge Village, where the Mulia Project is located, Wayan Luwir Wiana, 

described how sand dredging on Geger Beach had severely damaged the environment through 

coastal abrasion and the destruction of marine biota.
506

 ‘Although a representative of MGT offered 

compensation for allowing the sand dredging’, he said, ‘we still refused because no matter how big 

the compensation, it would not be comparable to the environmental damage created’.
507

 

The fact that the Mulia Project conducted a series of activities that were harmful to the environment 

says much about the permit application process. The investor could not have told the truth about the 

project because if these activities had been reported, the government would have had to have denied 

the original application. The building permit could never have been issued unless the investor bribed 
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the district government or there was pure incompetence. As mentioned in Chapter 2, according to 

Badung District Regulation No. 27 of 2013, the Regent of Badung must refuse an application of a 

building permit if, among other things, the buildings to be established disrupt or damage the 

surrounding environment.
508

  

There are two ways the Regent of Badung could have prevented this project from continuing. First, 

if the Regent foresaw these violations in the pre-establishment phase, he could have refused to issue 

a building recommendation letter, because the plan contradicted the existing district spatial plan. 

This would have prevented investors from proceeding, because investors are prohibited from 

starting a project without a building permit. If, in fact, the Regent of Badung did not know the 

project would violate the law because the investor hid some details of the project, and he only 

became aware of the problems when there were public protests publicised by national and local 

media, that does not reflect well on the regent. In fact, it is shameful as it reflects a lack of 

monitoring by the Regent, even though SPL 2007 requires him to undertake it.
509

 Secondly, in the 

post-establishment phase, the Bali Provincial SPL and the building permit expressly stated that the 

minimum distance of buildings from the coastal border was 100 metres, which was patently false. 

The Badung District government should have taken action to sanction this violation, stopping this 

project and requiring the developer to follow coastal border proximity rules. Again, this did not 

happen. 
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Figure 3.5 These images show the cut and fill activities, the proximity of the project to the local 

temple (marked with a blue arrow), the huge stack of limestone, and the installation of a zinc fence 

around the Mulia Project. Source: WALHI Bali. 

 

Figure 3.6 These images show the controversy over the minimum coastal border of the Mulia 

Project being less than the required 100 metres. The image on the left shows the situation when the 

project was being constructed and the right image shows the situation when the project was 

completed. Source: WALHI Bali. 
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IV CONCLUSION 

In summary, the Mulia Project is a case study about failures in the decision making process for 

authorising building projects of this kind and the lack of enforcement of spatial planning laws in 

Bali. Despite its international, award-winning reputation, this project has triggered massive protests 

from both the Bali Legislative Council and local communities. A series of violations of spatial 

planning law are at the heart of these protests. When the project was first proposed, there was 

unlawful decision-making in relation to the preliminary requirements for the building permit 

application, over the issuance of the building permit itself, particularly because of the involvement 

of a fugitive, irregularities in the transfer of ownership, and in the way in which the Badung District 

government eventually issued the permit. As regards spatial planning, there are obvious violations of 

the rules relating to the coastal border, in particular, the distance from the shoreline to the outermost 

building contradicts spatial planning regulations. This project also violates the ‘radius of purity’ of a 

sacred site, as the location of this project is too close to a Balinese Hindu temple. Before the project 

was finished and the Mulia Bali formally opened in 2013, there were no serious measures taken by 

any level of government to prevent these violations by monitoring, regular review of the application, 

or sanctions being imposed for violations. There were, however, some attempts by the project owner 

to settle and counter potential disputes privately by means of monetary compensation. The lack of 

enforcement has led to severe damage to the coastal area, marine biota, and local communities. The 

monetary compensation has done nothing to create a sustainable outcome. 

The following chapter will discuss the next case study, the Tahura Project and describes other types 

of failures in spatial planning regulations in Bali. While the Mulia Project mostly shows failures at 

the decision-making and enforcement levels, the Tahura Project case study focuses on failures at the 

implementation and enforcement levels. The last case study, that of the Reclamation Project, will 

focus on the failures at the law-making level. 
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Chapter 4 

The Regulatory Failures of Spatial Planning: A Case Study of the Tahura Project 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

The Tahura Project demonstrates how tourism projects cause damage to forest areas and local 

communities because of the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali, mostly failures of 

administrative decision-making and enforcement. To begin, section II offers a brief overview of the 

Tahura mangrove forest, covering the location and the character of this forest, the existence of flora 

and fauna and its significance for local communities in Bali. Section III examines spatial planning 

laws in the Tahura Project. In this section, I discuss the issuance of the exploitation permit by 

governmental agencies, at both the provincial and central levels. Controversies over spatial planning 

laws and the resulting damage are considered next, focussing on how the project covers not only a 

utilisation block but also a protected block, leading to environmental and social damage. Finally, the 

Chapter explains the decision of the Administrative Court in this matter; describing how the judges 

dismissed claims of environmental damage as a result of violations of spatial planning regulations in 

the Tahura Project.  

II BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE TAHURA MANGROVE FOREST 

Tahura is an acronym for Taman Hutan Raya (‘Tahura’) or Great Forest Park, a huge mangrove 

forest, which is also known as Tahura Ngurah Rai.
510

 Tahura is the largest mangrove forest in Bali 

and is located near the centres of tourism in Bali: Nusa Dua, Sanur, and Kuta.
511

 The flora in this 

forest is dominated by the species Sonneratia alba, Duabanga moluccana, Aegiceras corniiculatum, 

Rhizophora mucronata and other plants, such as Derris heterophylla and Acanthus ilicifolius, 

Rhizophora mucronata and Avicennia maria.
512 

The diverse fauna includes various species of birds 

such as Fregeta minor, Sula leucgaster, Sterna hirundo, Halcyon chloris, Geopelia striata, 

Streptopelia chinnensis and Duculaanal, Green Turtles (Chelonia mydas), Hawksbill turtles 

(Eretmochelys imbricate), and sea cucumbers (Echinodermata).
513

 

Tahura performs social, economic, cultural and ecological roles for local communities in Bali. Those 

who live around this forest use the mangroves either as individuals or in groups – generally fisher 

groups operating under the customary laws of each village.
514

 The three largest fisher communities 

are first, the Segara Guna Batu Lumbang fishers, who rely considerably on this forest, as 60 per cent 

of community members fish for their livelihood.
 515

 The second group comprises the Deluang Sari 
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fishers, who are turtle breeders around Tanjung Benoa, Bali.
516

 The third group are the Wanasari 

fishers, consisting of 90 fishers, who use mangrove forest around the traditional village of Tuban as 

their source of livelihood.
517

 This group has a crab cultivation program.
518

 

The creation of Tahura Ngurah Rai, with an area of 1,373.50 Ha, was declared by the central 

government through Minister of Forestry Decree No. 544 / Kpts-II / 1993 of 25 September 1993. 

The Tahura area covers six villages in Denpasar, namely Sanur Kauh, Sidakarya, Sesetan, Serangan, 

Pedungan and Pemogan, and six villages in Badung, namely Kuta, Kedongan, Tuban, Jimbaran, 

Benoa, and Tanjung Benoa. The Tahura management is under the authority of a Technical 

Implementing Unit, coordinated by the Bali Provincial Forestry Agency. This decree divided 

Tahura’s area into three main activity blocks: protection, utilisation, and other (religious, cultural, 

and historical, rehabilitation and traditional) blocks. The following images show the current 

condition of the Tahura Mangrove Forest. 
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Figure 4.1 The Tahura Mangrove Forest 

Sources: Author’s Documentation 
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III SPATIAL PLANNING LAWS AND THE TAHURA PROJECT 

A The Issuance of the Exploitation Permit 

This case began when the President Director of PT Tirta Rahmat Bahari (‘TRB’) submitted letter 

No. 001 / TRB / Dps / IV / 2011 of 27 April 2011, applying for a permit for nature tourism 

exploitation in Tahura Ngurah Rai, Bali. According to the site plan, TRB would build 75 guest 

houses, eight restaurants, two spas, five cafes, five stalls, two offices, one swimming pool, and a 

multipurpose building. Only very little information has been publicly available regarding TRB. In 

2013, an administrative court decision regarding the validity of the exploitation permit issued by the 

Governor of Bali revealed that a Balinese man, I Nyoman Wianta, was the Director of TRB, which 

was located on Kediri Sub-district, Tabanan District.
519

 Interestingly, TRB later claimed that the 

Tahura Project could not damage the environment because TRB was owned by Balinese. This claim 

is easily disputable because there is, of course, no guarantee that Balinese who become investors 

will not damage the environment of Bali.
520

  

In 2011, several governmental agencies issued recommendations to grant TRB an exploitation 

permit. Specifically, the Technical Implementing Unit of Tahura issued a permit supporting the 

TRB’s application for the following reasons. The first is that, according to the 2007 Tahura Map, 

TRB’s proposed project was located on a utilisation block, although the exact location and size of 

the requested area needed to be checked.
 521

 Hence, it complied with central government Law No. 5 

of 1990, which states that the utilisation block of Tahura Ngurah Rai was allowed to be used for 

tourism and recreation.
522

 The Bali Provincial Tourism Agency also issued a technical 

recommendation, stating that the location of the project complied with the existing spatial plan.
523

 It 

stated that the requested location fell into the category of tourism attractions ‘outside a tourism area 

and of special attractions located in the city of Denpasar’.
524

 

The central government, through the Bali Natural Resources Conservation Centre, also supported 

the Tahura Project by issuing a recommendation letter.
525

 It stated that natural tourism facilities 
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could be developed in a utilisation block, and according to the site plan, this project was located on a 

utilisation block, not a protected block.
526

 Nevertheless, there were conditions imposed by the 

central government, including the following:
527

  

a. The project had to maintain the preservation of biological natural resources, and the balance 

of ecosystems so as to support the improvement of the welfare and the quality of life of the 

surrounding community. 

b.  The construction of infrastructure facilities must not exceed 10 per cent of the area 

requested and must refer to the traditional architecture of the local area. 

c.  The project must not make changes to the landscape and authenticity of the activities of 

natural tourism exploitation.  

d.  The activities developed and their supporting facilities should refer to the principles of 

ecotourism, that is, the activities of the entrepreneur should actively involve the 

participation of the community, emphasise support of the surrounding community including 

regional economic empowerment, and provide conservation education to the visitors. 

The recommendations of these three agencies led the Governor of Bali to issue a permit-in-principle 

for a nature tourism business in Tahura Ngurah Rai Bali in 2011 that was valid for a year.
528

 This 

permit imposed requirements that include the following:
529

 

a. Nature tourism is the only allowable activity in Tahura. 

b.  TRB must create a Business Plan Map with a maximum scale of 1:5000 and a minimum 

scale of 1:25000. 

c.  TRB must conduct border marking on the requested area. 

d.  TRB must pass the environmental impact assessment. 

e. The project must not harm the environment. 

Finally, in 2012, the Governor of Bali granted a permit for the exploitation of nature tourism on the 

utilisation block of Tahura Ngurah Rai that covered 102 Ha, for 55 years, from 2012 to 2067.
530

 

Anticipating adverse impacts from this project, this permit imposed the following requirements on 

TRB, including:
531
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a.  prepare and submit a plan for nature tourism exploitation activities approved by the 

Director General of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation of the Ministry of Forestry; 

b.  conduct exploitation activities in the field within 12 months of the issuance of the permit; 

c.  develop facilities and infrastructure for nature tourism activities following the site plan; 

d.  employ the surrounding local communities and help to improve the living standards of 

people who live around Tahura Ngurah Rai;  

e.  rehabilitate damage caused by business activities; and 

f.  prepare and submit periodical reports on business activities to the Director General of 

Forest Protection and Nature Conservation in the Ministry of Environment and Forestry. 

The permit also prohibited the transfer of the business permit to any other party without the written 

approval of the Governor.
532

 Equally, nature tourism activities must not contradict the principles of 

conservation, religious values, national culture, morality and public order.
533

 The permit was valid 

for a period of 55 years and could be extended on the basis of an evaluation conducted by the Bali 

Provincial government.
534

 In addition, activities of nature tourism exploitation were to be evaluated 

every five years, and if the result of evaluation did not comply with the technical requirements, the 

permit would be reviewed.
535
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Figure 4.2 The Site Plan of Tahura Project. The proposed location of 75 guest houses is marked with yellow 

(see arrows) Source: WALHI Bali. 
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B The Construction of the Tahura Project, Spatial Planning Controversies and the Resulting 

Damage 

The Tahura Project became a source of controversy from the moment the central government 

opened the opportunity for the provincial government and investors to conduct commercial activities 

within mangrove forest areas. Central government Law No. 5 of 1990 on the Conservation of 

Biological Resources and its Ecosystem defines all of Tahura as ‘a natural conservation area for the 

purpose of collecting natural or artificial plants and/or animals, original and non-native species, used 

for research, education, cultivation support, culture, tourism and recreation’.
536

 A ‘natural 

conservation area’ is defined as ‘a region with certain characteristics, both on land and in water, that 

function to protect the life buffer system; preserve the diversity of plant and animal species; and 

maintain sustainable utilisation of biological natural resources and its ecosystem’.
537

 Generally 

speaking, this law prohibits commercial activity within mangrove forests or Tahura as they are 

classified as a ‘natural conservation area’. 

Interestingly, the central government through the Minister of Forestry Decree No. 544 / Kpts-II / 

1993 of 25 September 1993 divided Tahura Ngurah Rai area into three main activity blocks: 

protection, utilisation and other (religious, cultural, and historical, rehabilitation and traditional) 

blocks. Therefore, opportunity was created to conduct commercial activities in utilisation blocks in 

Tahura Ngurah Rai. The 1993 law contradicts central government Law No. 5 of 1990, which only 

allows activities in relation to environmental protection. As mentioned in Chapter Two, lower 

regulations should be based on, and not contrary to, higher regulations. However, the 1993 law 

conflicted with a higher regulation, that is, a statute (central government Law No. 5 of 1990). If the 

Supreme Court had reviewed this decree, the Supreme Court would therefore have likely declared it 

as invalid. 

There were other controversies over the issuance of the exploitation permit. This process seemed 

rushed because application to approval took only a year. TRB, which was established in 2009, had 

no track record of managing nature tourism. Indeed, it was only registered as a limited liability 

company in August 2011, meaning that it was just a year old when it won the permit to exploit 

Tahura Ngurah Rai, Bali.
538

 Unfortunately, no regulation requires a permit holder to have sufficient 

experience of managing nature tourism, so there was no legal obstacle to TRB being given the 

permit, although there seemed obvious commonsense reasons not to do so. 

The content of this permit also seemed to contradict central government Regulation No. 36 of 2010, 

which states that a permit for nature tourism business:
539

  

a. is not a title of ownership or control over national park areas and great forest parks;  

b. cannot be used as collateral;  

c. is only transferable upon receipt of written consent of the Minister, Governor, or 

Regents/Mayors;  
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d. must provide that the area that is allowed to be built for nature tourism facilities is, at 

most, 10 per cent of the area specified in the permit; and  

e. must require the project to adapt to natural conditions without changing the landscape.
 
 

The approval issued by the Governor did not, however, meet these requirements. This permit did not 

include a provision that the permit was not a title of ownership or control over a forest park, and that 

it could not be used as collateral. The permit also neglected Presidential Instruction No. 10 of 2011, 

discussed in Chapter 2, which instructed Ministers, Governors and Mayors to delay the granting of 

new permits for primary natural forest and peatland in the indicative map area for two years.
540

 The 

map was issued by the Ministry of Forestry in 2011. From 2011 to 2012, it was revised three times 

but Tahura Ngurah Rai was always included as a forest area in respect of which any new permit 

must be postponed.
541

 

The exploitation permit for Tahura also violated central government Law No. 41 of 1999 on 

Forestry. According to Article 18, the central, provincial and district governments must have forest 

areas of at least 30 per cent within their territories.
542

 Bali, however, only had 22 per cent of forest 

area within its territory, far from the minimum. If the project proceeded as agreed, then the 

percentage of forestry area would be significantly further decreased.  

The Governor of Bali also ignored his own previous decree in relation to a moratorium policy. 

Specifically, on 27 December 2010, he issued a moratorium on the development of tourism 

accommodation services in the South Bali area, namely Denpasar, Badung, and Gianyar.
543

 This 

policy came into effect on 5 January 2011, and was valid until a detailed study on the feasibility of 

the needs of accommodation services in Bali was provided.
544

 The main impetus of this policy was 

to address an oversupply of hotel rooms in the southern part of Bali, which had 9800 rooms, 

according to a study by the Ministry of Tourism and the University of Udayana in 2010.
545

 

The most flagrant violation related to this project was that the site plan included a protection block 

in Tahura Ngurah Rai. After checking and comparing the site plan of this project with the 2007 

Tahura Zoning Map,  it became clear that the project, particularly 75 guest houses, would be located 

not only in the utilisation block but in the protection block, where commercial projects were 
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prohibited.
546

 Equally, there would be huge scale mangrove logging because the plan of this project 

was mostly located in dense vegetation area, not in empty land or non-mangrove land.
547

 

The project is particularly controversial because the Bali Provincial government, particularly the 

Forestry Agency, modified the existing zoning map by issuing a new map in 2012, that is, after the 

permit was granted to TRB. In the 2012 map, the location of 75 guesthouses was on the utilisation 

block, while the 2007 map showed that the guesthouses were on the protection block.
548

 There was 

no explanation from the Bali Provincial government as to why and how this process was undertaken. 

The only hint was a letter from the Regent of Badung, asking for a change to the status of Pudut 

Island (part of Tahura Ngurah Rai) from conservation to utilisation, as the Badung District 

government intended to develop Pudut Island into a major tourism attraction.
549

 

Central government Regulation No. 10 of 2010 states that changes in the allocation and function of 

forest areas are carried out to fulfil the demands of the dynamics of national development and the 

aspirations of society, taking into account the optimisation of the distribution of functions; 

sustainable benefits of the forest; and the existence of forest with a sufficient area and a proportional 

distribution.
 550 

To obtain approval for such a process, the Governor has to have technical 

consultations with the Minister.
551

 The Minister then must conduct a technical review
552

 in the form 

of integrated research with relevant government agencies.
553

 When the approval is granted, the 

Governor must integrate the change of allocation and function of forest area by revision of the 

provincial spatial plan.
554

 In the Tahura case, there was no information publicly available to assess 

whether the Bali Provincial government had properly conducted this procedure. Moreover, when the 

Tahura Zoning Map was modified, the Bali Provincial SPL should also have been revised to 

integrate this change. However, the Bali Provincial government did not conduct any such revision, 

nor was it requested to do so. 
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Tahura: before and after 

 

Figure 4.3 Comparison of the 2007 and the 2012 Tahura Zoning Map. Source: WALHI Bali.  

The 2012 Tahura Zoning Map shows the reduction in the size of the protection blocks (marked with 

blue) compared to the 2007 Tahura Zoning Map. The yellow spot on the 2012 Tahura Zoning Map 

denotes the decreased area of protection in the Tahura Mangrove Forest. 
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Responding to the controversies above, the Governor of Bali said that issuing the permit to TRB was 

a long and complex process, involving many ministries in Jakarta and governmental agencies in 

Bali.
555

 He said that he had agreed to grant the permit only after a meticulous assessment. Hence, it 

was not as simple as the public may have imagined.
556

 The Governor of Bali had refused two other 

permits in relation to nature tourism businesses in Dasong Forest and Buyan Lake as they violated 

the ‘radius of purity’ of sacred sites, even though the Ministry of Forestry had given approvals.
557

  

The Governor of Bali, along with other provincial agencies, also claimed that the goal of the 

exploitation permit was to ‘save the environment’ in Tahura. The problem of plastic waste required 

a prompt solution involving cooperation with a third party as the Bali Provincial government was 

unable to handle the accumulation of plastic waste in Tahura due to limited personnel and budget.
558

 

The Bali Provincial government had only allocated IDR 400 million a year for forest management in 

Bali.
559

 It was believed that TRB could help manage these environmental problems. 

The Secretary of the Bali Forestry Agency also explained that mangrove forests in Bali were already 

under considerable pressure due to waste and human pressure.
560

 The most severe pressure was in 

Tahura Ngurah Rai
561

and would take 25 years to restore mangroves ecologically.
562

 Hence, Tahura 

should be managed professionally and privately to balance development and conservation in this 

area.
563

  

The Head of the Technical Implementing Unit of Tahura added that Tahura Ngurah Rai land had 

been used by unscrupulous persons to dispose of and burn garbage.
564

  Moreover, since 2012, a 

budget for administering this forest park was no longer allocated, so that it was difficult to repair 

things once damage occurred.
565

 Similarly, the Mangrove Care Forum, an environmental NGO, 

stated that the amount of waste in Tahura had reached 300 tonnes, dominated by household and 

hospital waste.
566 

It was argued by this NGO that the participation of a third party would assist the 
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Bali Provincial government to manage and supervise Tahura with the ultimate goal of rectification 

of the existing environmental problems.
567

 

The Director of TRB also stated that the first step after the project formally started was to clean up 

plastic waste and begin replanting, assisting the Bali Provincial government, which annually spent 

only IDR 400 million on mangrove maintenance in that area.
568

 He admitted TRB had built 12 

gazebos (2 x 2 meters) as visitors' resting places and eight restaurants, but they were all semi-

permanent buildings made from wood.
569

 There was no clarification as to whether the location of 

gazebos was in the protection block, which would contradict the existing spatial plan. The Director 

also said there would be sophisticated technology to process wastewater into clean water.
570

 The 

areas without mangroves would be used for fishing activities and water vehicle attractions.
571

 

Finally, he denied that this project would establish guest houses, stating that it would be impossible 

for tourists to stay in a guest house located adjacent to Ngurah Rai Airport, as the sound of  

aeroplanes would disrupt tourists’ rest.
572

 

All these claims by governmental officials and the investor have been contested, leading to massive 

public protests, especially from environmental NGOs across Bali in 2012.
573

  WALHI Bali, a 

leading environmental NGO in Bali, argued that the exploitation permit was merely business-

oriented and sacrificed the environment.
574

 If the Bali Provincial government stated that the reason 

behind the issuance of the permit was to resolve the accumulation of plastic trash in Tahura, why 

then was the investor only responsible for conducting mangrove conservation in 102.22 out of 

1373.5 hectares? Who should be responsible for the rest?
575

 Equally, the Governor seemed to be 

inconsistent in promoting the ‘Bali Clean and Green’ program, given the mangrove forest was 

contracted to an investor to build tourism facilities, and the location of these facilities violated 

existing spatial planning for forestry management.
576

  

If TRB was worried about the condition of the mangrove forest and intended to maintain its 

sustainability, why were there no Corporate Social Responsibility (‘CSR’) programs in place?
577

 

Historically, CSR programs in Bali have had some success in the environmental context. In the 

1980s, for example, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (‘JICA’) conducted elective 

environmental restoration in Tahura Mangrove Forest.
578

 Hence, it did not make sense for TRB to 

address the sustainability of the Tahura Mangrove Forest by building 75 guest houses in the 

protected block. Moreover, the claim that this project would not result in the cutting of existing 
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mangroves was extremely unlikely, because the Governor’s permit clearly allowed TRB to cut 

mangroves as long as it had permission from the Bali Provincial Forestry Agency.
579

 

The Director of TRB always stated that the Tahura Project would only build 12 semi-permanent 

gazebos for tourists to rest in, and refused to admit to the development of 75 guest houses. However, 

from its development plan and the court proceedings (discussed in the next section), the 

development of 75 guest houses was definitely a part of the Tahura Project. It seems clear that TRB 

tried to cover up the development of the guest houses, to keep them from public scrutiny. 

In response, the House of Representatives of Bali in Recommendation Letter No. 593/3630 /DPRD, 

requested the Governor of Bali to cease cooperation between the Bali Provincial government and 

TRB.
580

 The Vice Governor of Bali supported this recommendation, asking the Governor of Bali to 

revoke TRB’s permit.
581

 However, reflecting the problems in the administration and decision-

making processes with respect to spatial planning laws, more generally, the Governor did not 

comply, and simply allowed TRB to continue its project in Tahura. 

 

Figure 4.4 Public Protest over the Tahura Project. Source: WALHI Bali 

As regards potential environmental damage, the Forest Area Conservation Centre under the Ministry 

of Forestry warned that commercial activities in the Tahura Ngurah Rai could lead to changed 

habitat conditions in a mangrove forest, including coastal reclamation, sedimentation, pollution-

generating activities, tourist activity adjacent to the area, deforestation, and material acquisition.
582

 

For instance, the reclamation of Serangan Island caused a change in the patterns of seawater flow 

into the bay area of Benoa so that the erosion, abrasion and precipitation at some points resulted in 

the loss of forest vegetation.
583
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Scholars also pointed out that Tahura Ngurah Rai was the last bastion for coastal areas against 

coastal abrasion, tsunami disaster and seawater intrusion.
584

 In addition, mangrove forests also 

become a place of life for a number of animals and marine biota, and can absorb five times more 

carbon dioxide than other forest types.
585

 The exploitation of Tahura Ngurah Rai would therefore 

likely endanger its basic environmental role and function. 

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries has emphasised the importance of mangrove forests in Bali. 

This forest has been the backbone of the Balinese ecosystem, and if the mangrove forest was 

damaged, Bali would be threatened by floods, like Jakarta.
586

 In fact, mangrove forests protect the 

forefront of coastline and shield it from erosion or abrasion caused by waves or wind.
587

 Equally, 

mangrove forests serve as a provider of organic materials that maintain the stability of fish 

production, shrimp, crabs, and others.
 588

  

Concerning social damage, there are, as mentioned, at least three huge fisher communities who rely 

on the Tahura Mangrove Forest for their livelihood. Damage to this forest will adversely affect their 

existence as traditional fishers. Moreover, they have not been involved in any decision-making 

process since the Tahura Project began planning. This issue will be further discussed in Chapter 6, 

where I argue that a lack of public participation has been a factor behind the regulatory failures of 

spatial planning in Bali. 

C Administrative Court Decisions 

The Tahura Project became the first environmental lawsuit in Bali. Prior to suing the Governor, an 

environmental NGO, WALHI, submitted two letters of summons or somasi.
589

 The summons 

insisted the Governor revoke the licence issued to TRB.
590

 The Governor made no official response. 

WALHI then filed a lawsuit at the Denpasar District Administrative Court against the Governor of 

Bali (No.01/G/2013/PTUN.Dps), accusing him of illegally issuing a licence to exploit 102.2 

hectares of Tahura mangrove forest to a private company for 55 years. The aim here was to force the 

Governor to revoke the licence issued to TRB.  

In 2013, the Denpasar District Administrative Court (Decision No. 01/G/2013/PTUN.Dps.) decided: 

To grant the Plaintiff's claim and declare void the Governor of Bali decree No. 1051 / 03-L / HK 

/ 2012 on the granting of nature tourism exploitation permit on the utilisation block of Tahura 

Ngurah Rai area of 102.22 hectares to PT Tirta Rahmat Bahari, and order the Defendant to 

immediately revoke the decree.
 591
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In its judgment, the panel of judges explained that the decree issued by the Governor of Bali was 

contrary to the Governor’s own policy, which imposed a moratorium on tourism accommodation 

permits in Southern Bali. This TRB Project established 75 guest houses and eight restaurants.
592

 

Further, the Governor, in issuing the decree, did not comply with Law No. 14 of 2008 on Disclosure 

of Public Information as he had not acted transparently while issuing this decree.
593

 

As regards the site plan of guest houses alleged to be on the protection block, the judges conducted a 

site inspection and invited expert witnesses. From inspection, the judges stated that when they stood 

in the southernmost tip of a gazebo, they saw the sea and the toll road on the southern side.
594

 When 

the judges asked the defendant where guest houses would be built, the defendant pointed in the 

direction of the sea.
595

 The judges then matched the 2007 Tahura Zoning Map with the site plan.
596

 

The judges found that the development plan of the tourism facilities, especially the construction of 

75 guest houses, assuming any such construction was lawful, was clearly in the protection block, not 

the utilisation block, so it violated the spatial plan for Tahura.
597

 

The judges also questioned the explanations of an expert witness who argued that the guest houses 

were still in the utilisation block. The witness pointed to a protection block marked in blue in the 

2007 Tahura Zoning Map, 
598

 The witness insisted that the map had been wrongly coloured, stating 

that the 2012 Tahura Zoning Map was the right one.
599

 The judges then found that the 2012 Tahura 

Zoning Map was published after the Governor issued the exploitation permit to TRB.
600

 

In the High Administrative Court, the situation changed drastically, as this Court did not consider 

the clear violations of spatial planning identified by the district court to be the main issue. In fact, 

the High Administrative Court annulled the decision of the Denpasar State Administrative Court in 

decision No. 183/B/2013/PT.TUN.SBY, stating that the exploitation permit was no longer invalid.
601

 

The main reason they gave was that WALHI had no legal standing, as no environmental damage had 

yet occurred. This meant that the High Administrative Court was treating the matter as if it were an 

environmental law case, not a matter concerned with spatial planning more generally. Its arguments 

could, therefore, be set aside. The panel of judges reasoned that: 

Considering that the object of the dispute is the term ‘potential’ environmental damages, the 

Court takes the view that, ‘potential’ means 'later', while [the project] is now still only at the 

'plan' stage. When does ‘potential’ become ‘real’? The answer is when the infrastructure 

development is completed and the projects are running.
602
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Examining the meaning of ‘potential’ in ‘potential environmental damage’, the panel stated that  

‘potential’ means ‘something that is still hidden, unreal and speculative’.
603

 Equally, ‘as long as the 

management of Environmental Impact Assessment (‘EIA’) is implemented properly, environmental 

damage could be prevented’.
604

 However, the object of the summons had not been environmental 

damage, although this may have been the outcome WALHI was trying to prevent. The object of the 

summons concerned the unlawful issue of a licence. 

The Supreme Court of Indonesia in Decision No.151 K/TUN/2014, upheld the decision of the High 

Administrative Court, saying that:  

The Court of Appeal's decision as Judex Facti is right and correct. It is because the object of the 

dispute, that is “potential’ environmental damage, is still at the planning stage, when the level of 

damages has not been accurately measured yet.
 605

 

The fact that both the High Administrative Court and the Supreme Court hold that the plaintiff has 

no existing interest in the matter is why community groups with an interest in the maintenance of 

spatial planning laws are unable to litigate to prevent violations of spatial planning laws that are yet 

to cause damage. This in turn indicates the difficulties involved in enforcing spatial planning laws 

and holding the administrators of these laws to account. 

IV CONCLUSION 

In summary, the Tahura Project demonstrates how tourism projects may damage forest areas and 

local communities because of the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali. In this case, the Bali 

Provincial government ignored existing regulations, both at central and provincial levels, when it 

granted a nature tourism exploitation permit for this project. The most obvious violation of this 

project was the plan for 75 guest houses on a protected block in Tahura Ngurah Rai, where 

commercial projects were prohibited.  In response, the Bali Forestry Agency modified the Tahura 

map, issuing a new one in 2012, after the permit was granted to the investor. In the 2012 map, the 

location of 75 guest houses now appeared on a utilisation block rather than a protected block. 

This case also demonstrates the failure of the judiciary to apply spatial planning laws by perceiving 

these laws only in term of environmental protection. The decisions of the High Administrative Court 

and the Supreme Court are highly controversial, because they find that community or public interest 

groups do not have standing to challenge a violation of spatial planning law that has the potential to 

cause environment or social damage. The courts have avoided the central legal issue, namely the 

public interest in ensuring that government decisions are lawful. In other words, they are unable to 

take legal action to prevent damage. They can only apply for judicial review after the damage is 

done, when it is too late. 

The next chapter will discuss the Reclamation Project, to show how failures of spatial planning 

regulations have occurred at the level of formation of laws. 
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Chapter 5 

The Regulatory Failures of Spatial Planning: A Case Study of the Benoa Bay Reclamation 

Project 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

This chapter demonstrates how tourism projects cause damage to coastal areas and local 

communities because of failures of the spatial planning regulations themselves. It begins in section 

II with a brief overview of Benoa Bay, covering its strategic position amid three popular tourism 

areas in Bali, and its ecological functions. Section III examines spatial planning laws and the 

Reclamation Project. In this section, I discuss the issuance of the controversial reclamation permit. 

Failures in the development of the Reclamation Project are the next focus, and I explain violations 

of spatial planning that took place in the issuance of the reclamation permit, and how the central 

government responded to them. Finally, environmental and social damage caused by the 

Reclamation Project are investigated by reference to studies that have analysed the adverse impact 

of reclamation in Benoa Bay on the environment and local communities, as well as Benoa Bay’s 

past experiences of failed reclamation projects. 

II  A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF BENOA BAY 

Benoa Bay is located in the middle of Bali’s southern area amid its three most popular tourist areas: 

Sanur, Kuta and Nusa Dua. It is also located next to the Ngurah Rai International Airport, which is 

the only airport in Bali, and the second largest in Indonesia. Benoa Bay is a semi-enclosed estuary 

for several big rivers in Bali,
606

 including the Tukad Badung, the Tukad Balian, and the Tukad 

Mati.
607

 It is a shallow coastal ecosystem, creating different habitat typologies with other shallow 

coastal waters and habitats for strategic eco-communities, particularly mangrove, seagrass beds, and 

macrozoobenthos.
608

 

The ecosystem of Benoa Bay is strategic as a feeding ground and nursery ground for important 

fishery commodities, such as shrimp, crab and snapper.
609

 In addition, it functions as a controller 

and catcher of sediment and waste, which is channelled through surface runoff and river flow, to 

mitigate the dangers of degradation, pollution, and destruction of coastal areas in Tanjung Benoa, 

Nusa Dua, Serangan and Sanur Beach.
610

 Furthermore, Benoa Bay plays a crucial role in 

maintaining the stability of various ecosystems and hydrology. It is important from the socio-

cultural perspective of local communities who live around it.
611
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In 2012, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (‘IUCN’) listed Benoa Bay as an 

important site or important bird area because it is a crucial site for feeding and resting migratory bird 

species along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway (‘EAAF’) between Australia and Siberia.
612

 The 

birds and habitats of the EAAF are seen by IUCN as the shared natural heritage of 22 countries.
613

 

IUCN also listed some globally threatened and near-threatened migratory birds species that rely on 

Benoa Bay, such as the Curlew Sandpiper.
614

 

 

Figure 5.1 Map of Bali and the Location of Benoa Bay. Source: The Quora Website.
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III SPATIAL PLANNING LAWS AND THE RECLAMATION PROJECT 

A The Issuance of the Reclamation Permit 

A memorandum of understanding (‘MOU’) between the University of Udayana and a development 

company, Tirta Wahana Bali International (‘TWBI’) on 12 September 2012 triggered the plan for 

reclamation of Benoa Bay. On 20 September 2012, the Rector of the University of Udayana 

established an expert team to conduct a feasibility study. On 1 October 2012, the feasibility study 

formally began, funded by TWBI. Only a month later, the study concluded that reclamation was 

feasible, and could provide environmental benefits, including the following:
616

 

a. it could reduce the impact of a tsunami disaster; 

b.   it could repair the ecosystem damage in the mangrove forest, and preserve the existing 

seagrass beds; and 

c.  the construction of tourism facilities could also reduce the physical damage to the beach 

due to abrasion.  

There was no publication or open announcement of the results of the feasibility study. Ibrahim R, an 

administrative law expert, from Udayana University has criticised this process.
617

 The results of the 

feasibility study, he said, were used as the basis for issuing the reclamation permit, so they should 

have been made widely available to the public, particularly affected communities.
618

 In fact, central 

government Law No. 14 of 2008 on the Openness of Public Information requires public institutions 

to provide public information in relation to projects and agreements by public agencies with third 

parties.
619

 Hence, the lack of public information regarding the process and results of the feasibility 

study could amount to a violation of the law. 

On 5 November 2012, TWBI, through letter No.009/TWBI/L/XI/2012, requested an audience with 

the Governor of Bali, to explain its plan to reclaim Benoa Bay. On 12 November 2012 and 14 

December 2012, the expert team involved in the feasibility study presented the results of this study 

to the Governor, the Bali Provincial Legislature, and other related provincial and district agencies. 

On 20 December 2012, the Bali Provincial Legislature issued Recommendation Letter No. 

660.1/142781/DPRD, asking the Governor of Bali to follow up the result of this feasibility study,
620

 

to support the Governor’s measures to protect Bali from tsunamis.
621

  

Six days later on 26 December 2012, the Governor of Bali issued Decree No. 2138/02-C/HK/2012, 

granting a permit to utilise, develop, and manage the Benoa Bay area (‘the first permit’).
622

 There 
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was no publication or announcement of this permit. Some of the considerations mentioned in this 

decree, which the governor took into account when making his decision, include:
623

 

a.  Bali is a world tourist destination that has limited natural carrying capacity and is a 

disaster-prone area, especially as regards tsunami disasters; 

b.  Bali needed a breakthrough in utilising nature to support tourism in Bali without destroying 

nature itself; and 

c.  the results of a feasibility study that supports the development of  Benoa Bay.  

This first permit allowed TWBI as a permit holder to utilise, develop, and manage 838 hectares of 

Benoa Bay for 30 years, extendable for another 20 years.
624

 TWBI was required to:
625

 

a.  follow and comply with existing permit procedures in applicable laws and regulations; 

b.  prepare and submit an activity plan to the Governor; 

d.  carry out an environmental impact assessment following applicable environmental laws and 

regulations; 

e.  employ members of the local community around Benoa Bay, and help improve the living 

standards of surrounding communities; 

f.  rehabilitate damage caused by its business activities; and 

g.  report every activity to the Governor every six months. 

This first permit prohibited TWBI from transferring the permit and the right to use, develop and 

manage Benoa Bay to other parties without the written approval of the Governor. In addition, it 

prohibited TWBI from organising activities contrary to religious values, culture, morals, and public 

order.
626

 Interestingly, the development plan clearly indicates that commercial facilities are the 

dominant aims, not environmental objectives. Specifically, the result of this project would be an 

integrated tourism development across 12 new islands, including villas and apartments, restaurants, 

a golf course, a marina, a retail district, and a cultural theme park.
627

 TWBI promoted Benoa Bay as 

an entirely new destination that would bring additional jobs, clear and clean waste, cause minimal 

impact to the environment, and prevent tsunamis.
628

 The following figure explains the overall 

development plan. 
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Figure 5.2 Development Plan for the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project. Source: Forum Peduli 

Mangrove Bali 
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Because of increasing public protests, the Bali Provincial Legislature issued a Recommendation 

Letter on 12 August 2013 asking the Governor to revise or withdraw the first permit.
629

 On 16 

August 2013, the Governor of Bali responded by revoking the permit, but then issued another (‘the 

second permit’) to allow TWBI to conduct a new feasibility study for the Reclamation Project.
630

 

This he justified by referring to the status of Tanjung Benoa as a local protection area; the status of 

the Benoa Bay as a conservation area; and citing the Recommendation Letter from the Bali 

Provincial Legislature.
631

The second permit required TWBI to, among other things:
632

 

a. follow and comply with permit procedures in applicable laws and regulations; 

b. conduct the feasibility study in cooperation with local universities; 

c. identify and accommodate the aspirations of local communities around Benoa Bay and 

surrounding areas within the plan for exploiting, developing and managing Benoa Bay; 

d. report activities to the Governor every six months; and 

e. prepare and submit the results of a feasibility study to the Governor. 

TWBI was prohibited from transferring the second permit to other parties without the prior written 

consent of the Governor, and from organising activities that were contrary to religious values, 

culture, morals and public order.
633

 

A Director of TWBI, Wisnu Tjandra claims that the Reclamation Project is an eco-friendly 

project.
634

 He says this project will not interfere with fishing activities, and 50 per cent of the area 

will be allocated to the area of trees and waterways.
635

 The project will carefully calculate the 

natural sea channels, and maintain a sufficient distance between the island and mangrove plants.
636

 

Furthermore, the distance between islands or mangroves is 75 to 300 meters.
637

 Equally, the depth of 

the water will be returned to up to five meters when the sea water recedes.
638

  Hopefully, he says, the 

new islands created will therefore become possible for fishing boats and the area can be used as a 

water sports location.
639

  Moreover, the project can conserve the mangrove forest in Tahura Ngurah 

Rai, which is currently threatened by garbage and illegal land tenure, as discussed in the previous 
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case study.
640

 The following figure illustrates TWBI’s argument that the Reclamation Project is eco-

friendly. 

 

Figure 5.3 TWBI’s ‘Eco-friendly’ Concept for the Benoa Bay Reclamation. Source: WALHI Bali 

B The Construction of the Reclamation Project, Spatial Planning Controversies and the 

Resulting Damage 

The first and most blatant violation of the law in this project related to spatial planning governance. 

Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 on the Spatial Plan for Denpasar, Badung, Gianyar and 

Tabanan (‘Sarbagita’), the implementing regulation for central government Law No. 26 of 2007 on 

the Spatial Plan, explains that conservation areas in coastal areas and small islands in Sarbagita 

cover the following:
 
Serangan Islands; Pudut Islands; the waters of the Sanur, Kuta, and Nusa Dua 

areas; and Benoa Bay.
641

 Classification as conservation and environmental buffer areas means there 

must be no commercial development in those areas, including Benoa Bay. Presidential Regulation 

No. 122 of 2012 likewise expressly states that reclamation in coastal areas and small islands is 
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prohibited in conservation area and sea lanes.
642

 For these reasons, the two permits issued by the 

Governor of Bali that granted rights to utilise, develop, and manage Benoa Bay clearly violated 

these two Presidential Regulations. 

These two permits may also potentially be in violation of the Constitution because they contain the 

phrase ‘the right to utilise, develop, and manage Benoa Bay’, which is similar to the ‘right to coastal 

exploitation areas’ or hak pengusahaan perairan pesisir (‘HP-3’), a right that had been available 

under central government Law No. 27 of 2007 on the Management of Coastal Areas and Small 

Islands.
643

 HP-3s were declared illegal by the Constitutional Court. It held that if HP-3s over coastal 

areas and small islands were granted to the private sector, there was a potential the largest part of 

those areas would be controlled by individuals or private companies. This could cause a loss of 

access, freedom, and job loss to Indonesian fishers.
644

 Therefore, HP-3s led to privatisation of 

coastal areas contrary to Indonesia’s Constitution, which, it held, guaranteed such access, freedom 

and jobs.
645

 The Reclamation Project would potentially enable individuals or private companies to 

control Benoa Bay, negatively affecting the lives of local fishers. 

Still determined to legalise his controversial permits, the Governor of Bali wrote a letter to the 

Coordinating Minister of the Economy as Chair of the National Spatial Planning Coordination 

Agency or Badan Koordinasi Penataan Ruang Nasional (‘BKPRN’) on 23 December 2013. In his 

letter, the Governor requested a review of the status of Benoa Bay as a conservation area, proposing 

a new status, namely as a utilisation area.
646

 On 13 January 2013, BKPRN agreed to this proposal 

and started processing a revision of Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011.
647

 This process is 

unusual because it began only two weeks after the Governor’s letter. There was also no open and 

official statement from BKPRN, explaining the reasons behind its consent to the Governor’s 

proposal. On 17 January 2014, the Director of Coastal and Marine in the Ministry of Marine and 

Fishery (as authority holder in the coastal area and small islands) explained that his ministry would 

change the status of Benoa Bay to a utilisation area.
648

 On 28 January 2014, one of the directors of 

TWBI explained in a leading national newspaper that the project would reclaim an area in Benoa 

Bay of 700 hectares with 50 per cent green and blue open space, to a value of USD 3 billion.
649

 

On 14 April 2014, the Coordinating Ministry of Economic Affairs held public consultations on the 

amendment of the Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011, to follow-up the recommendations of the 

BKPRN on 13 January 2013. The meeting was held in the Bali Provincial Development Agency, 
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and representatives from the central government, the Badung District government, NGOs, 

Academics, and local communities were invited. At this consultation, most stakeholders agreed with 

BKPRN’s plan to amend Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011. 

On 30 May 2014, President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono issued Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 

2014 on the Amendment of Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 - just three months before he left 

office. Article 63 of this regulation changed Benoa Bay from being a water conservation area to a 

potential area for general utilisation, including marine, fishery, transportation, tourism, economic 

development, settlement, social, cultural, and religious activities.
650

 Article 101 A(6) states that 

‘activities in the general utilisation area can be carried out through “revitalisation”, including 

reclamation at maximum 700 hectares’.
651

 Interestingly, this requirement was similar to the TWBI 

development plan, which had been published in the national newspaper on 28 January 2014. As a 

result, the two permits of the Governor of Bali that were previously illegal because they contradicted 

a higher law, that is, a presidential regulation, became legal the moment a new Presidential 

Regulation, No. 51 of 2014, came into force. 

The preamble to Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014 reveals the economic reason behind the 

issuance of this regulation.
652

 It considers the existence of the national strategic policy and internal 

dynamics in Denpasar, Badung, Gianyar, and Tabanan, especially relating to spatial utilisation in the 

Benoa Bay area.
653

 It then states that it is necessary to create an appropriate regional revitalisation 

policy for natural resources, tourism, environment, and society in Bali.
654

 It also says Benoa Bay can 

be developed as an economic area, while taking into account the preservation of the functions of the 

mangrove forest, and the conservation of surrounding ecosystems.
655

 Interestingly, while the 

Governor had used the environmental conservation project to justify the issue of a reclamation 

permit, the presidential regulation expressly cited economic considerations, reflecting the real 

purpose of the project the Governor had tried to conceal. 

Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014 was also intended to change the objectives of national 

economic development, particularly those related to the plan to accelerate development in Bali.
656

  It 

is part of the Masterplan for Acceleration and Expansion of Indonesian Economic Development 

2011-2025 or Masterplan Percepatan dan Perluasan Pembangunan Ekonomi Indonesia 

(‘MP3EI’),
657

 issued under Presidential Regulation No. 32 of 2011.
658

 As previously discussed in 

Chapter 2, MP3EI is a strategic plan for accelerating and expanding Indonesia's economic 

development for a period of 15 years from 2011 to 2025 in the framework of implementing the 
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National Long Term Development Plan 2005-2025. It is a working document, containing directives 

for the development of major economic activities. The document is complete with infrastructure 

needs and recommendations for amendments to existing laws and regulations, and the creation of 

new laws and regulations, to encourage acceleration and expansion of investment.
659

 Lucky Eko 

Wuryanto, Deputy for Infrastructure and Regional Development of the Ministry of Marine and 

Fisheries, admitted that Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 impeded the reclamation plan 

already contained in MP3EI, so it needed to be promptly revised.
660

 

The Secretary of Cabinet, Dipo Alam, has explained other reasons for issuing the Presidential 

Regulation No. 51 of 2014. Specifically, the condition of Benoa Bay area is such that it is no longer 

eligible to be classified as a water conservation area.
661

 This is because there have been physical 

changes, such as toll roads, oil and gas pipelines, and the building of the international port in 

Benoa.
662

 In addition, he claimed, massive silting in Benoa Bay makes it is no longer appropriate to 

be categorised as a conservation area.
663

   

On 11 June 2014, following the issuance of Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014, TWBI 

immediately submitted a letter to the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries requesting a location permit 

for the Benoa Bay Reclamation. On 25 August 2014, this ministry issued the permit, explaining it 

was given in respect of the villages of Kuta, Tuban, Kedonganan, Jimbaran, Benoa, Tanjung Benoa, 

Pemogan, Pedungan Kuta Selatan, and South Denpasar for the purposes for building ‘economic 

areas’, including tourism.
664

 

On October 2019, the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries issued a decision designating 

much of the bay, some 1,200 hectares (3,000 acres), as a maritime conservation zone.
665

 This allows 

religious and cultural activities, and sustainable and traditional fisheries, but prohibits reclamation 

projects.
666

 This is a positive development because it seems to have halted the Reclamation Project 

for now. However, it is by no means a full solution to the development threat to the bay. This is 

because, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the hierarchy of Indonesian laws means that a 

presidential regulation overrules a ministerial decision. Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014, 

which allows reclamation, is still in force. Where there is a conflict between a ministerial regulation 

and a presidential regulation – as in this case - the latter will prevail. This means that Benoa Bay will 

only be completely safe from reclamation projects if a new presidential regulation is issued. 
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Figure 5.4 The Elucidation to Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 (Left) identifies Benoa Bay as 

a Conservation Area (Marked with Purple). Meanwhile, the Elucidation to Presidential Regulation 

No. 51 of 2014 (right) identifies it as General Utilisation Area (Marked with Blue). Source: Walhi 

Bali. 
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As mentioned, the granting of the reclamation permit sparked one of the biggest and longest protest 

movements seen in Bali since the fall of Soeharto in 1998. From 2012 to late 2018, mass 

demonstrations occurred almost weekly in different parts of Bali. The Bali Forum against 

Reclamation or Forum Rakyat Bali Tolak Reklamasi (‘Forbali’) has united young people, politicians, 

rock stars, academic and religious institutions, environmentalists, and 28 villages. Specifically, 

almost all communities around Benoa Bay, including the local villages of Tanjung Benoa, Kelan, 

Kedonganan and Kuta, have rejected the Reclamation Project due to its adverse impact on the 

environment,
667

 Religious leaders have also shown their disagreement with the Reclamation Project, 

saying Benoa Bay area is classified as a sacred area and therefore should not be reclaimed.
668

  

A number of studies support the public protests, analysing what has happened and what is likely to 

happen after the Reclamation Project gets underway. For example, the University of Udayana in 

2013 conducted its own feasibility study to assess the technical and environmental aspects of the 

Reclamation Project.
669 

It found that the Reclamation Plan contradicted Bali Provincial SPL and 

central government Law No. 27 of 2007 on the Management of Coastal Areas and Small Islands 

because Benoa Bay was still a conservation area.
670

 From the aspect of hydrodynamics, sea backfill 

through reclamation would result in negative impacts, such as coastal erosion, the silting of river 

estuaries, disruption to aquatic ecosystems, and interruption to harbour activities.
671

 

The feasibility study also found that the mangrove ecosystem in Benoa Bay is a unique ecosystem, 

particularly for the coastal area of South Bali, which consists of, among others, dozens of types of 

mangrove, seagrass species and seaweeds, and bird species, some of which are protected.
672

 The 

Reclamation Project will endanger the existence of those ecosystems.
673

 Furthermore, nuftah plasma 

resources (muddy water biota) with dozens of types of macrozoobenthos will be significantly 

reduced because of the vast area covered by the Reclamation project.
674

 

Other studies have expressed similar views. A study from Conservation International Indonesia 

shows the hydrological impact on the waters of the Bay of Benoa as a result of reclamation.
675

 

Reclamation will have an impact on the increase of sea surface of the bay.
676

 Although it does not 

show a significant elevation of the surface, it would be very worrying if any elevation is 

accompanied by land subsidence in Denpasar and Badung, resulting from uncontrolled groundwater 

extraction, and a rise in sea level due to global warming.
677  

In addition, the decrease in sea water 

volume that can enter Benoa Bay from 25 million cubic meters to 10 million cubic meters or a 
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decrease of about 60 per cent will mean Benoa Bay experiences changes in water conditions such as 

salinity, temperature and limited nutrient input from outside the bay.
678

 This is certainly an 

important concern for Bali, considering there are mangrove forests that, as shown in the previous 

chapter, have significance for the sustainability of coastal and marine environments in Benoa Bay.
679

 

From a sea hydrodynamics perspective, changes in the geometry of the bay will affect the pattern of 

ocean currents, and affect the transport pattern of the material carried by the water flow.
680

 

Therefore, changes in the flow pattern of water in Benoa Bay can affect the surrounding area, for 

example, by creating a strong increase in currents outside the bay that can result in erosion or 

accretion in other places.
681

  

As mentioned above, the IDEP Foundation claims Benoa Bay is located on the East Asian-

Australasian Flyway, and listed as an important bird area, particularly for resting and feeding the 

migratory birds.
682

 Some species are listed as threatened and endangered, such as the Lesser Sand 

Plover.
683

 The Reclamation Project will significantly threaten the existence of these valuable 

species.
684

 Mega Amelia states that 15 per cent reclamation increased the sea level in the southern 

estuary of the Sama River and Bualu River.
685

 If reclamation ever reaches 80 per cent, the sea level 

will be increased significantly, covering most of the area around the Tukad Badung Watershed.
686

 

There are other controversies related to the Reclamation Project, particularly the second permit and 

the lack of public participation. The Governor of Bali seemed to see the feasibility study as a legal 

basis to issue a reclamation permit. However, the legality of the feasibility study has been 

questioned. A spatial planning law expert from Udayana University, I Nyoman Suyatna said that if 

Benoa Bay was a conservation area, then the feasibility study was prohibited. It could only be 

conducted if the status of the Benoa Bay was revised to a utilisation area.
687

 Regarding public 

participation, the Reclamation Project does not involve affected communities in Benoa Bay, as it 

should, and it is built in an area sacred to local communities. This issue will be discussed further in 

Chapter 6 in the context of the lack of public participation as one of ‘legal factors’ behind the 

regulatory failure of spatial planning in Bali. 

The controversy over the feasibility study also meant the Sepuluh November Institute of Technology 

refused to conduct the feasibility study, even though TWBI requested it to do so.
688

 It explained that 
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the Reclamation Project was not just an academic issue, but also involved social and cultural issues, 

and the beliefs of the people of Bali, so it was not willing to conduct the feasibility study.
689

 

This Reclamation Project is not the first of its kind. Bali has had experience of failed reclamation 

projects before. In 1994, two sons of President Suharto, Tommy Suharto and Bambang Trihatmojo, 

quadrupled the size of an offshore island called Serangan (from 112 Ha to 491 Ha) for a proposed 

tourism development, called the Bali Turtle Island Development (‘BTID’).
690

 The purpose of the 

project was to increase Serangan Island, to build lagoons for water recreation facilities, resorts, golf 

course, villas, yacht club, marinas, and a pedestrian bridge to connect Bali Island to Serangan 

Island.
691

 Promoting eco-friendly development, this project planned to develop mangrove and turtle 

research centres.
692

 

Although the Governor of Bali approved the EIA for this project in 1995, environmental damage 

was undeniable. Due to dredging and hoarding for the project, changes in ocean currents occurred 

around Serangan Island, causing coastal abrasion in some locations, and the build-up of mud and 

garbage.
693

 In addition, the BTID project affected important ecosystems, such as mangrove forests, 

coral reefs, and seagrass lands, all of which were lost or in poor condition because of the BTID 

project.
694

 Most local communities in Serangan Island were not aware of the plan for reclamation, 

and there was no public consultation on this project.
695

 When the project started, some communities 

had only been informed the project would provide job opportunities and allow the completion of 

village facilities.
696

 Although the reclamation project was 60 per cent complete, the 1998 monetary 

crisis, along with the fall of Soeharto, brought it to an end.
697

 To date, no new investors have been 

interested in continuing the project, and the newly-reclaimed land sits abandoned.
698

 As Serangan 

Island and Benoa Bay are very close to one another, and affected communities are similar, the 

failure of this reclamation project haunts local communities and local NGOs. They fear the Benoa 

Bay Reclamation Project will have similar adverse results, particularly those related to the 

environment and the life of local communities, both of which are already damaged.
699
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Figure 5.5 Public Protest against the Reclamation project from Local Communities of Kuta and 

Seminyak. Source: Forbali. 

 

Figure 5.6 Public Protest against the Reclamation Project by a Local Community of Denpasar 

Source: WALHI Bali. 

IV CONCLUSION 

The case of the Reclamation Project is essential to show failures in spatial planning regulation in 

Bali. While my analysis of the Mulia Project discussed land use and the coastal border, and my 

account of the Tahura Project focussed on forestry management, my investigation of the 

Reclamation Project demonstrates how tourism projects can cause damage to coastal areas and local 

communities because of the failure of spatial planning regulations, particularly because of the 

revision of laws.  Specifically, when the Governor of Bali issued a reclamation permit, it obviously 
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violated Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 which classified Benoa Bay as a conservation area. 

After massive public protests, the Governor revised the permit to allow a feasibility study, ostensibly 

to justify the reclamation project. This permit still violated the Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 

2011, particularly because there should never have a feasibility study of a conservation area. 

The surprising fact is that the central government supported the decision of the Governor of Bali 

even though it obviously violated Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011. It amended this regulation 

through Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014, changing the status of Benoa Bay from a 

conservation area to a general utilisation area. Hence, Benoa Bay may now legally be reclaimed, to a 

maximum of 700 hectares. Some studies have analysed how the Reclamation Project has already 

adversely affected the environment and the local community around Benoa Bay. Bali has had a 

gloomy history of failed reclamation projects in the past, and that does not bode well for this project. 

Although the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries issued a decision that prohibits 

reclamation, that is not enough to make Benoa Bay completely safe from reclamation projects 

because the higher-ranked Presidential Regulation No.51 of 2014, which allows reclamation, is still 

in force. 

While spatial planning regulation should be able to prevent environmental and social damage caused 

by reclamation projects, this case shows how spatial planning in Bali has failed to do so. The next 

chapter will discuss legal and non-legal factors behind the failures of spatial planning regulation in 

Indonesia, particularly in Bali.  
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PART III 

THE REASONS BEHIND THE REGULATORY FAILURES OF SPATIAL PLANNING 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

The three case studies in the previous Part show that spatial planning laws in Bali fail to achieve 

their regulatory objectives. Although the hotel industry offers Bali, and Indonesia more broadly, 

significant economic and social benefits, the failure of spatial planning laws has meant that these 

developments are not being sustainably managed. In this Part, I analyse the case studies, finding that 

inter-related legal and non-legal factors contribute to this failure. I conclude the thesis by proposing 

some possible means of addressing these factors. 

Chapter VI discusses the legal factors behind the regulatory failures of spatial planning, 

encompassing: the lack of a district-level detailed plan; conflicting regulations on the review and 

amendment of the spatial plan; the lack of public participation; the absence of criminal sanctions; 

and the findings of courts that violations of spatial planning laws do not give rise to the public 

interest necessary for applicants to seek judicial review remedies prohibiting potential 

environmental damage. Chapter VII analyses related non-legal factors behind the regulatory failures 

of spatial planning in Bali. These include: the pursuance of economic enrichment; a lack of 

coordination between the provincial government and the district government; a lack of human 

resources in preparing the district-level detailed plan; and the fact that economic development is too 

often given priority over the goal of spatial planning.  

II THE COMPLEX INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEGAL AND NON-LEGAL FACTORS 

This section explains how the complexity and interrelationship between legal factors and non-legal 

factors contribute to the failure of spatial planning regulations in Bali. This thesis explains legal 

factors as problems that are derived from the regulations themselves, particularly the absence and 

the vagueness of regulations. For instance, this thesis has shown how the absence of a district-level 

detailed plan has led to the ineffectiveness of enforcement in spatial planning in Bali; and it has 

revealed the conflicts between presidential regulations and a circular letter from the Coordinating 

Minister of the Economy concerning review and amendment of spatial plans. As regards the 

vagueness of regulations, the case studies have also shown that spatial planning regulation fails to 

clearly explain at what stages of planning public participation should be sought. Other legal factors 

include a lack of implementation and enforcement of spatial planning regulations in Bali. The three 

case studies reveal that there is no enforcement of criminal sanctions for state officials who issue 

permits that contradict the spatial plan. Related to these legal factors are non-legal factors, which 

reflect problems that are external to spatial planning regulations. The case studies in this thesis have 

exposed the motive of economic enrichment of wealthy elites as a major contributor to the failure of 

spatial planning regulation. The absence of coordination between provincial and district 

governments under regional autonomy arrangements, and a lack of resources and capacity are other 

non-legal factors discussed in the next chapter.  

Although legal and non-legal factors are somewhat distinct, they are undeniably interrelated and 

operate in complex ways in their contribution to the failure of spatial planning regulation in Bali. 
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For instance, the pursuance of economic development objectives contributes to conflicting 

regulations on the review and amendment of the spatial plan because it leads government at all 

levels to hastily revise the existing spatial plans that contravene other spatial planning regulations in 

order to allow hotel projects to continue. A lack of resources and training has also led to delay in the 

creation of district-level detailed plans, meaning that there are, in reality, few legal constraints at this 

level on hotel projects. 
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Chapter 6 

Legal Factors behind the Regulatory Failures of Spatial Planning 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is the first of two chapters that describe the reasons behind the regulatory failure of 

spatial planning in Bali. As just explained, this chapter focuses on the legal factors behind this 

failure, namely: 

1. the lack of a district-level detailed plan; 

2. conflicting regulations on the review and amendment of spatial plans; 

3. a lack of public participation; 

4. criminal sanctions not applied to spatial planning breaches; and 

5. poor judicial decisions regarding the standing of public interest organisations to seek judicial 

review of spatial planning decisions. 

II THE LACK OF A DISTRICT-LEVEL DETAILED PLAN 

A Why a District-level Detailed Plan is Important 

A general spatial plan (‘general plan’) and a detailed spatial plan (‘detailed plan’) are inseparable 

and complementary in managing spatial planning governance in Indonesia. As mentioned in Chapter 

Two, central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 on the Management of Spatial Planning 

explains that spatial plans consist of national, provincial, and district spatial plans.
700

 A detailed plan 

covers areas that are classified as ‘national and provincial strategic areas spatial plans, as well as 

district-level detailed plans’.
701

 General plans apply at the macro-level, and detailed plans operate at 

the micro-level to further explain general plans.
702

 District governments are required to complete a 

district-level detailed plan within three years from the issuance by the central government of the 

general plan.
703

 

Government officials, from both central and district governments, admit the significance of a 

district-level detailed plan in supporting compliance by commercial projects with spatial planning 

laws. For example, Andi Renald, an official from the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial 

Planning/National Land Agency, stated in an interview that the existence of detailed plans would 

significantly assist the enforcement of spatial planning by providing details of blocks, zones and 

areas in districts, pointing out what is allowed or prohibited in terms of particular projects.
704 

Without these detailed plans, it is difficult for district administrators to determine whether proposed 
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activities constitute a spatial planning violation.
705

 For investors, detailed plans would provide them 

with clearer guidance if they want to propose tourism projects in a particular area. These plans 

would also be beneficial for NGOs monitoring government enforcement of spatial planning laws. 

Detailed plans would provide them with stronger evidence to criticise a government if it does not 

enforce violations of spatial planning laws. 

A government official from the Badung District government gave me an interesting illustration of 

the importance of the district-level detailed plan.
706

 When an investor plans to build a hotel in the 

South Kuta sub-districts of Badung district, an application must be lodged with the Badung 

Investment Agency.
707

 This agency will then review the application, ensuring it will be located in an 

area categorised as a ‘tourist area’ in the general plan.
708

 However, a detailed plan of South Kuta is 

needed to indicate which zones or areas are open for hotel projects, as not all tourist areas in South 

Kuta are open for hotels.
709

 

An Investment Law expert from the University of Udayana, Tuny Cakabawa, explained that the 

existence of a district-level detailed plan could, in fact, support investment in tourism.
710

 By having 

such a plan, districts can provide more transparent and accurate information to investors to ensure 

legal and economic certainty of their investment plans.
711

 The absence of a district-level detailed 

plan makes investors hesitant to invest, as the location of their investment might violate the existing 

general spatial plan, particularly in Badung and Denpasar, the two most popular districts for tourism 

in Bali.
712

 By knowing that they are complying with the detailed spatial plan, investors can be more 

confident they can avoid conflict with NGOs and local communities. The Mulia Project shows that 

violation of spatial planning by investors took place largely because the Badung District government 

failed to clarify whether a particular location was opened for investment because of the absence of 

the district-level detailed plan.
713

 If this detailed plan is available, it would indicate the location of 

the project as prohibited areas for hotel, and the Badung District government has a strong legal basis 

to refuse the project. For these reasons the existence of a district-level detailed plan will ensure 

tourism projects are sustainable, including as regards respect for, and the protection of, both the 

environment and local communities. 

In my view, the existence of a district-level detailed plan also strengthens the position of the district 

government. Some investment projects, particularly foreign investment, require ‘permit-in-principle’ 

consent from the central government, which is the Capital Investment Coordinating Board or Badan 

Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (‘BKPM’). Having a detailed plan provides a significant legal basis 

for the determination of whether investment projects should proceed. Conversely, if these projects 
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contradict this detailed plan, the district government would be able to reject an investor’s 

application, even if the investor has been given a permit from the central government. For example, 

it can refuse an application for a location permit as it does not comply with the district-level detailed 

plan. This would, in turn, achieve the objectives of spatial planning concerned with sustainable 

development. 

Detailed plans are not only essential to encourage investment. They also assist governments to 

protect the environment and local communities. A detailed plan can clearly define which areas are 

open or closed to commercial projects, and significantly protect vulnerable communities and natural 

resources from being damaged as a result of tourism developments. 

In my view, although the district-level detailed plan is crucial in enforcing spatial planning laws, 

their value varies between planned, ongoing and completed projects. Detailed plans are certainly 

useful for planned projects. If a planned project violates the spatial plan, the detailed plan will 

provide strong evidence for the government to enforce the law by refusing this project. However, for 

ongoing and completed projects, the detailed plan might not be necessary. As an illustration, if a 

hotel project is being built less than 100 meters from the coastline, this can be precisely measured. 

Therefore, a district government would not have to wait for the completion of a detailed plan to take 

action against this kind of violation. 

B How the Extent of the Failure 

As stated above, central government Regulation No. 36 of 2010 requires district governments to 

complete a district-level detailed plan within 36 months of the issuance of the general plan. 

However, government officials admit that only a few districts have followed this regulation. 

Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs, Darmin Nasution, states that only 40 of the 514 

districts in Indonesia have completed their detailed plans. Of the 40 districts, only seven have 

provided digital maps that investors can access.
714

 An official from the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Spatial/ National Land Agency acknowledges this.
715

 Bernardus R. Djonoputro, the Chief of the 

Indonesian Planning Experts Association, explains that there are still almost 5000 unfinished 

district-level detailed plans,
716

 because each district in Indonesia may have eight to ten unfinished 

detailed plans, depending on how many sub-districts they have.
717

 Bali has eight districts and one 

city, but not one of them has yet produced a district-level detailed plan. 

C Why the District-level Detailed Plans Have Not Been Issued 

In my view, the main reason for the delay in the creation of the district-level detailed plan is the 

burdensome requirements for issuing the plan, which district governments find are very difficult to 

satisfy. At least fourteen requirements or items must be completed according to the Decree of the 
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Agrarian Minister and Spatial Planning No. 8 of 2017.
718

 To begin, an official from the Bali Public 

Works and Spatial Planning Agency states that a single district detailed plan cannot cover a single 

city or regency: If a district has five sub-districts, there must be five district detailed plans as well.
719

 

The public works and spatial planning agency at the district government should initiate a draft of the 

district-level detailed plan. In this process, the agency may involve experts, such as planners and 

legal scholars.
720

 The draft should contain mandatory thematic and plan maps.
721

  

Once a district government has completed a draft of its detailed plan, it is submitted to the Bali 

provincial government for the Governor’s approval.
722

 Once this is obtained, the draft is then 

submitted to the Geospatial Information Agency or Badan Informasi Geospasial (‘BIG’) in 

Jakarta.
723

 All drafted maps must be validated according to standards set by this agency.
724

 After this 

process is completed, the draft is sent to the central government through the Ministry of Agrarian 

and Spatial Planning to obtain the Minister’s approval.
725

 When the Minister agrees, the district 

government, along with the district legislative body, must finalise the draft, turning it into a district 

regulation. Regrettably, this process usually takes at least a couple of years. The Badung District 

government has six sub-districts, consisting of Abiansemal, Kuta, South Kuta, North Kuta, Mengwi, 

and Petang. In 2013, it submitted a complete draft of the detailed plan of South Kuta. Four years 

later, it is still waiting for approval from the central Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning.  

This process becomes more complicated because the central government may revise its regulations 

concerning the guidelines of the district-level spatial plan.
726

 An administrative law expert from the 

University of Udayana who has been involved in drafting the district-level detailed plan told me that 

by the time the Badung District government had prepared a draft of the detailed plan, there had been 

a revision to the relevant central government regulation, which has superior status in the hierarchy of 
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Indonesian laws than regional regulations.
727

 As a result, the draft required a revision to 

accommodate the new central government regulation.
728

  

The lengthy process of completing the district-level detailed plan may also end up being useless. As 

an illustration, the district government, according to central government Law No. 26 of 2007 on 

Spatial Management (‘SPL 2007’), may revise its general plan in five years. If the completion of the 

detailed plan takes four or even five years, it may be redundant if the district government eventually 

revises the existing spatial plan in that time, as is quite possible. This is because a revision of the 

general plan requires a revision of the detailed plan, and the district government then has to restart 

the lengthy procedure of completing the draft of the detailed plan, although not always from scratch. 

Of the fourteen items needing to be completed according to the Decree of the Agrarian Minister and 

Spatial Planning No. 8 of 2017, the requirement of production of a map of the detailed plan is the 

most difficult one for district governments in Indonesia. Central government Law No. 4 of 2011 on 

Geospatial Information defines ‘geospatial information’ as ‘geospatial data (such as geographic 

location) that has been processed so that it can be employed as a tool in policy formulation, decision 

making, and implementation of activities related to space in the earth’.
729

 One of the main elements 

of geospatial information is ‘the basic map’,
730

 consisting of Indonesia’s ‘earth map’, ‘coastal map’, 

and ‘marine map’.
731

 The typical data in the basic map are, among other things, ‘topographic 

names’, ‘coastline area’, waters, transportation, and public facilities.
732

 The Geospatial Information 

Agency is the only agency authorised to issue the basic map.
733

 Therefore, if district governments 

issue a spatial map such as a detailed plan, it must refer to this basic map to be legally recognised.
734

 

The next requirement is in central government Regulation No. 8 of 2013 on the Accuracy of Spatial 

Plan Maps. This regulates the standard of accuracy of the detailed plan.
735

 Specifically, each plan 

has to fulfil a specific level of accuracy known as ‘geometric precision’.
 736

 Geometric precision 

covers a ‘geospatial reference system, scale, and mapping unit’.
737

 While creating a map for their 

detailed plan, district governments must employ the geospatial reference system established by the 

Geospatial Information Agency,
738

 including a minimum scale of 1:50,000.
739

 According to one of 

the directors in the Ministry of Agriculture and Spatial Planning/ National Land Agency, in order to 

ensure ‘geometric precision’, the Geospatial Information Agency authorises every draft of the map 
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of the detailed plan by means of a process called ‘orthorectification’.
740

 For the Badung District 

government, these map-making processes are burdensome because of the lack of trained human 

resources experienced in map-making. This is a significant ‘non-legal’ factor discussed in the next 

chapter.  

The existence of these failures in spatial planning regulation are not uncommon, particularly in the 

Global South. Broader theoretical work on regulation demonstrates that burdensome, bureacratic 

requirements are a significant cause of regulatory failure. For example, Cotterrell argues that the 

legal expectations of ‘law-government’ and the arena of social interaction it tries to control often 

creates regulation that is too ‘absolutist and inflexible’.
741

  

Alfasi and Portugali reveal that most cities in Israel either have no detailed plan at all or employ old, 

outdated ones.
742

 Issuing a detailed plan is a complicated task. Like in Indonesia, completing a 

detailed plan takes years. In Israel, the average time for completing a detailed plan, starting from 

data collection and attending to the District Planning and Building Commission (‘DPBC’) decision 

to approve the plan, is 5.4 years.
743

 Another 3.6 years is stipulated to conduct public hearings and 

committees’ discussion until the plan is finally agreed.
744

 The lack of detailed plans has also led to 

illegal construction. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (‘UNECE’) states that 

the absence of an updated detailed plan in most districts in South-Eastern Europe countries has 

triggered illegal development.
745

 The existing detailed plans are out of date and unable to anticipate 

appropriate levels of growth and calculate sufficient land allocation for development.
746

 Moreover, 

projects have been undertaken in prohibited areas due to unclear planning regulations.
747 

In Skopje, 

for instance, there are 27 illegally constructed neighbourhoods; some 146,000 buildings have been 

illicitly built in Belgrade, while more than 45 per cent of Tirana’s population lives in informal 

settlements on the city’s border.
748

 

To sum up, district-level detailed plans and the maps they require are not being completed. As a 

consequence, the government’s goal of protecting the environment through spatial planning 

regulations is defeated.  
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III CONFLICTING REGULATIONS ON THE REVIEW AND AMENDMENT OF THE SPATIAL PLAN 

A How Conflicting Regulations Have Occurred 

Conflicting regulations exist on the review and amendment of spatial plans. SPL 2007 states that the 

spatial plan (national, province, and district) may be reviewed or amended only once every five 

years.
749

 Nevertheless, as discussed in Chapter Two, in the case of large-scale disasters and the 

change of boundaries of states or regions established by law, the spatial plan may be reviewed or 

amended more often.
750

 This provision created a debate at a district level as to its meaning. 

Specifically, it was unclear whether review and amendment must only be done once every five 

years, or if it must be done every 5 years but can also be revised more often, once a general plan is 

enacted.
751

 To answer this issue, central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 merely states that a 

ministry regulation will explain the procedure for reviewing and amending the general plan in more 

detail.
752

  

Regulation of the Minister of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/Head of National Land Agency No. 6 of 

2017 on the Procedures for Reviewing the Spatial Plan was not issued until 2017, meaning that 

implementing regulations on the review and amendment of the spatial plan were absent for almost 

seven years. Interestingly, all three case studies in this research occurred in this period (2010-2016). 

This ministerial regulation allows governments at all levels to conduct a review of the general plan 

in the fifth year after the spatial planning law is issued
753

 but it also allows them to conduct the 

review process more than once in five years in the case of:  large scale natural disasters; and changes 

to national, territorial and regional boundaries.
754

 This review process aims to analyse the suitability 

of the existing spatial plan for the current and future development needs of the government.
755

 There 

are only two possible outcomes: the spatial plan needs revision or it does not.
756

  

There are, however, other implementing central government regulations that contradict these 

abovementioned provisions. Presidential Regulation No. 3 of 2016 explains that the existing national 

and regional spatial plan should be the legal basis for implementing nationally strategic projects.
757

 

However, this regulation states that there may be an amendment or revision to allow these projects 

to continue if the location of these projects conflicts with the existing spatial plan, and it is 

technically impossible to relocate them.
758

 Hence, governments, when conducting projects that are 

classified as nationally strategic, may ignore the existing spatial plan at any level. Given the 
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presence of non legal factors, governments could even deliberately set up these projects to be 

technically impossible to be relocated, so they will have a legal justification to revise the existing 

spatial plan. For example, they could build a toll road amid a protected forest area. When this road 

has completed its basic construction, it will be impossible and inefficient to dismantle this although 

it does not comply with the existing spatial plan. Yet another regulation, a circular letter from the 

Coordinating Minister of the Economy, expressly allows for the review of the spatial plan without 

having to wait five years,
759

 in the case of large-scale disasters or current changes to national or 

regional boundaries, or where ‘the needs of economic development’ require it.
760

  

The Former Minister of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency, Ferry 

Mursyidan Baldan, admits the inconsistency of the rules relating to review and amendment of spatial 

plans.
761

 In fact, he says this inconsistency is one of the main reasons for the revision of the SPL 

2007 proposed by this ministry.
762

 He agrees that the spatial plan for each province or district in 

Indonesia should be maintained for five years, except following a disaster.
763

  

As stated earlier, the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project occurred during the absence of the 

implementing regulations on review and amendment of the spatial plan from 2010 to 2016. 

Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 (an implementing regulation under SPL 2007) on the Spatial 

Plan of Sarbagita provided that conservation areas in coastal areas and small islands in Sarbagita 

cover the following areas:
 
Serangan Islands; Pudut Islands; the waters of Sanur, Kuta, and Nusa Dua 

area; and Benoa Bay.
764

 Hence, there could be no commercial projects in those areas, including 

Benoa Bay. Three years later, the central government issued Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014 

on the Amendment of Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011, changing the status of the Benoa Bay 

from a water conservation area to a potential area for general utilisation, including marine, fishery, 

transportation, economic development, settlement, social, culture, religion, and tourism.
765

 The very 

point of SPL 2007 and its implementing regulations was therefore undermined. 

B Why Conflicting Regulations Have Occurred  

As the above discussion demonstrates, the main non-legal reason why conflicting regulations 

relating to the drafting of the conflicting regulations is the importance placed upon economic 

development and infrastructure projects by government decision-makers. As regards economic 

development, the content of the Circular Letter from the Coordinating Minister of the Economy 

expressly identified the importance of economic development as a reason for allowing the revision 

and amendment of spatial plans more than once in five years.
766

 Presidential Regulation No. 3 of 
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2016 likewise said the importance of the nationally strategic projects was to allow the revision and 

amendment of the spatial plan at any time.
767

  

In the Reclamation Project, the ‘consideration’ section of Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014 

discloses the economic motive behind its issuance,
768

 explaining that the central government will 

develop Benoa Bay as an economic zone.
769

 Interestingly, the existence of the Masterplan of 

Acceleration and Extension the Development of Indonesian Economy or Masterplan Percepatan 

dan Perluasan Pembangunan Ekonomi Indonesia (‘MP3EI’) became another reason to revise the 

Sarbagita spatial plan in order to accelerate economic development in Bali.
770

 As stated in the 

previous chapter, the central government used the MP3EI program as a comprehensive strategy to 

accelerate and expand Indonesia's economic development for a period of 15 years, from 2011 to 

2025. It consists of detailed plans for revisions to laws and regulations to support infrastructure 

projects as a part of the strategy to accelerate economic development.
771

 In this context, because 

Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 was considered to impede the Reclamation project already 

planned in the MP3EI program, the central government needed to revise the regulation promptly.
772

 

As to the importance of infrastructure projects, the former Minister of Agrarian and Spatial 

Planning, Sofyan Djalil, has said that revision of the national spatial plan should be conducted to 

accommodate some megaprojects that have not yet been incorporated into the list of nationally 

strategic projects, but which are nonetheless important.
773

 The list consists of 225 projects 

nationwide, comprising 47 highway projects, 12 railway projects, five non-toll roads, 11 airport 

revitalisation projects, four new airport projects, and 13 new ports.
774

 Provincial and district spatial 

plans are to be revised if they have not accommodated these projects.
775

  

Minister of State-Owned Enterprises Rini Soemarno explains that the revision of the national spatial 

plan should be done promptly because delay in this process will negatively affect the process of land 

acquisition and disbursement of the loan.
776

 For example, the Jakarta-Badung high-speed train 

project will be built in areas that are not currently permitted by the national spatial plan.
777

 A delay 

in the land acquisition process will take place unless the central government can revise its plan to 

accommodate this project.
778

 Meanwhile, the Chinese Development Bank will not disburse its loan 

funds if the government cannot guarantee the location of this project in a revised national spatial 
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plan.
779

 This reflects how the central government sees spatial planning as a bureaucratic 

impediment, neglecting its goal of protecting the environment, among other factors. This analysis 

will be further explained in the next chapter, where I discuss the reason why the economic 

development goal outweighs the spatial planning goal of sustainability. 

This is not to say that spatial planning should not be capable of revision to accommodate economic 

development. The revision of spatial planning should, for example, enable development in remote 

areas of Indonesia. What is lacking is a set of proper procedures concerning any revision that 

maintain the objective of spatial planning, namely the informed consideration of all factors 

important to a society, including economic growth, social goals and the environment. Besides 

neglecting public participation (as the next section will explain), hasty change to a spatial plan 

reflects the centralised nature of planning, which overrides local concerns. The central government 

through its Presidential Regulation No. 32 of 2011 on the Masterplan of Acceleration and Extension 

the Development of Indonesian Economy 2011-2025, requires provinces and districts to revise their 

spatial plan to allow infrastructure projects to continue. It also reflects the fact that the central 

government does not have any clear development plan in the medium or long term, but simply 

responds as projects arise. 

The importance of economic development and infrastructure projects to the Indonesian government 

reflects the presence of external factors, both political and economic, international and domestic, 

that lead to regulatory capture.
 
Robert Kagan introduces this concept as ‘political environmental 

factors’, which he argues are a major contributing factor of regulatory capture, especially in the 

enforcement stage of development projects.
780

 For example, in urgent projects, political authorities 

place pressure on state agencies to relax regulatory limitations that might hamper projects that the 

politicians consider crucial to the economy.
781

  

In this context, the central government intervenes in provincial and district government affairs to 

revise existing spatial plans that hamper a project the central government considers economically 

crucial. Revising the spatial plan because of economic development and infrastructure projects is 

likely to hamper the environmental objectives of spatial planning, and cause damage the 

environment. For example, although projects are now legally conducted in locations that are 

classified as utilisation areas, many were previously categorised as conservation or protection areas 

for sound environmental reasons. Sooner or later, there will be adverse impact on the environment 

caused by these projects. At the very least, it seems clear that the central government is not 

consistent in protecting the environment, and that this is a key reason for the regulatory failure of 

spatial planning regulation.
782
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IV LACK OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

A How Lack of Public Participation Does not Occur  

In the current era of regional autonomy, public participation is crucial to realising the goal of 

development.
783

 Besides reflecting democratic principles, public participation improves the quality 

of regulation. Specifically, public participation (if it is done properly) represents the needs of 

society, which is an important goal of regulation, particularly with respect to spatial planning.
784

 

SPL 2007 states that governments must carry out the implementation of spatial planning by 

involving the public. Public participation will significantly support the objectives of spatial 

planning, namely realising comfortable, safe, productive, and sustainable spaces.
785

 

Central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 stipulates that the procedures for preparing the 

spatial plan shall include public participation in the formulation of the spatial plan concept.
786

 

Central government Regulation No. 68 of 2010 then explains how this public participation is to be 

undertaken.
787

 Specifically, the public may be involved in the following preparatory activities: 

preparation of the spatial plan; determining the direction of regional development; and identification 

of the potentials and problems of regional development.
788

 In spatial utilisation, the public may 

contribute by giving policy recommendations for spatial utilisation; and cooperating with other 

stakeholders in utilising space.
789

 In spatial control, the public may recommend the improvement of 

zoning regulation and sanctions; monitor and supervise the implementation of the spatial plan; 

report to authorised agencies in the event of violations; and make objections to decisions of the 

competent authority over developments considered incompatible with the spatial plan.
790

  

However, in the implementation of those two regulations, community involvement in spatial 

planning is an aspect that is often overlooked. Even if implemented, the involvement of the 

community is often limited to the provision of information and consultation, that is, mere 

formalities. Suyatna shows there is a lack of clarity about when public participation should be 

undertaken.
791

 The government mostly uses public participation in drafting a regulation, but in 

different ways. Specifically, the Bali Provincial government involves the public through the 

dissemination of draft regulations in all districts and municipalities in Bali.
792

 The Badung District 

government has conducted public participation when the initiating agency submits a draft 
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regulation.
793

 The Tabanan District government invites public participation before the draft’s 

submission to the legislative body.
794

 Meanwhile, the Bangli District government will invite the 

public when a special committee of the local legislative body discusses a draft regulation.
795

 

Atu Dewi has examined the law-making process for Bali’s Provincial Regulation and, specifically, 

the Badung District Regulation concerning the participation of traditional villages or desa 

pakraman.
796

 She found that traditional village participation is still limited, and tokenistic. The 

government held public participation only as a symbolic event by involving a small number of 

people from under-represented communities, merely to show an appearance of fairness.
797

  

The link between the lack of public participation and regulatory failure is very evident in the Benoa 

Bay Reclamation Project. When the central government decided to amend the presidential 

regulation, the Coordinating Minister of Economic, the National Spatial Planning Coordinating 

Board, along with the Bali Provincial government held public consultations. The purpose of this 

event was to inform the public of their plan to revise Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011. They 

invited local communities in Bali who would be mostly affected by the revision of this regulation. 

Interestingly, the only parties invited were those that had already agreed to the Reclamation Project. 

WALHI Bali, a leading environmental NGO in Bali, and a member of the Bali Provincial Spatial 

Planning Coordination Board,
798

 was not invited, nor were local communities around Benoa Bay, 

such as Kuta, Kedonganan, and Kelan.
799

  

As regards the environmental impact assessment (‘EIA’) in relation to the Benoa Bay Reclamation 

Project, lack of public participation again occurred when the Deputy Minister of Environment held a 

public consultation about the plan for the Benoa Bay Reclamation. Specifically, this event did not 

involve affected communities.
800

 It did not invite fisher groups, who depend for their livelihood on 

Benoa Bay.
801

 In addition, local communities of Kelan and Sidakarya that had publicly rejected the 

Reclamation Project were also not invited,
802

 neglecting the principle of equality of parties 

involved.
803
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The lack of public participation also took place yet again in relation to the Tahura Project. The 

Governor of Bali decided to silently issue an exploitation permit for Tahura Ngurah Rai. When 

WALHI revealed the Governor’s plan to issue the permit in the mass media in Bali, it triggered a 

massive response by local communities around Tahura Ngurah Rai, particularly Pemogan village.
804

 

Although affected communities requested a public hearing, it did not happen, and the Governor 

proceeded to issue the permit.
805

 There was no announcement to the public at all regarding its 

issuance.
806

 Moreover, in the revision process of the Tahura Zoning Map, there was no explanation 

ever given of whether this process had involved the public, although it was clear enough that the 

whole revision process was not open to the public. It was unclear what actually was discussed and 

what decisions were reached. Only the result (the map revision) was made available to the public.  

In the Mulia Project, the Badung District government involved the public by announcing the plan of 

the Mulia Project. However, that was the only and final public participation conducted as the 

process of the issuance of the building permit was never publicly revealed. In 2010, there were no 

regulations to oblige the government to conduct public participation in spatial planning governance. 

Two central government regulations (No. 15 of 2010 and No.68 of 2010) that regulated public 

participation in spatial planning had not yet entered into force. The investor involved the public by 

making two agreements with local communities in Sawangan, but the goal of these agreements was 

just to induce local communities to agree with the project by offering them monetary compensation. 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, this measure was not effective to pacify public protest as in October 

2011, seven months after the building permit was issued, massive protests started to rise because of 

the detrimental impact the project was having on the environment. 

The existence of two agreements reflects economic inducement where investors use their financial 

power to continue their projects. If they want to build a hotel, they simply pay people off. Moreover, 

there is no law to protect local communities from this situation, or constraint investors to use this 

power. As a result, investors are still in a dominant position, and what has been happening so far is 

that they can bribe government officials and induce local communities by offering them monetary 

compensation. This fact relates to the discussion of non-legal factors in the next chapter where the 

pursuance of economic enrichment contributes to the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali. 

B Why the Public is not Involved 

In my view, three reasons explain why the public is usually not involved in the creation, 

implementation, enforcement, and revision of spatial plans. The first is that although both central 

government Regulations No. 15 of 2010 and No. 68 of 2010 require public participation, there are 

no legal consequences or sanctions if this does not happen. In the Tahura Project, there was no 

public participation in the creation, implementation or revision of Tahura Zoning Map. 

Nevertheless, this project continued and no sanctions were ever imposed for lack of public 

participation. 
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There is also a lack of clarity as to the stage at which public participation should take place. 

Specifically, there is no mention in either central government Regulation No. 15 of 2010 or No. 68 

of 2010 of a requirement for governments to involve the public in all stages of the spatial plan 

process.
807

 As in the case of the Reclamation Project, public participation is only undertaken when 

the process is in the revision stage, that is, when the government wanted to revise the status of 

Benoa Bay from a conservation area to a general utilisation area. There is no public participation in 

the creation and implementation of the spatial plan. Finally, the regulations do not anticipate the 

typical situation in Indonesia where governments deliberately ‘rig’ the process by only inviting 

members of the public who are not opposed to the government’s viewpoint, as in the Reclamation 

Project case.  

To sum up, in my view, the fact that the Tahura and Reclamation Projects did not adequately 

involve the public in the decision-making process demonstrates that spatial planning regulations do 

not offer or require fair, accessible, and open procedural processes. As a result, following broader 

regulatory theory introduced by Braithwaite, spatial planning regulations will not produce 

‘responsive regulation’.
808

 

V CRIMINAL SANCTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN APPLIED IN SPATIAL PLANNING 

A How Criminal Sanctions Have Not Been Applied 

SPL 2007 expressly provides for criminal sanctions for government officials in charge of issuing 

permits who issue a permit contradicting a spatial plan,
809

 and these include dishonourable 

dismissal.
810

 In reality, however, these sanctions have never been applied to government officials in 

Bali, even though violations of the spatial plan are many and obvious. There is also a tendency that 

if Governors or Mayors issue a permit that has deviated from, or even violated, the spatial plan, the 

central government will amend the spatial plan by presidential regulation or ministerial decree to 

support the permit. As a result, a permit that was previously illegal becomes a legal measure.
811

 

The former Minister of Agrarian and Spatial Planning acknowledges that criminal sanctions under 

SPL 2007 are pointless, as they are not enforced and, consequently, they have no deterrent effect.
812

 

Indeed, after SPL 2007 entered into force, the number of violations increased.
813

 This is borne out 

by the case studies in the previous chapter. 
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In the Tahura Project, the Governor of Bali could have been prosecuted as he granted a permit for 

the exploitation of nature tourism that covered not just the utilisation block, but also the protection 

block. Issuing a permit in a protection block is a violation of the Tahura spatial plan (Tahura Zoning 

Map). Avoiding criminal sanctions, the Bali Provincial government, specifically, the Forestry 

Agency, modified the map by issuing a new one in 2012, after the permit was given to the investor. 

The new map showed that the area of protection block, where the project would be undertaken, had 

become a utilisation block.  Although some irregularities existed in the issuance of the new map, as 

mentioned in Chapter Four, central government Regulation No. 10 of 2010 does not categorise this 

government action as an offence that can be prosecuted.
814 

 

A similar type of retrospective justification occurred in the case of Reclamation Project. The 

Governor of Bali issued a permit to allow the reclamation of the Benoa Bay. This permit 

contradicted the national spatial plan because Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011 classified 

Benoa Bay as a conservation and environmental buffer area, meaning that there could be no 

commercial development in this strategic area. Hence, according to criminal sanctions provisions 

under SPL 2007, the Governor of Bali could have been prosecuted for issuing the permit. However, 

he was not, as the central government supported the permit by issuing a new presidential regulation, 

changing the status of the Benoa Bay from a conservation area to a general utilisation area. Hence, 

the permit issued by the Governor of Bali was no longer illegal.  

However, the law can not be applied retrospectively. The Governor’s conduct should be assessed 

under the law as it was at the time of the offence, that is, Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2011, not 

the amended regulation, that is, Presidential Regulation No. 51 of 2014. Therefore, the Governor of 

Bali could still be prosecuted for issuing the permit regardless of the revision of the status of Benoa 

Bay under the amended regulation. He was not, and it is unlikely that he will be. 

B Why Criminal Sanctions Have Not Been Applied 

One reason why criminal sanctions have not been applied, although some government officials 

allegedly violate spatial planning, is the absence of a district-level detailed plan.
  

As central and 

district government officials have observed, it would be difficult to qualify a spatial planning permit 

as a crime if there is no district-level detailed plan that provides strong evidence that the violation 

has occurred.
815

 In my view, however, this statement is debatable.  In the Reclamation Project, there 

is ‘strong evidence’ that the Governor of Bali issued a reclamation permit in Benoa Bay that was 

classified as a conservation area. However, there has never been any criminal investigation of the 

Governor for this act. 

Corruption is arguably the main motive behind the absence of criminal sanctions. Historically, the 

introduction of criminal sanctions for government officials, which is highly unusual in Indonesia, 

was intended to be an anti-corruption measure. An administrative law expert from the University of 

Udayana explains that criminal sanctions under spatial planning governance are relatively new for 

legal enforcers, such as police and public prosecutors,
816

 and are, in fact, rare in the Indonesian legal 
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system.
817

 As a consequence, this anti-corruption measure has clearly failed, as not only Mayors and 

Regents, but also the Governor appear to behave corruptly, as in the case of the Reclamation Project. 

Likewise, as the Tahura Project has suggested, the courts are also corrupt and public interest 

litigation has also failed to ensure accountability. 

The academic paper accompanying SPL 2007 stated that Mayors and Regents issue spatial planning 

permits as a means of pursuing economic benefit, including personal enrichment.
818

 The issuance of 

permits that expressly contradict spatial planning generally means the land and other natural 

resources are often ‘sold’ for the sake of income generation.
819

  Corruption also plays a significant 

role in the regular revision of spatial plans to retrospectively legitimise a Governor’s or Regent’s 

permit that contradicts it, as discussed in section A. This prevents a possible criminal investigation 

although it seems a very irregular way to legalise criminal conduct.   

When Governors or Regents issue a spatial planning permit, they must know the existing spatial 

plan in their regions. Hence, it should be almost impossible for them to issue a permit that conflicts 

with the spatial plan. If Governors and Mayors issue a permit that contradicts the spatial plan, this 

can only be a sign of corruption, collusion, or nepotism. Anti-Corruption Law No. 31 of 1999 

imposes powerful sanctions.
820

 If this law is applied, criminal sanctions can definitely be applied to 

‘buyable’ Indonesian regulators, as the following three cases demonstrate.
821

 

The first is when the Jakarta Corruption Court sentenced Sanusi, a Member of the Jakarta 

Legislative Body, to seven years in prison after he received IDR 2 Billion (USD 147.000) from the 

President Director of a developer company, Agung Podomoro Land.
 822

 The investor bribed Sanusi 

to accelerate the enactment of the North Jakarta Spatial Planning Law that justified the Jakarta Bay 

Reclamation Project continuing.
823

  

In October 2018, the KPK arrested nine people, including the Regent of the Bekasi District 

government and a director of the Lippo Group, a large conglomerate, in a bribery case over a real 

estate megaproject, Meikarta.
824

 Meikarta was the largest project of the Lippo Group: a centre for 

the electronic and automotive industries, encompassing five-star hotels, shopping malls, and 

universities.
825

 The Lippo Group director bribed officials of the Bekasi District government to obtain 

a property permit.
826

 The controversy about this project arose because the location of this project 

contradicted the existing spatial plan in the West Java Provincial government and the Bekasi District 
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government. The KPK ultimately confiscated IDR 513 million (USD 33,772) and USD 65,378 that 

had been planned for use as bribe money.
827

  

Lastly, in July 2019, the KPK arrested six people, including the Governor of Riau Islands and the 

Head of the Riau Islands Marine and Fishery Agency, over a bribery case in relation to the issuance 

of a reclamation permit in Riau Islands.
828

 In this case, the investor planned to reclaim an area of 

10.2 Ha in Tanjung Piayu, Batam for an integrated tourism area.
829

 The KPK found the Governor of 

Riau Islands gradually received SGD 11.000 and IDR 45 Million from the investor to speed up the 

issuance of the reclamation permit.
830

  

This finding is supported by broader theoretical work on regulation. For example, Estache and 

Lewis argue that it is common corruption involves government agencies and their monitoring 

agencies in developing countries.
831

 Similarly, Anthony Ogus uses ‘capture theory’ to explain why 

the public interest objectives designated to state agencies have been undermined by ‘bribery’ and 

other such ‘hidden interests’.
832

  

To sum up, the Anti-Corruption Law can and has been applied to prosecute government officials 

who violate spatial planning laws for general benefit under the Anti Corruption Law. Unfortunately, 

this has never happened in Bali. The failure to enforce criminal sanctions means Governors and 

Regents believe they will never face prosecution and the central government, instead of revoking the 

permit, will support it, as the Tahura and Reclamation Projects have shown.  

VI POOR JUDICIAL DECISIONS REGARDING THE STANDING OF PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANISATIONS TO 

SEEK JUDICIAL REVIEW OF SPATIAL PLANNING DECISIONS 

A How Poor Decisions Have Contributed to the Failure of Spatial Planning Regulation 

I have already discussed how recent court decisions have produced a very narrow test of standing 

that prevents public interest organisations from holding government officers to account where 

environmental damage is foreseeable but has not yet occurred. I will now explain these decisions in 

more detail. 

As mentioned, in the Tahura Project, although the Denpasar District Administrative Court agreed 

with the logical proposition that a violation of spatial planning (Tahura Zoning Map) could damage 

the environment, the Appellate Administrative Court and the Supreme Court avoided the 
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adjudication of this issue and instead focussed on the issue of standing. In the Appellate 

Administrative Court, the Judges focused on the ‘potential’ environmental damage that might be 

caused by the violation of spatial planning law as a means of determing whether an environmental 

protection organisation had the necessary interest or standing to challenge the decision of a 

Governor. 
833

 The court in that case held that ‘potential’ environmental damage only became ‘real’ 

after the investor completed the infrastructure development and the projects were running.
834

 Only at 

this stage did the court recognise that a public interest organisation would have standing to apply. 

The Supreme Court upheld this, saying that WALHI, as an environmental NGO, had no standing to 

challenge the violation of the spatial planning law, because the environmental damage was
 
still 

‘potential’ at the planning stage, and the impact of environmental damage could not be measured.
835

 

By that time, of course, it would be too late to prevent the damage itself. 

B Why this Decision Occurred 

Three reasons might explain why judges applied such a narrow test of standing, namely: their 

incompetence; their dependence on the existence of the Supreme Court; and corruption.  

Judicial incompetence is a common cause of regulatory failure in developing countries.
836

As in the 

case of the Tahura Project, the decisions of the Appellate Court and the Supreme Court should be 

criticised for avoiding the main issue in the dispute, namely the fact that the decree of the Governor 

violated the spatial plan in Tahura Ngurah Rai. Both the Appellate Court and the Supreme Court 

considered issues of standing and applied a narrow test of standing by stating that the environmental 

NGO had no standing because environmental damage had not yet occurred, thus allowing them to 

avoid adjudication of the legality of the Governor’s decision.   

The environmental damage that will occur if the Tahura Project proceeds is obvious, because the 

project is being developed in a protection block. Surely the loss of part of the protection block, and 

the ensuing decline of mangrove ecosystems, means that the project inevitably involves 

environmental damage. Could it ever be possible to develop a project located in dense vegetation 

areas without logging the mangrove trees, and thus clearly causing environmental damage?  The 

judgement makes a mockery of spatial planning laws, the object of which is to prevent 

environmental damage, amongst other matters. 

Moreover, there is no legal basis or previous court decisions that state that environmental damage 

must have occurred before an environmental organisation will be granted standing to commence 

judicial review proceedings in a public interest matter. Law No. 32 of 2009 on the Environment 

states that an environmental organisation has standing in an environmental lawsuit as long as it 

complies with the following requirements:
837

 

a. it is a legal entity; 
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b. it is stated in its constitution that the goal of this organisation is to protect the 

environment; and 

c.   it has conducted environmental activities or programs at the minimum of two years. 

If this kind of judicial incompetence is allowed to stand, public interest groups will be unable to 

challenge violations of spatial planning laws by means of judicial review, because this absurd test of 

standing requires them to demonstrate that their interests are affected by actual damage rather than 

potential damage.  This would mean that the government and investors are free from potential 

lawsuits and they can continue their unsustainable projects. Judicial decisions such as these mean 

that spatial planning laws are failing to prevent environmental damage caused by unsustainable 

projects. 

Interestingly judicial incompetence has been evident in other environmental protection cases. 

Specifically, the Judges of the Palembang District Court controversially decided in 2015 that 

burning forest did not constitute environmental damage. In this case, the Ministry of Environment 

and Forestry filed a lawsuit against a company, PT Bumi Mekar Hijau (‘BMH’) for burning forest in 

South Sumatra.
838

 However, the Judges held that the evidence presented was not sufficient.
839

 One 

of the reasons was that there was no scientific evidence to show that the burning process had 

actually damaged the land.
840

 Furthermore, the court held, the land still functioned well, as acacia 

trees could later be planted on the burned land.
841

 This absurd decision led to some critics, saying 

that on this rationale, theft might not be a crime because the victims of the theft could earn money 

back through working.
842

 Similarly, in 2019, WALHI filed a lawsuit against the PT Kusuma Raya 

Utama, which conducted coal mining in the Bukit Kabu Seminang conservation forest block.
843

 The 

panel of judges at the Bengkulu District Court rejected WALHI’s claim, arguing that it had not 

presented strong evidence to show that coal mining in the conservation forest block could damage 

the environment.
844

  

The reluctance of judges to refer to previous judges’ decisions is another factor contributing to 

judicial incompetence. Although Indonesia has a civil law tradition, this does not mean that judges 

can always neglect previous relevant judges’ decisions. They can be persuasive and should, at least, 

be considered. In 2014, there was a case in the Meulaboh District Court, Aceh, involving the 

Ministry of Environment and Forestry and Kalista Alam Company.
845

 This company was accused of 
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burning land in the Rawa Tripa peatland in Nagan Raya District.
846

 SPL 2007 and central 

governmental Regulation No. 26 of 2008 classified the Rawa Tripa as a part of the Leuser 

Ecosystem Area with protected functions.
847

 The Rawa Tripa has an important role in absorbing 

carbon, preventing flooding, encouraging species diversity, and supporting traditional fishers.
848

 

However, the company burnt this area to become open land that was later used for oil palm 

plantations.
849

 The Meulaboh District Court found the company liable, and ordered it to pay material 

compensation of IDR 114 billion to the state and IDR 251 billion for land recovery funds.
850

 This 

case was a good example of judicial competence that properly applied spatial planning laws. The 

judges in the Tahura case should have referred to this decision, which showed that the violation of 

spatial planning would likely damage the environment, sooner or later, and so WALHI should have 

been granted standing. 

Lower court judges’ dependence on the Supreme Court also plays an important role. Under the 

Soeharto administration (1967-1998), the executive body, through the Ministry of Justice, controlled 

judicial administration, including budgeting, employment, and promotion of the judges.
851

 As a 

consequence, state intervention in judicial decisions was rampant in this era.
852

 Specifically, judges’ 

decisions were not grounded ‘on evidence before them but telephoned instructions from Soeharto’s 

inner circle’.
853

  

After 1998, in the Reformation era, the Supreme Court took control from the Ministry of Justice, 

implementing changes to article 24 of the Constitution of 1945, which now guarantees judicial 

independence. Reflecting this, judges are now named as ‘state officials’ or pejabat negara instead of 

‘civil servants’ or pegawai negeri.
854

 However, the dominant control of the Supreme Court created 

by its formal independence gave it complete administrative and managerial authority over all courts 

below it. As a result, lower court judges are now highly dependent on Supreme Court officials, and 

need to have a ‘good relationship’ with the higher courts for their careers to advance.
855

 This has led 

to an increase of patronage networks within judicial institutions in Indonesia.
856

 The Chief Justice of 

the Supreme Court often issues so-called ‘magic memos’ or ‘surat sakti’, instructing a lower court to 

make a particular decision, or stating that a particular decision cannot be enforced.
857

 These memos 

have no clear legal basis, and are often seemingly the result of corruption, but are usually followed 

as if they were law, and are frequently used to override spatial plans.
858
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A large number of scholars support the assertion that the most prominent problem in the judicial 

system in Indonesia is corruption. Samekto argues that a legal crisis in Indonesia has taken place 

because the legal enforcement apparatus treats the law as ‘tradable activities’ as if justice belongs 

only to a particular group of people ˗˗ so-called ‘justice (not) for all’.
859

 Mahfud MD, a former chief 

justice of the Constitutional Court, explains that although in the public spotlight during the ten years 

of reform since 1998, the practices of the so-called ‘judicial mafia’ have persisted. The government 

has made judicial reforms through the establishment of the Judicial Commission and the 

enhancement of the integrity and quality of judges,
860

 but they have not been able to restore public 

trust in law enforcement in Indonesia.
861

  

Referring to the number of complaints submitted to the National Ombudsman Commission, Crouch 

shows that most of them are related to corruption within the Supreme Court and general courts.
862

 

Similarly, Butt and Lindsey argue that bribery scandals involving judges and court officials are 

common
863

and this is, in fact, one reason why courts tend to favour development over the 

environment in so many cases. For example, in 2018, Corruption Eradication Commission or Komisi 

Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK) has revealed bribery scandals implicating judges and court officials 

all across Indonesia, including, among others, Bandung,
864

 Bengkulu,
865

 Tangerang,
866

 Medan,
867

 

South Jakarta,
868

 Jepara,
869

 and Balikpapan.
870
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VII CONCLUSION 

This chapter has described five interrelated legal factors to explain why the regulations of spatial 

planning fail to prevent environmental damage as a result of tourism projects. First, it found that the 

spatial planning governance system lacks district-level detailed plans, putting the enforcement 

mechanism of the spatial plan at risk. Although central government Regulation No. 36 of 2010 

requires district governments to complete district-level detailed plans no later than three years from 

the enactment of the general spatial plan, less than 25 per cent of districts and cities have followed 

this regulation. None of the districts or the city in Bali has finished a district-level detailed plan. 

Without such a plan, it is very challenging to analyse and qualify spatial use activities as spatial 

planning violations. The reason for the delay in the creation of the district-level detailed plan is 

principally the result of burdensome requirements for the issue of these plans. 

A further problem identified in this chapter is conflicting regulations on the review and amendment 

of the spatial plan. SPL 2007 stipulates that the government at all levels may review or amend the 

spatial plan once every five years. Only large-scale disasters and the change of boundaries of regions 

can justify the government reviewing and amending the spatial plan more than once in that time. 

However, there are a number of implementing regulations that completely contradict SPL 2007, 

allowing the government to review and amend the spatial plan whenever nationally strategic projects 

and economic development are involved. 

Although SPL 2007 and its implementing regulations require public participation, this process is 

often ignored. Even if implemented, public participation is usually restricted to the provision of 

information and consultation (formalities). There are no legal consequences or sanctions if the 

government does not undertake public information and consultation. SPL 2007 also does not clarify 

the stage at which public participation should be undertaken.  

The absence of criminal sanctions is the next problem identified in this chapter. Corruption is still 

one of the main reasons behind the absence of criminal sanctions, causing a lack of enforcement of 

spatial planning laws. It is also caused by the current trend of regular revision of the spatial plan to 

retrospectively legalise a Governor’s or Regent’s permit that contradicts it. 

Finally, judges’ decisions applying a narrow test of standing are a product of, and have aggravated, 

the factors mentioned above. Specifically, the courts have held as long as the infrastructure 

development is not complete and the projects are not up and running, there can be no indication of 

environmental damage. This means that, at this point, no environmental protection groups, and 

potentially no public interest group more generally, has any interests affected, even if a violation of 

the spatial plan is apparent. Judges have consistently argued that environmental damage can only 

happen if the threat of damage has materialised and is not longer just potential. Judges’ 

incompetence, their dependence on the Supreme Court, and corruption are likely to be the key 

reasons behind this controversial judgement. 

After explaining legal factors behind the regulatory failures of spatial planning in Bali, the next 

chapter will analyse non-legal factors. 
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Chapter 7 

The Non-Legal Factors behind the Regulatory Failures of Spatial Planning 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explores four non-legal factors behind the regulatory failure of spatial planning in Bali. 

The importance of economic development in governmental decision-making compared to the goal of 

sustainable development in spatial planning laws is the first. As reflected by my three case studies, 

regional governments (provinces and districts) and the central government seem to pursue short-

term and unsustainable tourism projects to increase their regional income, neglecting the importance 

of sustainable development. Related to this, is the pursuance of economic enrichment by local elites, 

the next non-legal factor. Special treatment and irregularities in issuing a spatial planning permit are 

common in tourism projects, and some government officials in provincial and district governments 

use economic development to justify or to hide their real intention (individual enrichment). The third 

non-legal factor is a lack of coordination due to disharmonious relationships between provincial and 

district governments. Specifically, the district government does not always involve the provincial 

government in planning and implementing spatial use, particularly when it comes to location permits 

for tourism projects. Finally, a lack of human resources, particularly in the map-making process for 

detailed spatial plans, has significantly impeded the issuance of plans.  

The presence of non-legal factors in this thesis, reflected in the case studies, offers empirical 

evidence of the complexity behind the failure of spatial planning. Whilst these factors may seem 

obvious, and are certainly common to many countries in the Global South, what the case studies 

demonstrate is that they are exacerbated and made more challenging because of their 

interrelationship with other factors. 

II  ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OUTWEIGHS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 

A How Economic Development Outweighs Spatial Planning Goals 

The giving of the greater priority to economic development over spatial planning objectives is a 

global issue.
871

 For example, in the Covent Garden Opera House case in 1988, Westminster City 

Council granted planning permission for the development of the commercial centre and the 

refurbishment of the Opera House although this project had conflicted with its development plan.
 872 

The council insisted on allowing this project, considering the profits from a commercial centre were 

to be applied to execute much-needed improvements to the opera house.
873

 Interestingly, the court 

supported this claim, arguing the profits were within the meaning of permitted valid material 

consideration.
874
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Searle and Cardew argue that these developments are a result of the relationship between 

neoliberalism and planning, wherein planning has been arranged to achieve the neoliberal agenda.
875

 

Boland expresses this fact as ‘neoliberal spatial governance’.
876

 For example, in the early 1980s, a 

giant tourism project (the Fairmont tourist resort) in Australia threatened conservation and heritage 

values in the Blue Mountains in New South Wales.
877

 Environmental NGOs, dreading the 

demolition of a mountain ridge, initiated protests after the local council lodged an application with 

the Department of Environment and Planning to rezone land on the edge of the ridge for the 

resort.
878

 NGOs then lodged three different appeals to the Land and Environment Court against the 

approval of the council of the project application.
879

 In 1985, the New South Wales Labor Council 

agreed to stop the project if environmental protection was neglected.
880

 As this measure could 

impede potential economic benefits of this project, the government promulgated special legislation, 

the so-called Blue Mountains Land Development (Special Provisions) Act to avoid possible delays, 

end existing court action, and authorise the Minister for Planning to approve the resort's 

development, which eventually opened in 1988.
881

 Another example, also in Australia, is the 

establishment of Darling Harbour located on the western side of Sydney CBD. The government 

originally planned the redevelopment of Darling Harbour to serve social objectives, such as 

education and health services.
882

 However, it was soon changed to be a major entertainment and 

leisure destination area for tourism.
883

  

In Indonesia, the central government anticipated the likelihood that provincial and district 

governments would pursue economic development goals over sustainable development. 

Specifically, the academic paper accompanying central government Law No. 26 of 2007 on Spatial 

Management (‘SPL 2007’) expressly refers to the notorious trend of district governments focusing 

more on short-term investment projects to increase district income, neglecting the importance of 

sustainable development.
884

  

Hotels are an attractive source of income to regional governments. Since hotels provide a source of 

regional income, district governments are often keen to grant investors any necessary permits. There 

have been many cases showing how district governments allow huge business projects to proceed, 

even though they conflict with existing spatial plans. This is a factor that occurs across Indonesia.
885
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Moreover, district governments often impose taxes and levies even for services not provided or that 

are unnecessary.
886

 For this reason, the central government enacted Law No. 28 of 2009 on Regional 

Taxes and Levies, as a way to control exploitative regional taxes and levies imposed by district 

governments.
887

  

When the Ministry of Home Affairs cancelled regional regulations, most were regulations on 

regional taxes and levies.
888

 From 2005 to 2009, this Ministry invalidated 1518 regional regulations, 

and 1142 regional regulations, of which around 75.23 per cent dealt with regional taxes and 

levies.
889

 In Bali, from 2005 to 2009, the Ministry cancelled 21 regional regulations, of which 17, or 

around 80.95 per cent, regulated regional taxes and levies.
890

 Interestingly, in 2017, this Ministry 

lost the power to cancel regional regulations following a Constitutional Court or Mahkamah 

Konstitusi (‘MK’) decision.
891

 In its judgement, the MK held that
 
the cancellation of regulations 

below the level of the statute in the hierarchy could only be undertaken by review by the Supreme 

Court, not the Ministry of Home Affairs.
892 

Therefore, the central government now has no power to 

cancel district regulations even if these regulations are issued solely to raise revenues, neglecting the 

national and provincial spatial plans.  

Although district governments are notorious for pursuing unsustainable economic development, the 

central government also exhibits such behaviour. As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, two 

central government regulations, Presidential Regulation No. 3 of 2016 and the Circular Letter of the 

Coordinating Minister of Economy, allowed district governments to revise the spatial plan to allow 

economic development and strategic projects, although SPL 2007 limits the revision of spatial plans 

to only once every five years. This shows that legal problems, particularly those related to 

conflicting regulations regarding the review and amendment of the spatial plan, are motivated by 

non-legal factors, especially the tendency to pursue unsustainable economic development and 

economic enrichment. 

In Bali, some hotel projects have violated spatial planning laws, but, as mentioned, there is a lack of 

enforcement to respond to such violations.
893

 The main reasons for this are, again, economic 

considerations relating to the role of investors (who have violated the spatial planning law) in the 

economic development in Bali.
894

 The Mulia Project shows how spatial planning regulations are 

insufficient to handle the weight given to economic benefits compared to environmental protection. 

The Regent of Badung disregarded the significance of this protection by letting the Mulia Project go 
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ahead for the sake of the economic benefit of this project for the district government and the wider 

community.  

In the Tahura Project, although the Bali Provincial government and the Badung District government 

tried to hide the economic agenda, the existence of the letter of the Regent of Badung revealed the 

real intention of this revision. This letter suggested the Governor of Bali changed the status of Pudut 

Island (part of Tahura Ngurah Rai) from a protection block to a utilisation block because the Badung 

District Government intended to develop this island as a major tourist attraction in order to generate 

a new source of district income.
895

 

In the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project, the Governor of Bali insisted on allowing the reclamation of 

the Benoa Bay, even though this bay was classified as a conservation area.
896

 As just explained in 

Chapter Five, the central government reinforced the decision of the Governor of Bali by changing 

the status of the Benoa Bay from a conservation area to a general utilisation area.
897

 Although the 

Governor and the investor tried to cover up the economic motivations behind this project, the 

investor later acknowledged that the goal of this project was to develop commercial tourism areas 

over 700 hectares of newly reclaimed land, with a value of USD 3 billion.
898

  

A spatial planning law expert from the University of Udayana revealed how the provincial and 

district governments undertake economic calculations when considering whether to enforce spatial 

planning laws in Bali.
899

 Although many hotels blatantly violate spatial planning, the district 

government believes that their economic contribution to the district’s income outweighs such 

violations.
900

 Similarly, an official from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry, Regional Office 

for Bali and Nusa Tenggara, says that when violations of spatial planning cause environmental 

damage, the government will not revoke the permit as it will decrease the regional revenue earned 

by the district government, which it utilises to build public infrastructure and alleviate poverty.
901

 It 

is true that many hotels have contributed to economic development because they provide jobs for the 

local community, taxes, and make corporate social responsibility (‘CSR’) contributions.
902

 However, 

in the long run, the cost of recovering environmental damage will be much higher than the taxes and 

CSR payments contributed by these hotels. 

Governments at all levels in Indonesia prefer to pursue short-term and unsustainable tourism 

projects to increase their regional income, neglecting the importance of sustainable development. 

The importance of economic development, particularly investment, leads governments to make great 

efforts to attract tourism projects. If project locations contradict existing spatial plans, they are often 

willing to revise the plan to justify the project, as happened in the Tahura and Reclamation Projects.  
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B Why Economic Development Outweighs Spatial Planning Goals 

There is a major misconception about spatial planning’s role in economic development in Indonesia. 

Instead of viewing it as a complementary factor, governments seem to see spatial planning as a 

direct rival to economic development. Spatial planning is often considered a bureaucratic 

impediment that obstructs economic development. Hence, when an economic development plan is 

decided, and there is an existing spatial plan that is unsuitable for this plan, governments react by 

revising the spatial plan. 

Spatial planning needs to be understood as a complementary element of economic development, 

particularly sustainable economic development.
903

 Specifically, ‘successful regional economic 

development requires complementary successful spatial planning practices’,
904

because spatial 

planning will, at least, provide land for employment sites, and infrastructure support, including 

housing and transport for workforces.
905

 Spatial planning can assist the government to anticipate 

road traffic so that it contributes to energy efficiency and reduced congestion.
906

 Spatial planning is 

also significant in supporting high-tech development, particularly related to the anticipation of 

environmental impacts.
907

 Once spatial planning is able to execute its function in supporting 

economic development, it will stimulate investment in a particular area.
908

 Finally, spatial planning 

can prevent regional disparities that may occur because the developmental benefits are not equally 

distributed or dispersed across areas.
909

  

The goal of spatial planning is actually realising development from sustainable economic, social-

cultural, and environmental perspectives.
910

 Hence, when realising this goal through a regulatory 

tool, spatial planning should guide economic development to respect and protect the environment. 

As a result, spatial planning can guide tourism development to achieve sustainable development. 

Tourism developments that comply with spatial planning have not only contributed to economic 

development but also environmental protection, as the following examples will show.  Managers of 

two compliant hotels explained in an interview that their hotels have contributed significantly to the 

government revenue and local communities. For example, the Human Resources Manager of the 

Prama Sanur Beach Bali states that the hotel pays hotel and restaurant tax, entertainment tax, and 

income tax annually.
911 

Furthermore, the hotel provides monthly support IDR 5.000.000 (AUD 500) 

for the local community.
912

 As regards employment, the hotel has 419 employees, and 49 employees 
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come from the local community (Intaran village). In terms of corporate social responsibility, the 

hotel has annual activities, such as beach and coastal cleaning, blood donation, orphanage support, 

and a turtle conservation program.
913

 Similarly, the Human Resources Manager of the Nusa Dua 

Beach Hotel explained that the hotel spent IDR 104.000.000 (10.400 AUD) on corporate social 

responsibility programs in 2017, including blood donation, orphanage, and Badung’s conservatory 

program.
914

 The hotel has 530 employees, with 147 from the local community (Benoa village).
915

  

The existence of such hotels, which comply with the existing spatial plan, raises an interesting 

question about hotels that do not. Why do they insist on building hotels very close (less than 100 

meters) to the beach or within a conservation area or by dredging the ocean? Is there a significant 

benefit in doing so? Given the fact that many hotels that comply with the existing spatial plan have 

also been profitable and provided economic benefits to their communities, it is hard to see what the 

benefit is of building a hotel that does not comply with spatial planning law. Ignorance as to the 

benefits of sustainability, an unwillingness to act in the public interest, and ultimately, the increasing 

shortage of space legally accessible to investors, may all explain this unlawful behaviour.  

To sum up, the fact that economic development is considered to be more important than spatial 

planning regulations shows the presence of ‘capture theory’ behind the regulatory failures of spatial 

planning in Bali. Gunther Teubner applies the term ‘over-socialization’ of law as a part of ‘the 

regulatory trilemma’ wherein the law is ‘captured’ by politics or by the regulated subsystem, 

specifically, the law is ‘politicised’, ‘economised’, and ‘pedagogised’.
916

  In this context, the spatial 

planning regulation in Bali has been ‘economised’, to favour economic development, neglecting the 

importance of sticking to the goals of spatial planning regulation to maintain the function and the 

carrying capacity of the environment.  

III THE PURSUANCE OF ECONOMIC ENRICHMENT 

A How the Pursuance of Economic Enrichment Has Occurred 

I have just argued that Indonesian governments at all levels neglect the importance of the spatial 

plan, seeing it as a developmental impediment. However, this is not the only driver of their 

behaviour. There is also a personal or elite interest in pursuing economic enrichment. This trend is 

clear from the process of issuing permits for tourism projects. 

For instance, in the case of the Mulia Project, the involvement of a fugitive in the ownership and 

funding of this project, along with irregularities in the transfer of ownership, indicate the pursuance 

of economic enrichment by a Regent or local elites. As mentioned earlier in the case studies chapter, 

Djoko Soegiarto Tjandra owned the company that built the Mulia Hotel. He was a fugitive. Due to 

public scrutiny, he transferred the ownership of Mulia Hotel to a director of one of his company, 

Viady Sutojo.
917

 This raises the question of how a fugitive can propose a hotel project in Bali,
 918
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and how he can transfer his ownership while being actively pursued by the police.
 919 

For transfer of 

ownership to be undertaken, there should be direct contact between him and government officials.
920

 

This fact reflected the existence of elite circles where the owner of this project had a close 

relationship with the inner circle of the president at that time. 

In the Tahura Project, the irregularity was the speed at which the process of issuing the permit took 

place. Specifically, from application to approval took only a year, which is highly unusual in 

Indonesia.
921

 Equally, the investor who established a company in 2009 had no track record of 

managing nature tourism. Tirta Rahmat Bahari or TRB was only registered as a limited liability 

company in August 2011, meaning that it was only a year old when it was granted a permit to 

exploit Tahura Ngurah Rai, Bali.
922

 What mattered most was his money, not his expertise. 

In the Reclamation Project, the involvement of powerful investors associated with national-level 

political leaders in Indonesia can explain the insistence of the central and the Bali Provincial 

governments to change Benoa Bay from conservation area to a general utilisation area to allow this 

project to continue. The investor in this project is Tommy Winata, the owner of the huge Artha 

Graha Group, which has interests in property, banking, insurance, gambling, and leisure 

businesses.
923

 Media in Indonesia reported that, as a result of large donations, he enjoys close 

relationships with political and military leaders in Indonesia.
924

 For example, he supported 

renovations to Indonesian police headquarters in Jakarta, including the office of Anti-Terrorist 

Squad, auditorium, mosque, boarding houses, and car park.
925

 In 2011, the United States embassy 

claimed that he also became one of the major financial supporters of President Soesilo Bambang 

Yudhoyono (2004-2014), although he strongly rejected this claim.
926

 In the Reclamation Project, 

Winata openly claimed that he had spent IDR one trillion (US$ 70 million) to expedite the 

Reclamation permit’s approval.
927  

Bali Corruption Watch, a leading anti-corruption NGO in Bali, 

believed governmental officers had illegally received some of this money and asked the Corruption 

Eradication Commission or Komite Pemberantasan Korupsi (‘KPK’) to investigate.
928
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In August 2019, I Wayan Suardana, as the coordinator of the Bali Forum against Reclamation or 

Forum Rakyat Bali Tolak Reklamasi (‘Forbali’) who coordinated a movement against the Benoa 

Bay Reclamation Project, stated that ForBali had submitted data directly related to the alleged 

corruption of the Reclamation Project to the KPK.
929

 He claimed the report was sent when Abraham 

Samad was still serving as the KPK Chairman.
930

 Samad took the view that indications of 

irregularities were already obvious so that a monitoring process had been started, but he was 

removed from his position shortly afterwards.
931

 Explaining the progress of the report, the KPK 

Spokesperson, Febri Diansyah said public complaints related to alleged corruption cases could not 

be provided to the public in detail, but added that all parties had the right to submit a report if there 

was an indication of corruption when government officials issued particular permits.
932

  

This all suggests the Regent of Badung and the Governor of Bali did not make a decision in good 

faith with the public interest in mind. Although some environmental NGOs claimed bribery was 

behind the issuance of permits for these three projects, there has never been a formal procedure 

(such as police investigation) to investigate this.  

B Why the Pursuance of Economic Enrichment Has Occurred 

As I argued in the previous chapter, in my view, this pursuance of economic enrichment is 

facilitated by legal weaknesses in the spatial planning system, namely, the absence of the district-

level detailed plan. Without such a plan, government officials have considerable discretion to issue a 

permit for tourism projects, even if these projects actually conflict with the general spatial plan. In 

other words, if a detailed plan had been issued, that would significantly reduce government 

flexibility to issue permits for commercial activities within its region, including those motivated by 

personal economic enrichment. 

Conflicting regulations on the review and amendment of the spatial plan also become loopholes for 

government officials. When the importance of economic development justifies the revision of spatial 

plan without having to wait five years, officials can use this to justify revising a spatial plan, hiding 

their main aim of personal enrichment. Moreover, criminal sanctions have never been applied, so 

issuing a permit that conflicts with the existing spatial plan has no serious implications.  

Courts are also corrupt as shown by the Tahura Project. Of course, there are many reasons behind 

corruption in Indonesia, many of them unrelated to the design of spatial planning laws and their 

enforcement. One of the most significant factors, which is worth raising here, is the cost of elections. 

Local elections require huge sums of campaign money. Governors and Regents are motivated to 

collect money to prepare for future elections and to recover financial expenditure after winning.  
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Becoming a Governor or a Regent in the current era of direct elections is extremely expensive. One 

candidate for Regent spent around IDR 10 billion (USD 1 million) just to campaign in a local 

election in a medium-sized district. In gubernatorial elections, a candidate must spend IDR 100 

billion (USD 10 million) to realistically win the election.
933

 This cost consists of the nomination of a 

candidate to participate in the elections;
934

 and the involvement of strategic advisors, political 

consultants, opinion surveys and media campaigns.
935

 Interestingly, the costs also cover what it is 

called as ‘vote-buying’: illegal distribution of cash payment to voters.
936

It is an arduous task to 

detect this practice, as vote-buying is now considered part of local culture.
937

 As a result of this, 

locally powerful and wealthy individuals who can organise and fund networks from their personal 

resources are the most successful candidates.
938

 

In this context, the Mulia Project occurred in 2011, and the Badung District government had held a 

local election in 2010. Meanwhile, the Tahura Project took place in 2013, the same year the Bali 

Provincial government held a gubernatorial election. There is no evidence to connect the violations 

of spatial planning laws discussed in these three case studies to the cost of elections. However, given 

the highly unusual irregularities in the issuance of permits, the involvement of tycoon investors and 

the time when elections were held, one can speculate that there is a connection between elections, 

money, and spatial planning permits. 

To sum up, when state officials involve their personal or group interests
939

in seeking bribes to issue 

permits concerning a spatial plan, they reflect a narrow interest that departs from the principles of 

sustainable development, thus ‘capturing’ or diverting the regulation of spatial planning.
940

 In spatial 

planning, the practice of pursuing a personal or group interest by receiving material benefits from a 

permit process is known as ‘planning gain’.
941 

In my view, in the era of regional autonomy, 

government officials from district governments have new and wider opportunities to receive 
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planning gain, pursuing their own enrichment by using economic development to justify or to hide 

their real intentions.
942

  

IV THE LACK OF COORDINATION BETWEEN THE PROVINCIAL AND DISTRICT GOVERNMENTS 

A How Lack of Coordination Occurred 

As discussed in Chapter Two, Indonesia has been drastically transformed from one of the most 

centralised, into one of the most decentralised countries.
943

 This change, however, has created some 

unsolved problems. There are, at least, four crucial ones: lack of capacity at the regional level; 

inequality between the rich and poor regions; massive corruption;
944

 and lack of coordination or 

disharmony between central and local governments.
945

  

The following shows how this disharmony occurs, particularly as regards relations between the 

provincial and district governments. In the era of regional governments, there is no longer a vertical 

relationship between a Governor, as head of the provincial government, and a Regent, as head of a 

district government. Under the current system, the Governor no longer acts as a decisive leader of 

governments in his or her province, but only as the coordinator of the Regents.
946

 In spatial planning 

governance in Bali, the lack of coordination between the district and the provincial governments 

occurs because the district government does not involve the provincial government in planning and 

implementing spatial use, particularly as regards the issuance of a location permits. Bali Provincial 

Regulation No. 16 of 2009 on Spatial Plan of Bali 2009-2029 (‘Bali Provincial SPL’) expressly 

states that spatial planning of the provincial area aims to integrate national, provincial and 

district/city spatial planning.
947

 Equally, the integration process is essential as a means of protecting 

space functions and preventing negative impacts on the Balinese environment and culture from the 

inappropriate use of space.
948

  

Moreover, in my view, SPL 2007 shows inconsistency as regards the involvement of the provincial 

government. On the one hand, this Law has given power to the district government to issue location 

permits without consulting the provincial government. Article 26(3) states that ‘the district spatial 

plan shall process location permit applications, and develop land administration policies’.
949

 On the 

other hand, the Law requires a Governor’s recommendation if a district government intends to issue 

a district-level detailed plan.
950

 Why does SPL 2007 require the involvement of the Governor in the 
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issuance of the district detailed plans, but not the issuance of a location permit? No explanation is 

available. 

The Bali Provincial SPL gives the Bali Provincial government authority in areas that are classified 

as provincial strategic areas. The following interests determine this categorisation: defence and 

security; economic growth; Balinese social and culture; utilisation of natural resources and high 

technology; and the functionality and carrying capacity of the environment.
951

 Article 82 of Bali 

Provincial SPL explains provincial strategic areas from an economic growth perspective. These areas 

include, among others: Nusa Dua, Tuban, Kuta in Badung Regency; Sanur in Denpasar City; Ubud 

in Gianyar Regency; Soka in Tabanan Regency; and Air Sanih in Buleleng Regency.
952

 In other 

words, the Bali Provincial government has authority in Kuta, Nusa Dua, and Tuban, and it should be 

involved in the issuance of location permits within these three areas.  

An official from the Bali Public Works and Spatial Planning Agency told me that the inclusion of 

tourism areas (such as Nusa Dua) in provincial strategic areas is because the Bali Provincial 

government anticipates that although those areas are located in the district of Badung, their influence 

will impact Bali more generally.
953

 Hence, when there is a problem in those tourism areas, such as 

environmental damage, the province will also bear the consequences, not just the regency.
954

 In 

reality, however, the Badung District government does not involve the Bali Provincial government. 

For example, the Mulia Project in Nusa Dua falls within the scope of provincial strategic areas.  

B Why the Lack of Coordination Has Occurred 

In my view, the lack of coordination between the provincial and district governments occurs as a 

result of a wide-spread poor understanding of regional autonomy in local governments. In the era of 

regional autonomy, Governors, Regents and Mayors are no longer determined by the central 

government, as in the past. Instead, voters choose them through a direct election process. Those who 

serve as Governors, Regents, and Mayors may come from different political parties. When Regents 

are from different political parties to Governors, disharmonious relationships are likely to occur. 

Regents often prioritise the interests of their constituents or the elites that back them over the 

interests of the central government and its spatial plan. 

As mentioned, one of the common problems in the coordination process is the absence of 

Regents/Mayors at coordination meetings. To answer this, the central government issued 

Government Regulation No. 19 of 2010 concerning Procedures for the Implementation of Duties 

and Authorities and the Financial Position of the Governor as a Central Government Representative 

in the Provincial Region. Specifically, the Governor has the authority to invite meetings of 

Regents/Mayors and their staff,
955

 and he/she has the right to impose sanctions on Regents/Mayors 
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whose performance is deemed unsatisfied.
956

 However, the regulation does not elaborate on the kind 

of sanctions to be imposed. 

An administrative law expert from the University of Udayana suggests sectoral self-interest is 

behind the lack of coordination between Governors and Regents. Each has authority determined by 

Regional Autonomy Law.
957

 However, in the implementation of this law, conflicting or overlapping 

authority is unavoidable. When it happens, instead of discussing, they tend to show their powers by 

unilaterally interpreting the authority given them by Regional Autonomy Law.
958

 In the Mulia 

Project, the Regent believed he did not need to coordinate with the Governor, as he had authority to 

issue location permits according to the Regional Autonomy Law. In contrast, the Governor insisted 

that there should be coordination between the provincial and district governments due to the fact that 

the location of this project was within the provincial strategic area, based on considerations such as 

the function and carrying capacity of the environment. The lack of formal and informal coordination 

measures due to disharmonious relations between Governor and Regents is one reason why spatial 

planning regulations very often fail to function efficiently.
959

  

Finally, the lack of coordination between the Bali Provincial and Badung District governments 

reflects a regulatory failure of spatial planning at the implementation stage. Under the current 

process, the Bali Provincial government is unable to control the issuance of a location permit for 

tourism projects by the Badung District government, although the Bali Provincial government has 

authority to do so if projects are located in a provincial strategic area. As a result, the Bali Provincial 

government has no power to revoke the location permit if it contradicts the provincial spatial plan, 

causing environmental damage. 

V A LACK OF TRAINED HUMAN RESOURCES IN PREPARING THE DISTRICT DETAILED SPATIAL PLAN 

As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, the absence of the district-level detailed plan has a 

connection with the lack of human resources. This section explores further how this issue has arisen 

in Bali. The quality of human resources has always been an issue when discussing a complicated 

process such as the map-making process for the district-level detailed plan in Indonesia. It requires 

an accurate survey process, involving experts (such as planners and consultants) from various 

disciplines and multilayered governments and agencies. The Chairman of the Indonesian Planning 

Experts Association has stated that almost 5000 detailed plans are yet to be completed.
960

 The reason 

behind this is a lack of qualified city planners, not just in remote districts, but also in big cities.
961

 

The Head of the Geospatial Information Agency also acknowledges the lack of capacity of the 

people involved in preparing the district detailed plan.
962

 There are still errors in the data processing 
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and spatial mapping processes that do not follow mapping methods and standards established by the 

Geospatial Information Agency.
963

  

In the Badung District government, the lack of qualified city planners in Bali forced the government 

to involve professional planners from Jakarta.
964

 Some of these were also involved in preparing 

maps of detailed plans for many other districts across Indonesia so it takes a long time to complete 

any one map, and the deadline is eventually exceeded.
965

 In fact, only a few local officials in spatial 

planning agency in the Badung District government even understand how to read and prepare a map 

properly.
966

  

This also happens in other countries. Gallent and Kim reveal how administrative barriers exist in 

spatial planning governance in Korea.
967

 Local agencies do not have enough experience in planning 

processes because the professional planners work mainly in the central government,
968

and so local 

officials are not professionally qualified.
969

 In Poland, according to Krajewska, Źróbek and Kovač, 

the lack of expertise has led to difficulties in issuing a clear zoning guideline, causing ambivalence 

and uncertainty in urban planning.
970

 

The lack of capacity has been exacerbated by the major restructure of government agencies. 

Specifically, before 2014, central government Law No. 32 of 2004 on Regional Autonomy spread 

spatial planning authority across three different institutions namely, the Regional Development 

Planning Board of Bali, which focussed on spatial planning issues; the Bali Environmental Agency, 

which had the authority to control the spatial planning, particularly to anticipate the negative impact 

of development on the environment; and, finally, the Bali Public Works Agency, which had a 

dominant role in the utilisation of spatial planning.
971

 In 2014, Governmental Regulation No. 18 of 

2016 on Regional Apparatus (which implements central government Law No.23 of 2014 on 

Regional Autonomy) transferred all authority to the Bali Public Works and Spatial Planning 

Agency, and the Badung Public Works and Spatial Planning Agency at the district level.
972

 

Interestingly, at the central level, the central government has separated the Ministry of Public Works 

and Spatial Planning, as the central government has merged spatial planning with the Ministry of 

Agrarian and National Land Agency. 

Both officials from the Bali Public Works and Spatial Planning Agency, and the Ministry of 

Agrarian and Spatial Planning admit the change of nomenclature, both in the central government 
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and the regions, has implications for a longer adjustment process, particularly related to human 

resources.
973

 Specifically, the result is not just a change of the name but also of the function of the 

agency, and that process requires significant bureaucratic adjustment. The merged agency (a result 

of the change of nomenclature) has to organise new people, and make new delegations of authority. 

In the Badung Spatial Planning Agency, the majority of local officials used to serve different 

agencies before moving to the Public Works and Spatial Planning Agency.
974

 Some of these officials 

have no experience and no qualification in spatial planning governance.
975

 Interestingly, as practice 

has shown, officials are often moved to different agencies after working in the spatial planning 

agency for just one or two years.
976

  

A lack of planners in Indonesia has also contributed to the problem. As a profession, planners are 

not as popular as in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia.
977

 Dhani M. Muttaqin, 

Executive Director of the Indonesian Planners Association, has revealed that students who graduate 

from the Urban and Regional Planning department in Indonesia are not keen to become planners.
978

 

For example, in Bandung Institute of Technology, 40 percent of suitably qualified graduates do not 

work as planners.
979

 Moreover, only a very small number of planners have ever passed the relevant 

certification process in Indonesia.
980

 

One of the directors in the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning provides an interesting 

analysis. He says that the lack of human resources in the making of district-level detailed plans has 

correlated with the fact that most universities in Indonesia, particularly the departments of urban and 

regional planning in the faculties of engineering, do not even teach students how to make detailed 

plans.
981

 In most universities in Indonesia, Urban and Regional Planning is a four-year bachelor 

program.
982

 Graduating from this program, each student has to pass 46 compulsory subjects, seven 

elective subjects, and three ‘personality development’ subjects.
983

 However, incredibly, none of 
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these subjects deals with the existence of detailed plans.
984

 The common practice is that they teach 

urban planning in general through urban planning (semester IV), urban planning practice (semester 

V), and regional planning (semester V).
985

 

To sum up, the lack of sufficient expertise,
986

along with a lack of skill among local officials,
987

  has 

contributed to the regulatory failure of spatial planning, particularly at the creation stage. This is 

because these officials are technically unable to issue a district-level detailed plan that should act as 

the crucial source of guidance to implement and enforce spatial planning regulations in Bali in order 

to prevent environmental damage caused by commercial projects, including tourism projects. 

VI CONCLUSION 

This chapter has identified and analysed non-legal factors behind the regulatory failures of spatial 

planning in Bali. It finds that there are four primary non-legal factors behind the failure of spatial 

planning regulation in Bali. The first is the importance of economic development, which outweighs 

spatial planning goals in realising sustainable development. As shown by my three case studies, the 

Bali Provincial government and the Badung District government prefer to pursue short-term and 

unsustainable tourism projects to increase their regional incomes, neglecting the importance of 

sustainable development. The reason behind this trend is the misconception about spatial planning’s 

role in economic development in Bali. Instead of seeing it as a complementary factor, governments 

seem to view spatial planning as a rival to economic development. In fact, spatial planning is not in 

contradiction with economic development, and there is evidence to suggest that tourism projects that 

comply with spatial planning also contribute to economic development in Bali. There is also a trend 

where greedy investors and government officials take an advantage of the shortage of space that is 

available for tourism projects. 

The pursuance of economic enrichment by local elites is the next non-legal factor. There have been 

‘special treatments’ or irregularities in issuing a permit for tourism projects as the three case studies 

have shown. The reason behind this trend relates both directly and indirectly to the legal problems 

discussed in the previous chapter. Specifically, government officials who pursue economic 

enrichment benefit from the following factors: the absence of regulation of the detailed plan; the 

conflicting regulation on the amendment of the spatial plan; and the lack of implementation of SPL 

2007. Thereafter, there is a lack of coordination due to disharmonious relations between the 

provincial and district governments under current regional autonomy arrangements. Specifically, the 

district government does not involve the provincial government in planning and implementing 

spatial use, particularly related to the issuance of location permits for tourism projects. Finally, the 

lack of adequate human resources in the map-making process for the detailed plan is a major cause 

of delays in the creation of district-level detailed plans in Bali. 
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All in all, intertwined legal and non-legal factors both contribute significantly to the failure of 

spatial planning regulations in Bali to achieve their regulatory objectives. Although the hotel 

industry offers Bali, and Indonesia more broadly, significant economic and social benefits, the 

failure of spatial planning laws has meant that these developments are not being sustainably 

managed. The next chapter concludes the thesis by proposing regulatory reforms that could help to 

make spatial planning regulations more effective. 
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PART IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORM 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

This thesis has argued that both legal and non-legal factors have contributed to the regulatory failure 

of spatial planning in Bali. Although these factors are different, they are inter-related and operate in 

complex ways to frustrate spatial planning objectives of preventing environmental and social 

damage by tourism projects. This thesis responds to these findings by proposing regulatory reforms 

to make spatial planning regulations more effective. These reforms try to respond to legal and non-

legal factors, for example, by proposing the use of existing zoning rules as a temporary enforcement 

mechanism, and strengthening the legal consequences of not completing a district-level detailed plan  

to respond to the problem of the absence of the district-level detailed plan. In addition, the 

enforcement of criminal sanctions for government officials are intended to respond to the absence of 

criminal sanctions for them, particularly Regents and Mayors who issue permits that conflict with 

the existing spatial plans. Lastly, the proposal for the involvement of provincial governments in the 

issuance of location permits is intended to respond to the current lack of coordination between the 

provincial and district governments.  

Although reform in spatial planning governance is urgently needed, I must be realistic about the 

difficulties to be faced. In general, experience suggests that processes of law reform in Indonesia are 

far from complete, and have had only a few concrete successes. Therefore, most of the 

recommendations made in this thesis will be more effective if supported by other related factors. For 

example, the use of zoning rules as an alternative enforcement mechanism requires the initiative and 

political will of district governments because there is no strict obligation to do so based on existing 

spatial planning regulations in Indonesia. Given the conflict avoidance character of Indonesian 

society,
988

 the enhancement of public participation will also require the active participation of 

society in monitoring and raising critical questions when they find something unclear and incorrect 

in spatial planning governance. Also, the enforcement of criminal sanctions should go hand-in-hand 

with the efforts to eradicate corruption in Indonesia. Finally, some other problems are beyond the 

scope of this thesis, for instance, the revision of the university curriculum to include content dealing 

specifically with the creation of general and detailed spatial plans. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Suggestions for Reform 

 

I CONCLUSION 

Visiting a luxurious hotel, overlooking sea and coastal areas can be an outstanding and memorable 

experience. However, visitors will not always know whether the development of the hotel has 

adversely affected the environment and the life of the local community. What if a hotel was built not 

just very close to the sea but on top of it, as a result of reclamation? Or what if a hotel was built in a 

conservation forest area? In Bali, spatial planning laws are meant to determine which areas are open 

for tourism projects, and which are closed, based on environmental and social considerations. 

However, spatial planning law does not work, leading to failures to protect the environment, 

vulnerable communities and natural resources from being damaged as a result of tourism 

developments.  

The current central government Law No.26 of 2007 (‘SPL 2007’), which aims to address drawbacks 

in previous spatial planning laws, regulates spatial planning in Indonesia comprehensively, at least 

on paper. It covers: the division of authority between the central, provincial, and district 

governments in spatial planning governance; the significance of sustainable development; the 

inclusion of public participation; and the application of both administrative and criminal sanctions to 

breaches of the plan. However, as a reflection of the fragmented approach to spatial management 

that prevails in Indonesia, this Law only applies to land-related governance. Central government 

Law No. 27 of 2007 regulates spatial distribution in coastal areas, while central government Law 

No.41 of 1999 only applies to forest areas. At the provincial and district levels, the Bali provincial 

and the Badung district governments have also issued spatial planning regulations, dividing areas in 

Bali and Badung into conservation and utilisation areas.  The thesis finds that that spatial planning 

laws have allowed largely unchecked development of hotels in Bali, and have done very little to 

prevent environmental damage caused by this development Spatial planning laws need to be 

reformed to strictly prohibit commercial activities, including tourism projects within conservation 

areas, to ensure their  protection for environmental and social reasons. 

Using three major hotel projects as case studies, this thesis has demonstrated that, in reality, there is 

a significant gap between the law ‘on the books’ and the law in action.
989

 The Mulia Project 

demonstrates failures in the decision making process for authorising building projects of this kind 

and the lack of enforcement of spatial planning laws, damaging coastal areas, marine biota, and local 

communities. There was no action taken by any level of government to stop the hotel project when it 

was built at a distance from the shoreline that conflicts with spatial planning regulations. Also, this 

project involved an ownership scandal and a lack of transparency around the EIA and inspection 

reports.  
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The Tahura Project demonstrates how the development of guest houses on a protected block, where 

development is prohibited, will cause damage to Tahura Mangrove Forest and local communities. 

This project has led to litigation. The ensuing decisions of the Provincial Appellate Administrative 

Court and the Supreme Court in Jakarta are highly controversial, as they apply a very narrow test of 

standing that impedes environmental NGOs from holding government officers to account in cases 

where environmental damage is foreseeable but has not yet occurred.  

Lastly, the Benoa Bay Reclamation Project provides evidence that spatial planning regulations can 

be easily and hastily changed by the central government to suit its development objectives. This can 

be seen from the way the status of Benoa Bay was changed from a conservation area to a general 

utilisation area to support the provincial government’s measures to allow the reclamation of Benoa 

Bay. 

Explaining the factors that have caused spatial planning to fail, this thesis finds interrelated legal and 

non-legal factors. Concerning legal factors, the absence of a district-level detailed plan weakens 

government objectives of protecting the environment through spatial planning regulations, meaning 

it is difficult to know which areas are closed for tourism projects and reserved for environmental and 

social protection programs. Another legal factor is conflicting regulations on the review and 

amendment of the spatial plan. Although SPL 2007 states that spatial plans may only be revised 

once every five years, some implementing regulations allow the revision of the spatial plan as often 

as needed to meet the needs of economic development and infrastructure projects. Thereafter, public 

participation is just a formality rather than a means of protecting affected communities from 

environmental damage. Moreover, criminal sanctions are never applied to government officials in 

Bali, although there is clear evidence that they deliberately issue spatial planning permits that 

conflict with the existing provincial and district spatial plans. Finally, in instances where violations 

of spatial planning laws do not cause immediate environmental damage, the Appellate 

Administrative Court and the Supreme Court have held that environmental protection organisations 

do not have standing sufficient to commence judicial review proceedings against the government. 

This thesis also finds that there are four main non-legal factors behind the regulatory failures of 

spatial planning in Bali. To begin, the importance of economic development usually outweighs 

spatial planning aims in pursuing sustainable development. It is common for central and provincial 

governments to make great efforts to attract tourism projects. If the location of the project is in a 

prohibited area, they are often even willing to revise the plan to justify the project. The pursuance of 

economic enrichment by local elites (corrupt practices) is the next non-legal factor. This can be 

traced through special treatment given to many projects, as well as irregularities in issuing permits 

for tourism projects. A lack of coordination also occurs because of the disharmonious relationship 

between the provincial and district governments. For instance, the district government disregards the 

provincial government when issuing location permits for tourism projects. The final factor is a 

typical problem in developing countries, that is, a lack of trained human resources, particularly in 

the creation of district-level detailed plans. This problem is linked to the lack of qualified planners, 

the lack of capacity of district government officials, and the fact that most universities in Indonesia 

do not sufficiently teach students how to prepare general and detailed plans.  
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In line with the main focus of this thesis, in the next section I suggest some regulatory reforms to 

make spatial planning regulation more effective in Indonesia. Although the next section focuses on 

regulatory reforms, this does not lessen the need for additional reforms in other areas. For example, 

setting out a training procedure for government officials or details of revision of the university 

curricula. These are also issues in need of further research. 

II SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORM 

A Zoning Rules as an Alternative Enforcement Mechanism 

I have proposed some regulatory reforms to make spatial planning regulation more effective in 

Indonesia. First, I propose, as a temporary measure, that existing zoning rules be used as an 

enforcement mechanism. When the government asserts that the district-level detailed plan is the 

only effective way to enforce spatial planning law, it generates inflexible and over-stringent 

regulation, leading to the failure of spatial planning. There should be other ways to enforce spatial 

planning law if a district government has not yet completed its detailed plan. 

Although Indonesia has not issued an accurate map (of the kind available in the detailed plan), the 

district government could still implement and enforce spatial planning law, particularly in relation to 

land allocation. De Soto argues that some developing countries take the view that property assets are 

unable to be formally registered unless they have been accurately recorded by using geographical 

information technology.
990

 However, this is not entirely true, as Americans and Europeans 

successfully recorded all their property assets long before they had discovered computers and 

geographical technology.
991

 Japan, too, recorded land assets, employing maps from the Edo period – 

three to four centuries before the discovery of computers and global positioning systems (GPS).
992

 

In this context, there should be another mechanism to enforce spatial planning law in Indonesia 

without having to wait for the completion of the elusive district-level detailed plans. 

The district government could, for example, employ a zoning regulation to enforce spatial planning 

law when its detailed plan has not yet been completed. This is not to say that the detailed plan is no 

longer needed, as it is still the most robust way to enforce spatial planning law, just that something 

else can be done if the plan is not yet in existence. 

The application of zoning regulations can be based on existing legal grounds. SPL 2007 defines 

‘zoning regulations’ as ‘provisions that regulate the spatial use and control elements that are 

arranged for each designation zone by a detailed plan’.
993

 Ideally, after completing the district-level 

detailed plan, the district government issues a zoning regulation to explain the existence of its 

detailed plan. Nevertheless, SPL 2007 also recognises that the zoning regulation can be applied as a 

means of controlling spatial use.
994

  

Minister of Public Works Regulation No. 20/PRT/M/2011 further explains how a zoning regulation 

can be employed to control spatial use without the presence of the district-level detailed plan. 
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Specifically, the district government can issue a zoning regulation without completing the detailed 

plan if the following conditions are met:
995

  

1. The district/city spatial plan does not have a spatial map with a minimum level of accuracy 

of 1: 5000; and  

2. The district/city spatial plan has mandated a part of its territory that is necessary to be 

regulated by the detailed plan. 

This regulation is clear that zoning regulations have the following functions:
 
as operational devices 

for controlling space utilisation; and as references in providing incentives and disincentives as well 

as in imposing sanctions.
 996

 For these reasons, the Minister of Public Works Regulation expressly 

states that the district government can employ a zoning regulation as a means of enforcing spatial 

planning law, and this is true regardless of whether a detailed map exists. However, this regulation is 

yet to be applied to use a zoning regulation as a legal basis to take action against a spatial planning 

violation. 

The Badung District government has issued a Badung District SPL that includes zoning rules.
997

    It 

should be able to use these zoning rules to enforce spatial use in the absence of a detailed plan. For 

example, Badung District SPL divides its territory into a conservation and integrated agriculture area 

(North Badung); a capital city and civic centre area (Central Badung); and a tourism area (South 

Badung).
998

 It then regulates protected areas and cultivation areas.
999

 As mentioned in chapter two, 

protected areas include local protected areas, encompassing holy areas; sacred sites; coastal borders; 

river borders; cliff borders; and the areas around lakes and reservoirs.
1000

 The zoning rules define a 

‘coastal border area’ as ‘land along the sea edge at a distance of at least 100 from the highest tide 

point of the sea to the land’.
1001

 When there is a proposed tourism project in North Badung (not a 

tourist area), and its development plan does not follow the coastal border requirement under the 

zoning rules, this should be a strong indication that the project will violate the existing spatial plan. 

As a result, the district government should reject the project on the ground of zoning rules alone. 

In the Mulia Project, when the proposal for the project (particularly related to the development plan) 

showed that the location of proposed buildings was very close to the beach (less than 100 meters), 

the Regent of Badung should have refused this project for contradicting existing zoning rules. The 

Regent should not have issued a recommendation letter as he has an authority to refuse any 

development plan that contradicts existing zoning rules. Moreover, he could refuse to issue a 

recommendation, even if the Central Government, through the Capital Investment Coordinating 

Board or Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (‘BKPM’), had granted the investor a permit-in-

principle. This would have prevented the investor processing the building permit because it is 
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prohibited for an investor to start a project without the building permit, and the building permit can 

not be issued without a recommendation letter from the Regent of Badung. In reality, however, he 

let the project continue, taking advantage of the absence of the district-level detailed plan. 

Zoning rules are actually available as an enforcement mechanism. However, doing so requires the 

political will of district governments as under the current spatial planning laws, there is no strict 

obligation to take such action. This can be challenging, given the hidden motive behind the biq 

question of why district governments seem reluctant to apply zoning rules, that is, corruption, which 

spans not only executive bodies in Indonesia, but also judicial ones as well. As long as the 

eradication of corruption is not effective, the application of zoning rules will be an arduous task.  

B Legal Consequences for not Completing District-level Detailed Plans 

The next proposal relates to the legal consequences of not completing a district-level detailed plan. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, SPL 2007 requires district governments to enact detailed plan 

regulations within three years after the issuance of the general spatial plan. However, this Law does 

not impose any consequences for breaches of this time limit, leading to a risk that the limits will be 

ignored, and the statutory provisions not enacted.
1002

 There should be legal consequences for this, 

such as removing the authority to issue building permits until the detailed plan is produced. The 

removal of authority would have significant deterrent effects for the district government. The core 

idea of the regional government is that district governments have more authority to regulate and 

manage their regions to better respect the aspirations and interests of local communities.
1003

 The 

more authority that is given to district governments under the framework of regional government, 

the more opportunity there is for them to maximise their regional incomes, for example, through 

fees earned from granting permits.  

When the authority to issue building permits is revoked, the Governor should take over this 

authority. Under the concept of regional government, the Governor acts as the Central 

Government’s representative, with functions to monitor, evaluate and supervise district 

governments’ performance.
1004

 In addition, the Governor also has the authority to assess the draft  

district-level spatial plan and supervise the existing district-level spatial plan.
1005

 Moreover, after 

district governments complete the draft of their detailed plans, the draft is submitted to the 

provincial government for the Governor’s approval.
1006

 For these reasons, the Governor is the right 

party to be entitled to issue building permits. 

There is a regulation that imposes heavier administrative sanctions for the absence of the district-

level detail plan. Specifically, Government Regulation No. 12 of 2017 on Fostering and Monitoring 

the Implementation of Regional Government imposes administrative sanctions in Regents who do 

not submit a draft of any district-level regulation on regional income and expenditure budgets to the 
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district legislative council within the time period determined by this regulation.
1007

 Among these 

administrative sanctions are delay or deduction of general allocation budget funds or Dana Alokasi 

Umum (‘DAU’) from the Central Government.
1008

 

To sum up, removing district government authority in issuing building permits seems sensible 

because this sanction will have a deterrent effect on district governments, and there is an appropriate 

party to take over this authority - the Governor. Finally, the imposition of administrative sanctions 

for the absence of a draft of a district-level regulation exists in the case of the regional income 

regulation at the district level, and this could also be done to assist in achieving the completion of 

district-level detailed plans on time. 

Although removing the district government authority seems promising, it will only work if the 

Governor is commited to resisting corruption. It would be an irony if the Governor taking over 

authority to issue building permits also means taking over corruption in relation to the issue of these 

permits. Besides, there would also need to be intensive training programs on how to complete a 

detailed spatial plan for government officials because one of the reasons behind the lack of such 

plans is their lack of capacity. 

C Criminal Sanctions for Government Officials 

Criminal sanctions for government officials should also be enforced. There should be routine 

prosecutions of Governors or Mayors who issue permits that conflict with the existing spatial plan. 

Because the criminal sanctions under SPL 2007 are never applied, the Anti-Corruption Law should 

be applied in its stead, and the deliberate issue of permits that contravene spatial plans should be 

seen as corruption, as corruption is the dominant motive behind the issuance of this kind of permit. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, when Governors or Regents issue a spatial planning permit, 

they must be aware of the existing spatial plan in their regions. Hence, it should be almost 

impossible for them to issue a permit that conflicts with the spatial plan. If Governors and Mayors 

issue a permit that contradicts the spatial plan, that should be seen as a clear sign of misconduct. 

The United Nations Convention against Corruption (‘UNCAC’) explains that one example of 

corruption is ‘the misuse of procedures regulating private entities, including procedures regarding 

subsidies and licences [permits] granted by public authorities for commercial activities’.
1009

 

Meanwhile, central government Law No. 31 of 1999 on the Eradication of Corruption defines a 

corruptor as ‘anyone who unlawfully commits an act enriches himself or another person or a 

corporation that can injure state’s finances and economy.’
1010

 In these circumstances, issuing permits 

that conflict the existing spatial plan will, in many cases, be a corrupt act. Police, public prosecutors, 

and judges should therefore investigate the motives behind the issuance of these permits. As my 

three case studies have shown, when there are irregularities in the process of issuing permits, and the 

indication of economic enrichment by government officials, there may be a link between issuance of 
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these permits, the motives involved, and corruption. Criminal sanctions would provide the deterrent 

effect that the current SPL 2007 and its implementing regulations lack, dissuading future violations 

of spatial planning regulations.  

However, the enforcement of criminal sanctions requires a strong commitment from police, public 

prosecutor, and courts. They have to have a same perspective that issuing permits that conflict the 

spatial plan is a corrupt act. The fact that courts are still corrupt, as shown by the case studies, will 

be a major challenge to achieving these reforms. 

D The Enhancement of Public Participation 

The enhancement of public participation is my next recommendation. There is a lack of clarity on 

the stage at which public participation should be undertaken. There should be regulation to require 

governments to conduct public participation not just in the revision of spatial plans, but also in their 

creation, implementation, and enforcement. As mentioned, in the Tahura and Reclamation Projects, 

the Bali Provincial and central governments conducted public participation only in the revision of 

the spatial plan, and even then it was a manipulated and incomplete process. 

As a comparison, Hong Kong has revised its planning law to require public participation in all 

stages of the spatial plan. The old law, that is  the 1997 Town Planning Ordinance, required so-

called ‘public inspection’ after the draft had been submitted to the Town Planning Board for 

consideration, but the new law, that is the 2004 Amendment of the Hong Kong Town Planning 

Ordinance, provides ample room for public participation.
1011

 The Board’s Planning Department 

prepares a so-called ‘concept plan’ and a ‘preliminary layout plan’ that must involve the public 

through seminars, roadshows, and radio broadcasts.
1012

 After receiving feedback from the public, the 

Board is to prepare an ‘outline zoning plan’, enabling formal public inspection and consultation for 

two months.
1013

 This example shows how the public can be actively involved in the creation of the 

spatial plan. 

As to the implementation and enforcement stages, a lecturer from the Malang Institute of 

Technology (‘ITN’) has developed an Android-based app called ‘Urban and Regional Watch (‘UR-

Watch’) to enable the public to be actively involved in spatial planning.
1014

 Although this app is still 

in the trial phase, the idea behind it should be encouraged. When users open this app, it presents 

them with a map of a general spatial plan so they are informed which areas are protection or 

utilisation areas. When they find commercial buildings in protection areas, they can submit a report. 

This app can be used with the district-level spatial planning agency and the district legislative 

council as administrators. Later, users can look at the account history to see actions taken by the 

government on the report, if any. 
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This type of application can also be useful to ensure the equality of the parties involved. As 

mentioned, governments in Indonesia often intentionally invite only member of the public who 

expressly agree with the proposed tourism project. The app will offer wider opportunities for the 

public to express their disagreement. If they are not invited to public consultations, they can still 

express their concerns and convey proposals by using this application. 

When the UR-Watch app is finally up and running, there should be a regulation to require 

governments to use it as a means of enhancing public participation. There is a good example of how 

Android-based applications have enhanced public participation in Indonesia.
1015

 Specifically, the 

Special Region of Jakarta has successfully employed the ‘Qlue’ application, which is linked to the 

Jakarta Smart City program.
1016

 This enables the public to report anything that relates to the public 

services in Jakarta.
1017

 The report goes directly to the Governor’s office and, on the same day, the 

Governor will ask the relevant agency to promptly respond to the report.
1018

 The progress of the 

report is clearly visible on screen, and is monitored by the Governor’s office.
1019

 Once this app is 

successfully applied, it will reflect accountable and transparent principles as a part of good 

governance.
1020

 Finally, it will help eradicating corruption in Indonesia. 

There remains a question whether the use of this app will be effective because Indonesia still faces a 

problem regarding the lack of capacity of its government officials. However, given the wide use of 

apps in Indonesian daily life such as car-sharing, food delivery, and couriers,
1021

 it is likely this app 

will prove popular and be widely used. 

E The Involvement of the Provincial Government in the Issuance of Location Permit 

The involvement of the provincial government in the issuance of location permits is the next 

proposal, particularly for tourism projects in provincial strategic areas, such as Kuta, Benoa and 

Nusa Dua. Till now, the Badung District Government has issued location permits without ever 

involving the province. The Governor’s approval is required to proceed with the creation of the 

district-level general spatial plans and detailed plans, and this approval should also be required for 

the issuance of location permits. That will ensure the location of proposed tourism projects will not 

conflict with existing spatial plans at the national and provincial levels. 

Following a recent Constitutional Court decision, the central and provincial governments are no 

longer able to cancel district regulations.
1022

 This means that when a district government issues a 

location permit, and it conflicts with the existing provincial spatial plan, the central and provincial 

governments are now no longer able to cancel that permit. In the United Kingdom (UK), the central 
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government, through the Secretary of State (for the Environment, Transport and Regions), has a 

power to intervene in development plans at the local level, ensuring they will not contravene the 

national spatial plan.
1023

 Similarly, in the Netherlands, the Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and 

the Environment has the power to review and guide development plans, both at province and 

municipality level to comply with the national-level spatial plan.
1024

 Indonesia needs this power too. 

Involving provincial governments in the issuance of the location permits requires more trustworthy 

provincial government. In the case of the Reclamation Project, for example, not only Regents, but 

also the Governor, appear to behave corruptly. However, involving the provincial government will 

attract more public scrutiny as it will make the location permitting a national-level issue. This can 

make a difference. For instance, the Reclamation Project failed to continue as it did not pass its 

environmental impact assessment because of massive public protests from local communities in Bali 

that became a national-level issue in Indonesia. 

F Third Party Participation 

In this context, third party participation may be useful as a part of the privatisation of government 

functions. The goal of this measure is to address the issue of lack of resources and training from 

government officials. For example, in the Tahura Project, as a budget for maintaining mangrove 

forest was no longer provided, the Bali Provincial Government invited a third party to professionally 

manage the forest. Likewise, the Reclamation Project raised environmental damage issues (such as 

waste and human pressure) as a justification to let a third party manage and utilise Benoa Bay. 

However, as discussed in Chapter 7, the real intention was not social and environmental 

considerations, but merely privatisation for economic development. For these reasons, third party 

participation should only be for the purpose of environmental conservation or rehabilitation, and this 

should be strictly regulated under provincial and district regulations. As a reflection of fairness and 

transparency, open tenders should be undertaken to choose third parties who have the strongest 

commitment to manage forest and sea sustainably. 

Another possible way is to collect funds from hotels or other tourism-related businesses in Benoa 

Bay and Nusa Dua areas as part of compulsory CSR. This fund should be transparently allocated to 

support government programs to protect the environment in these areas. As a comparison, Venice 

has recently proposed a levy on visitors to help with the infrastructure problems.
1025

 

Third party participation would also be beneficial to support the creation of district detailed plans. 

As discussed at length in Chapters 6 and 7, long and complicated procedures for issuing detailed 

plans, along with a lack of trained human resources, particularly government officials, have become 

a major reason for the absence of district detailed plans all across Indonesia. Professional planners 

should be actively involved in the creation of district detailed plans. This would only be effective if 

it were followed by an increase in the number of qualified planners in Indonesia, and the inclusion 

of practical plan production training in the curriculum of universities. 
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III DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There remain a number of issues which could profitably be explored in future research. While the 

present study has focussed on the presence of legal and non-legal factors behind the regulatory 

failure of spatial planning in Bali, causing environmental damage by tourism projects, future studies 

could analyse more specifically each recommendation made in this study. For example, scholars 

could further examine why current administrative and criminal sanctions are not working in Bali. 

Why is it so difficult to enforce the law by dismantling buildings that conflict with the spatial 

planning regulation? Why are criminal sanctions never applied to government officials, even though 

they are expressly provided in SPL 2007? 

Further comparative studies are also required to specifically examine the following issues. The first 

is the creation of the detailed plans in other countries, and how to enforce spatial planning law in the 

case of the absence of detailed plans. The practice of removing authority as a legal consequence for 

not completing detailed plans is also worth pursuing, as there are certainly other examples of that 

kind of approach, in other jurisdictions in other planning contexts. 

As regards public participation, other countries’ practices could be analysed to determine whether 

they are applicable in Indonesia, particularly to address the lack of clarity as to the stage at which 

public participation should be undertaken in spatial planning governance. For example, lessons 

might be learned from how Hong Kong successfully revised its planning law to require public 

participation at all stages of the spatial plan.
1026

  

The findings of this study show that district governments do not involve the provincial and central 

governments in the issuance of location permits, and that the central and provincial governments are 

no longer able to cancel district regulations. Hence, it is worth learning from other jurisdictions 

about the relationship between central, provincial and district governments in spatial planning 

governance. For example, how the federal or central government through the Secretary of State (for 

the Environment, Transport and Regions) in the United Kingdom, and the Minister of Housing, 

Spatial Planning and the Environment in the Netherlands, has authority to intervene in development 

plans at the local level, to ensure they will not contravene the national spatial plan.  

The findings of this study demonstrate how economic development too often outweighs the spatial 

planning goal of protecting the environment in Indonesia. Hence, further investigation is needed to 

understand how this is dealt with in other jurisdictions. For example, would it be possible for 

Indonesia to use independent planning panels to make decisions about huge tourism projects where 

there is a potential conflict between the goal of environmental protection and economic 

development?  

Another important study is how to effectively involve third party participation in managing 

protected areas so that its participation in protecting the environment is not just a justification to 

cover up the real main agenda, which is economic benefit, as the Benoa Bay Reclamation and 

Tahura Projects have shown in this thesis. 
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The lack of trained human resources also deserves more study. Would it be useful for Indonesia to 

employ a secondment approach, where one government agency seconds an employee to another 

agency as a way to increase their capacity to implement technically-oriented laws. In the Bali spatial 

planning context, perhaps if spatial planning expertise was concentrated at the central level, the 

central government could second relevant staff to lower levels of government to assist with 

implementation. Given the lack of qualified planners in Indonesia, and their crucial roles in the 

creation of detailed plans, there should be research on whether there is a role for foreign planners in 

Indonesia. Foreign services providers are mostly regulated under the General Agreement on Trade in 

Services (‘GATS’), and Indonesia is active in GATS negotiations under the World Trade 

Organisation (‘WTO’). 

All in all, a major finding of this thesis is that inter-related legal and non-legal factors have caused 

the regulatory failure of spatial planning in Bali, frustrating spatial planning goals. Six proposed 

regulatory reforms, which respond to both legal and non-legal factors, have been offered to make 

spatial planning regulations more effective, namely: zoning rules as an alternative enforcement 

mechanism; legal consequences for not completing district-level detailed plans; criminal sanctions 

for government officials; the enhancement of public participation; the involvement of the Bali 

Provincial government in the issuance of location permits; and third party participation.  

Given the existence of intertwined legal and non-legal factors behind the regulatory failure of spatial 

planning, more studies need to be undertaken to restore spatial planning objectives as a means of 

preventing tourism projects in Bali from damaging the environment and the life of local 

communities. 
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